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Abstract

This study is an examination of the experience that

medical students face in articulating their identities as

budding professionals in relation to the multiple identi

ties and relationships that they share with others in their

private lives. Using qualitative data, and based on a

"grounded theory method of analysis," a theoretical per

spective is developed on multiple identities and the

process of their articulation.

As an overall process, articulation attends to resolv–

ing the experential problem of how individuals assemble

their multiple identities in terms of relating them to one

another, symbolically, as well as relating them to One

another in behavior, within situations and across time.

Multiple identities are articulated with one another,

symbolically, in terms of the convergence and divergence of

assumptions, definitions, attitudes and values that exist

between the perspectives of different identities. While,

for any given person, the specific meanings which make up

a relationship, or a "symbolic calculus, " between identi—

ties is problematic, there are a number of distinct forms

that any given symbolic calculus can take. For some medi—

cal students, mostly those who are men, husbands and

fathers, such identities are seen as essentially "blended"

with one another, so that the student 's involvement in

medical school becomes a simultaneous fulfillment Or



expression of all of the remaining identities. The sym—

bolic calculus between identities can also take "instru—

mental" or "diversionary" forms. However, some symbolic

calculi remain essentially "problematic." Particularly

for women, and for students who see themselves as adults,

articulation of these identities is ongoingly troublesome

and unresolvable, which leads to a number of problems in

students' lives, such as feelings of being stigmatized,

sexually neutered, and infantilized.

Multiple identities are articulated with one another,

behaviorally, in terms of the ways in which individuals

negotiate, with themselves and others, the allocation of

the time, energy, interests and resources necessary for

the expression of one identity, or identities, over others.

For individuals in medical school, the behavioral articu

lation of their lives exists as an immense problem because

the largely unnegotiable demands of medical school tend to

inundate their private lives, threatening to flood out the

possibility of expressing and fulfilling competing identi–

ties.

Multiple identities have their own, relatively dis–

tinct temporal careers, and individuals continuously

grapple with the future in terms of scheduling the

expression of certain identities Over others. In this

sense, participation in medical school involves a struc

tured and highly scheduled status passage that provides

clear markers as to when one's identity as a medical



student must take precedence over other identities, as

well as the date of possible "pay-off" when the realiza–

tion of becoming a physician can then become a means for

the realization, expression and support of other identi

ties.

However, as training evolves, many students begin to

envision that the inundation of their lives with medicine

threatens to carry over following graduation. Thus, in

terms of minimizing such an event , students' visions of

the future, particularly as it appears to affect their

private lives, feed back upon and influence many of the

important decisions that they must make in the present

regarding their training situation.

Articulation of multiple identities within specific

situations involves a dialectic process of situations

defining identities, identities redefining situations and,

indeed, identities defining altogether new situations. In

this sense, students' adjustment to the medical training

situation is not merely an adaptation ; "situational adjust–

ment" is much more of a creative process of students

partially constructing the training situation itself by

interjecting their own perspectives into it. Moreover,

such perspectives are grounded in identities that students

embrace which are derived from groups and relationships

found outside of the training situation.
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"Let me say that the cloistered existence of the

doctor until well into his thirties makes him a

late arrival in the Game Of Life . . . Inevitably,

however, there comes a day when he understands,

slowly at first , then more fully. But by then he

has given too many hostages. He is no longer

that pure entity, a doctor. He has become an im—

pure mixture of husband, father, colleague and

doctor whose responsibilities to others, whose

commitments and promises have begun to outweigh

the pure considerations of the healing science"

(Dr. X, 1965:19).



Chapter One

The Multiple Self

Introduct iOn

There have been a number of important studies on the

processes through which professionals are "produced" within

Society, the nature of professional socialization , and the

relationship between major socializing institutions and

their inductees (cf. Becker and Geer et al., 1961; Merton

and Reader et al., 1959; Olesen and Whittaker, 1957;

Lovell, 1964; Warkov and Zelan, 1965; Bloom, 1963; Coombs

and Vincent , 1971). However, One notable feature of these

Studies is an almost exclusive focus on the individuals

being socialized, Or their cohorts. Yet, to the extent

that all students are simultaneously members of other

groups and associations by virtue of being friends,

Spouses, parents, and so On , a seemingly important, but

largely unanalyzed substantive problem remains : How the

changes the student undergoes in becoming a professional

affect and relate to the multiple identities and relation

ships that the student shares with Others. As Olesen and

Whittaker (1968) observed, there have been a number of

"thoughtful statements" by various educators and research–

ers on the relationship between the process of becoming a

professional and the fulfillment of other and competing

"lateral" roles, but no systematic or analytic study is



yet available (for instance, see Coombs and Vincent, 1971);

Eagle and Smith, 1968; Bruhn and DuPless is , 1966; Perlow

and Mullins, 1976). 1

Accordingly, the study presented here is an examina–

tion of the experience that medical students face in

fashioning their identities as budding professionals in

relation to the multiple identities and relationships that

they share with others in different social contexts.

. Theoretically, the general research problem at issue

here is not actually concerned with the nature of profes—

sional socialization per se, or with refining existing

theory about socialization. Rather, given the fact that

all individuals are socialized to , strive for, and take on

a number of different identities (one possible identity

being that of a "professional"), the theoretical problem

becomes explaining how the process of fashioning an

identity in one context affects, and how the process itself

is impinged upon and affected by , individuals' identities

and relationships with others in altogether different

social situations. Or, put simply, the problem is explain–

ing how individuals articulate multiple identities,

whether those identities are in the process of emerging,

or are already established. Obviously, to the extent that

in the course of a single day an individual can assume any

number of episodic identities such as those of "customer"

or "pedestrian, " that have virtually no, or only minimal,

relation to one another, the identities that are at issue



here are "primary" identities; identities that are trans–

situational and central to any given individual's person—

hood, such as one's developmental, sexual, relational,

ethnic and occupational identities. To this extent, the

study offered here is concerned with understanding how

individuals articulate their emerging identities as

professionals with other primary identities, such as those

of "adult, " "spouse, " "parent, " "intimate, " and so on,

that are situated within relatively different social

contexts and relationships with others.

The problem of multiple identities and their articu

lation is not new to sociology or social psychology itself.

Certainly since William James (1910) and George Herbert

Mead (1934), symbolic interactionists in particular have

spoken of the multiple "me's" that individuals embrace and

are capable of calling Out in themselves and in Others.

And they have spoken of the fact, particularly in modern

societies, that individuals must ongoingly articulate

multiple identities within the various situations that

they find themselves. For instance, as Lindesmith and

Strauss et al. (1975 : 488) recently re-emphasized:

The articulation of [multiple involvements
and identities] is surely a central practical
problem for the citizens of modern nations,
just as it is a central theoretical problem
for social scientists who wish to understand
life in these "complex" societies.

However, while acknowledging that , indeed, individuals in

everyday life ongoingly articulate their identities and



involvements, the process itself has never been taken as

a problem for research. Rather, it has been regarded as a

taken-for-granted, social psychological fact. The promise

of this study, therefore, is in the service of explicating,

On the basis of empirical research, a theoretical problem

fundamental to the larger perspective of symbolic inter

actionism, but One that has never been treated as a problem

to be explained : How, indeed, do individuals articulate

multiple identities, and what are the consequences on

their identities and relationships with others that derive

there Of .

Before turning to the substance of the research and

findings of this study, perhaps it would be worthwhile to

briefly examine why, in fact, the problem of multiple

identities and their articulation has been largely neglec

ted in past sociological research.

Sociological Homunculi

As Schutz (1962) revealed, sociologists are inevitably

doomed to the use of homunculi in analyzing the human

situation : There is no ultimate epoche performable that can

yield a documentation of the phenomenological experience of

Others, or even of One 's Own experience. As such, all

sociological theory and research must utilize hapless

puppets, caricatures and models of persons and, no doubt,

Some homunculi are more imaginative and convincing than

Others, but never lively enough. Of course, because the



very attempt to frame others' lived experiences into a

symbolic representation produces nothing more than a

secondary construction qualitatively removed from those

experiences themselves, the "analyses" of other types of

writers, such as novelists and poets, and the works of

artists, inevitably suffer the same inadequacy as that of

sociologists. However, in terms of convincing portrayals,

if nothing else, writers of novels and biographies, for

example, have been unduestionably more effective in cap

turing and conveying the multifaceted, elusive, and mov–

ing qualities of human spirit and vibrance than have soci

ologists. Indeed, sociologists have been guilty, histori

cally, of fracturing persons into the most narrow, fre—

quently mechanical, one-dimensional figures imaginable. As

Laing (1959:23) mused, if an individual describes himself

as a "machine" or a "robot, " such persons are rightly re

garded as crazy : "Yet why do we not regard a theory that

Seeks to transmute persons into automata or animals as

equally crazy?" One of the great strengths and contribu–

tions of social psychology within sociology has often been

its very powerful critiques of the images of man that pre

vailing theories implicitly contain. Wrong's (1961) docu

mentation of the "oversocialized conception of man" in

modern systems theory is the most classic criticism (see

also Blumer, 1956; Broadhead, 1974). As a result, systems

theorists have been behooved to reconsider their analyses.

As a leading thinker in systems theory noted, modern



systems theorists

. . . represent an attempt at a rather complete
overhaul of contemporary consensus theory by
a return to social psychological basics and
a rebuilding, from the ground up, of a
balanced and dynamic conception of complex
social organization (Buckley, 1967: 105).

In terms of the problems of identity, the single most

important reason why there is no existing theory or per

spective On the nature of multiple identities and their

articulation is because sociologists have inevitably

analyzed individuals as if they only had one identity.

Sociological literature is replete with analyses of a

person's role, or identity, or function, as if any given

individual only has one role, identity, or function.

Indeed, the implicit assumption in particularly structural

analyses (a la Parsons, 1951) is that if one can identify

an individual's role and identity as given by the system,

then one can largely explain and predict the individual's

subsequent behavior. A long standing comment among

theorists in the area of deviance is that sociologists

always speak of the robber, or the check-forger, knowing

full well that, for the most part , robbers and check

forgers engage in the same everyday activities that most

everyone else does. And yet , the absurdity of such narrow

perspectives toward individuals has never been dealt with

seriously.”

For instance, in the socialization literature, as

mentioned above, there are no analyses of how an



individual's emerging identity affects, or is affected by,

all other possible identities. At the most , as in the

literature on professional socialization of medical

students, there are a number of studies that correlate

various extraneous and arbitrary "variables, " such as an

individual's social class, religious affiliation, ethnici—

ty, family membership, and educational level, etc. , as

they relate to predicting students' performance in medical

school (cf. Fredrick and Mundy, 1976; Coombs and Vincent,

1971). However, assuming that the combination of these

variables represent multiple identities, there is no

attempt in such analyses to specify the meaning among these

identities as they relate to the identity of being a

medical student, which in effect would provide some in

sight into the way individuals "symbolically" articulate

one identity with another. Nor is there a discussion of

how changes in One identity affect other identities.

And finally, there is no discussion on the methods that

individuals use to ongoingly articulate multiple identities

with one another. In this sense, such studies more or less

regard students as having a single identity, that of being

a medical student; and the socialization experience through

which they are processed leads them to another, specific

identity, that of being a physician. The analyses of past

socialization research, therefore, by restricting the focus

to specific identities, yield a stark, highly fractured

view of the multiple selves that individuals actually



embrace, and an analysis that ignores the manifold process—

es that individuals utilize in assembling their multiple

selves into the coherency of a person.

A theoretical exception to the fractured images of

persons contained within particularly structural, systems

and behavioralistic theories in sociology is symbolic

interactionism. Interactionists have explicitly critiqued

Other sociological theories by drawing attention to this

very issue (cf. Blumer, 1956; Bolton, 1963; Scott, 1970),

and in turn they have attempted to "breathe more flesh"

into images of man by emphasizing a number of postulates

about persons hitherto ignored by most sociologists.

Namely, by inserting into their analyses the enormously

important factor that individuals have selves, and that ,

On the basis of ongoing communication and interaction,

individuals continuously call out in themselves and others

multiple ways of acting and being, interactionists have

portrayed an image of persons that is far more humanized

and experientially congruent. However, even in emphasiz—

ing the multiplicity of selves, and the fact that individ—

uals must continuously articulate their multiple identities

and involvements, interactionists have neglected to

seriously take up the process of articulation itself as a

problem to be researched and explained. Several reasons

for this neglect can be outlined.

First , in the existing literature bearing upon the

multiplicity of identities that individuals embrace by



virtue of their concurrent memberships in frequently a

great number of rather diverse reference groups, social

worlds and "scenes" (cf. Strauss, 1977; Irwin, 1977),

interactionists have characteristically treated such

memberships, and their accompanying identities, as highly

compartmentalized and separated from one another. For

instance, as Shibutani (1967:167) suggested :

Most people live more or less compartmentalized
lives, shifting from one social world to another
as they participate in a succession of trans–
actions. In each world their roles are different ,
their relations to other participants are different ,
and they reveal a different facet of their person—
alities. Men have become so accustomed to this

mode of life that they manage to conceive of
themselves as reasonably consistent human beings
in spite of this segmentalization and are generally
not aware of the fact that their acts do not fit

into a coherent pattern.

In much the same manner as Shibutani, interactionists

generally have emphasized the immense social plurality,

diversity, and emergent features of urban societies, and

the multiplicity of individuals ' involvements. Indeed,

much of the contribution of interactionists to sociology

has been analyses that address these very features of urban

societies as equally characteristic of modernism as the

features of rationality, bureaucratization and institution

alization. However, in emphasizing the apparent separate

ness and compartmentalization between reference groups and

social worlds, interactionists have produced an image of

man as being certainly multifaceted, but essentially a

kind of "quick change artist, " whose multiple identities
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are drastically and tightly partitioned from one another,

and from others in different social contexts. Thus, if

addressed at all, the problem of identity articulation

has been reduced to the question of how individuals keep

their multiple identities largely separated and isolated

from one another. Articulation as a process has thereby

been treated as largely composed of techniques of con–

cealment, passing, strategies of disguise, and creation of

fronts. Indeed, the work of dramaturgical interactionists

has exclusively concentrated on these strategies of

"being." The point is, however, that while such techniques

are certainly types of articulation, they constitute only

One aspect of the larger process itself ; not on how indi—

viduals symbolically and interactionally assemble, relate,

configure and present multiple identities, but how they do

not. Thus, what perspective on identity articulation that

interactionists have provided is basically a "non-perspec

tive; " a perspective that "explains" articulation by

essentially denying it. It is a perspective that suggests,

as Shibutani described above, that individuals may naively

conceive of some consistency and interrelationship among

their many selves, when in fact there really is none.

This brings up a second reason why interactionists

have largely neglected to examine the process of articula–

tion as a problem to be researched and explained. Inter—

actionist theory and research characteristically focuses

at the episodic and situational levels of analysis. The
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promise of this is that, by methodologically bracketing

their focus, interactionists have been able to examine the

ways in which individuals themselves build their lines of

action together on the basis of communication and inter

pretation, rather than by explaining away interaction as

determined by, or expression of , various external "vari

ables" such as norms, roles, rules and conventions. As

such, interactionists have been adept at examining the

processes through which individuals enter situations and

proceed to mutually fashion their respective identities,

roles, and "business at hand" through processes of inter

action.

For instance, Foote's (1967) classic paper on identi—

fication emphasized that , in contrast to explanations of

behavior as offered by systems and role theorists, individ—

uals frequently find themselves in situations where roles

and rules that presumably govern interaction are highly

ambiguous, in conflict with one another, or simply non

existent. The resolution of this problem, as offered by

Foote (1967), as well as interactionists generally, such as

Turner (1962), Stone (1970) and Blumer (1967), is that

individuals discover and appropriate an identity, and

thereby a role, by devising a performance on the basis of

what they anticipate to be the perspective and understand

ings of others within a situation, and in terms of what

respective interactants communicate and call out in one

another: "As a process, [identification] proceeds by naming;
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its products are ever-evolving self-conceptions – with the

emphasis on the con – that is, upon ratification by sig–

nificant others (Foote, 1967:347, emphasis in the origi–

nal). Thus, as Turner (1962:23) explained :

The actor is not the occupant of a position for
which there is a neat set of rules — a culture

or set of norms – but a person who must act in
the perspective supplied in part by his relation
ship to others whose actions reflect roles that
he must identify.

However, by exclusively focusing on how an interac

tant 's identity and role emerges and becomes validated

within specific episodes and situations, the identity of

the individual tends to be seen as a rather specific one.

Moreover, the identity remains specific to the emergent

definition of the situation itself. Thus, while interac

tionists preface their analyses by emphasizing that indi

viduals come to situations with an immense potential reper

toire of identities and roles that they can play, the

specific identity that eventually emerges within the

situation is treated as unrelated to , and largely dis

sociated from, all other identities that the individual

brings to the situation.” Essentially, interactionist

analyses frequently exhibit the same myopia that is

characteristic of structural and systems analyses of inter

action ; while certainly process, interaction and communica

tion is emphasized, interactants are typically portrayed as

acting in terms of the definition of the situation, the

identity given by others within the situation, and
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presentation of the self. Interactionists have therefore

neglected to develop a perspective on multiple identities

and their articulation because they have neglected to

develop a perspective on, for example, the presentation of

Selves.

Finally, interactionists have paid considerable atten–

tion to the pervasive search for identity that individuals

exhibit in modern societies (cf. Strauss, 1969; Klapp,

1969; Lof land, 1966; Shibutani, 1961). They have noted

that , whether it be derived from a profound sense of mean

inglessness and alienation, expressions of creativity and

self-actualization, or transformations inherent in regular

ized status—passages, individuals are continuously in the

process of taking on new identities, discarding Old Ones,

and refashioning the calculi of their selves.

Travisano (1970) provided a useful distinction between

transformations that are either "alternations" or "conver

sions." Alternations involve the appropriation of a new

identity, but in such a way that it becomes merely an addi

tion to , or an extension of , an individual's prior identi

ties: "These changes are logical ; they are extensions Or

addenda to formerly established programs; they are cumula

tive identity sequences" (Travisano, 1970: 603). As such,

alternations

are relatively easily accomplished changes of
life which do not involve a radical change in
universe of discourse and informing aspect,
but which are part of or grow out of existing
programs of behavior. . . Little change is
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noticed by most of the persons' others. There
is no trauma" (Travisano, 1970 : 601).

Conversions, on the other hand, involve the appropri–

ation of an identity that necessitates a reformulation, or

radical redefinition and reorganization, of an individual's

prior identities:

Conversions are drastic changes in life. Such
changes require a change in the "informing
aspect" of one's life and biography. Moreover,
there must be a negation (often specifically
forbidden) of some former identity. Conversion
is signaled by a radical reorganization of
identity, meaning, and life (Travisano, 1970:
600).

Travisano's analysis emphasizes, therefore, that the

crucial difference between a conversion and an alternation

is determined by the nature of the process through which a

newly acquired identity is integrated and aligned with an

individual's prior identities. Alternation involves a

process of integration that is unproblematic, and that

results in no significant reorganization of the relation

ship between existing identities. Conversion involves re

solving a major malintegration between a newly acquired

identity and existing identities, which then results in a

qualitative reorganization and redefinition of the rela—

tionship between them. As Travisano (1970: 602) explained :

The actor and all his others see his change as
monumental and he is identified by himself and
others as a new or different person. The actor
has a new universe of discourse which negates
the values and meanings of his old ones by ex
posing the "fallacies" of their assumptions and
reasoning.

For our purposes, the interesting point that Travisano

and other theorists underscore is that , whether the
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appropriation of a new identity involves an alternation or

a conversion, integral to both processes is the fact that

individuals relate, integrate, and in various ways align a

newly acquired identity with all others. Whether the pro

cess is difficult, traumatic , or totally reorganizaing in

its effect is quite beside the point. In order to achieve

such articulation, such a process may or may not involve a

total reworking of the nature of , or the relationship

between , all existing identities of the individual. But

the problem of articulation itself is fundamental to both

processes.

However, although theorists have emphasized that

articulation of multiple identities is an ongoing, integra

tive, social psychological process, they have neglected to

examine the process itself ; how articulation is achieved,

and what is the nature of the process. The result, there

fore, is that there is no interactionist perspective to

date on the process of articulation of multiple identities

even though, theoretically, the process itself is funda–

mental to an interactionist approach to explaining the

nature of self and social interaction. 4

In general, therefore, sociology is in need of greater

attention given to the problem of multiple identities and

their articulation, how they affect and impact upon one

another, and how they are mutually fashioned and presented

in situations and across time.
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Research Perspective and Theoretical Format

The ways in which identities are related to one

another are not objectively given. Rather, identities are

articulated with one another in terms of the meanings that

individuals assign as constituting the relationship

between them. Thus, to understand both "why" and "how"

articulation is accomplished, one must ascertain the mean

ings that individuals themselves embrace as determining

the relationship between one identity and another.

For this reason, the perspective offered here in

analyzing the problem of multiple identities and their

articulation is a symbolic interactionist perspective.

That is, in the same way that interactionists have theo

rized that the nature of identity is an emergent feature of

social reality, arising out of symbolic interaction and

Communication, the process through which multiple identi

ties are articulated is also a totally social activity.

Articulation is based on communication and interaction with

One 's self and Others. As an Overall process, articulation

attends to resolving the experiential problem Of how indi

viduals themselves assemble their multiple identities in

terms of relating them to One another, symbolically, as

well as relating them to one another in behavior, within

situations, and across time.

As such, what is offered below is an examination of

the meanings that medical students, and their significant

Others, assign toward students' involvement with becoming
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a professional, and how they interpretively relate this

emerging identity as a "professional" toward the relation

ships and identities that they mutually share outside the

situation of medical school. In this sense, an essential

a priori assumption of a symbolic interactionist perspec

tive is that the ways in which students' emerging identity

as a professional is articulated with all concurrent

identities and relationships with others are highly prob

lematic and variable, being dependent on the meanings that

students and others themselves use in assembling their

multiple selves. For instance, if married, a student 's

involvement in medical school could be perceived by his or

her spouse as a simultaneous fulfillment, in and of itself,

of the student's identity and role as a spouse. At the

Other extreme, students and spouses could perceive such

involvement as totally unrelated, or as an obstruction, to

fulfilling a spouse's role. A symbolic interactionist

perspective would thus assume that meanings of such an

altogether different nature would in turn produce complete

ly different patterns of marital life and activity,

different types of identities as "spouses, " and different

"problems" that each married couple has to face.

The constituent elements of a symbolic interactionist

perspective on multiple identities and their articulation

are presented below in terms of the following theoretical

format. Chapter Two focuses on the fact that individuals

(in this case, medical students) are continuously in the
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process of embracing, presenting, and fashioning multiple

selves, and that due to the exigencies of social inter

action and social organization, the articulation of those

multiple identities is an imperative process, as well as

an Ongoing One.

In the following four chapters, an analysis is

developed focusing on the various dimensions of the process

of articulation itself. Specifically, articulation of

multiple identities involves a symbolic dimension (Chapter

Three): To have an identity is not only to be socially

situated, or to be assigned membership in a particular

group, "social world," or "scene." To have an identity is

also to have a "perspective" consisting of certain assump

tions, definitions, attitudes and values that individuals

use as a frame of reference for organizing, or informing,

their thoughts and actions toward self and others. However,

inasmuch as individuals have multiple identities, they also

have multiple perspectives. Multiple identities, therefore,

are articulated with one another, symbolically, in terms of

the convergence and divergence of assumptions, definitions,

attitudes and values that exist between the perspectives of

different identities.

Moreover, identities have different "social values; "

there is a hierarchy of prestige and importance that exists

between identities, although the social value of any given

identity varies according to situations. Therefore,

multiple identities are articulated with one another,
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symbolically, not only in terms of the convergence and

divergence Of perspectives, but also in terms Of the social

value that One identity is assigned over another. Finally,

individuals are capable of revealing and discussing the

details of how one identity symbolically articulates with

another, as well as specifying "problems" that may obtain

in the relationship.

Secondly, the process of articulation involves a

behavioral dimension (Chapter Four) : Multiple identities

are mutually fashioned and acted out in behavior and inter—

action. However, although individuals symbolically embrace

multiple identities of themselves, the behavioral expres–

sion of many identities can be untenable or problematic

simply due to the sheer lack of time, energy, emotion and

resources. This is particularly a problem experienced by

medical students simply because participation in medical

School involves a behavioral inundation, at sometimes

greater than others, of their energies, time and personal

resources. Such inundation of the student 's life with

medical school results in flooding out and severely con–

stricting the expression of competing identities.

Thirdly, the process of articulation involves a

temporal dimension (Chapter Five): Identities have their

Own, relatively distinct, temporal careers, and individuals

continuously grapple with the future in terms of scheduling

the expression of certain identities over Others. In this

Sense, participation in medical school involves a
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structured and highly scheduled status passage that pro

vides clear markers as to when the expression of certain

identities must become subservient to others, as well as

a date of "pay-off" when the realization of one identity,

that of becoming a physician, can then become the means

for the realization, expression, and support of other

ident it ies.

Finally, the process of articulation involves a

situational dimension (Chapter Six): Situations in which

individuals find themselves call out and define particular

identities that are specific to situations themselves.

Moreover, some situations, such as participation within

medical school, tend to be highly specialized and truncated

in terms of the specific identities that they call out in

individuals. However, competing identities to which

individuals are committed can serve to dialectically feed

back into and partially redefine situations themselves.

Thus, articulation of multiple identities within specific

situations involves a dialectic process of situations de—

fining identities, identities redefining situations, and

indeed, identities defining altogether new situations.

What is offered, therefore, is an analysis that

compliments and elaborates existing theory, particularly

in symbolic interactionism, bearing on the nature of

identity and the dramatic search for identity that

characterizes the lives of individuals in post-industrial

society. However, the promise of the analysis is that it
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focuses less on the search for identity, and more on how

identities Once discovered are articulated into the lives

of individuals themselves. Indeed, the emphasis of the

following analysis suggest that , just as Ours is a time

when the search for identity is a dramatic process, an

equally dramatic process in the lives of individuals is

that of bringing those identities into a meaningful articu

lation with the totality of their remaining selves, biogra–

phies, futures, and relationships with others.
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Chapter Two

Professional Socialization and Multiple
Identities : The Case Of Medical Students

Articulation as an Imperative Process

As interactionists have discussed previously, to

have an identity is to be situated or placed in social

terms, to be assigned membership in various groups, or to

be recognized as belonging to a given era of time, history

and future. As Stone (1970: 399, emphasis in the original)

noted :

Almost all writers using the term imply that
identity establishes what and where the per
son is in social terms . . . When One has an

identity, he is situated — that is, cast in
the shape of a social object by the acknow
ledgement of his participation or membership
in social relations. One's identity is
established when Others place him as a social
object by assigning him the same words of
identity that he appropriates Or announces.

However, individuals are continuously in the process

of presenting, announcing, revealing, and projecting mul—

tiple identities. Many identities are worn on people's

"cuff," as Goffman would say. For instance, one's age, as

an identity, is relatively easy to assign within a general

continuum ranging from childhood through old age. Ethnic

and sexual ident it ies are also visible. The accent in

One 's speech frequently gives away one 's geographical

place of Origin as well as one's cultural and socio

economic beginnings. Individuals' names are immensely
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revealing, as are peoples' clothing and general demeanor.

As Goffman (1963) noted, individuals "give" and "give off"

information, and the amount of information that is given

off as to One's identities is indeed immense and very

telling.

Moreover, in terms of one's primary relationships,

collegues and friendships, people generally like to be

thought of in many different ways, and they are quick and

frequently eager to drop cues as to their other selves

interests, history, and opinions. It is in the revealing

and sharing of such information about our selves that

provides the "deeper" images as to our character, Our

"essential" nature, and our uniqueness.

Thus, Stone's (1970: 399) assertion that , "To situate

the person as a social object is to bring him together

with others so situated, and, at the same time, set him

apart from still other objects. . . , " needs some conceptual

elaboration. To the extent individuals project, and are

assigned, multiple identities, they are continuously

situating themselves and others in multiple places simul—

taneously. The fact that an individual is one thing does

not necessarily set him apart from being many others con–

currently.

However, to the extent that individuals embrace and

give off many different identities simultaneously, it is

imperative for them to engage in a continuous process of

articulating their multiple selves, emphasizing some and
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discreetly deemphasizing others, and aligning and realign

ing them into differing configurations. This is because,

due to the exigencies of social interaction and social

organization, failure to articulate identities in ways

that are appropriate to situations can create many dif–

ferent kinds of interactional problems. Many situations,

particularly within formal organizations, call for only

specific identities of the interactants, and explicit

presentation or expression of competing identities can

result in either heightening the ambiguity of situations,

or bringing about a disruption of the interaction itself.

In addition, if presented inappropriately, different

identities can introduce the specter or suspicion of split

loyalties and divided commitments, ulterior reasons, and

signs of equivocation in terms of one's perspective Or

position. "Surprises" as to who we are can be troublesome

and threatening to others in their consequences, causing

confusion at the very least, as well as possible embarrass—

ment, discreditation and shame (cf. Gross and Stone, 1970;

Goffman, 1963; 1967).

For these reasons, it is not that individuals cannot

and do not divulge information as to who they are, for

indeed, the Opposite is usually the case. Except for

encounters between complete strangers, or in dealings with

con men, most individuals live out the most personally

significant aspects of their lives, whether that be with

friends, colleagues, or intimates, in what Glaser and
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and Strauss (1964) would describe as "awareness contexts."

that are relatively open, or that strain toward openness.

This is because, as the testimonies of homosexuals have

poignantly revealed, living lives of pretense and conceal

ment as to "who we are" is a trying and bitter business

(cf. Cory and Leroy, 1963). Moreover, the extent to which

individuals do live lives as Con men and "Machiavellians''

has been grossly overdrawn by some sociologists (this

criticism has been increasingly made by others ; cf. , the

discussion in Irwin, 1977). This is not to say that in

dividuals never conceal portions of their lives, but

rather individuals prefer to live as openly as is comfort—

able for them, even frequently in the face of rejection by

others. This emphasizes that the problem individuals face

in revealing the multiplicity of their identities is "how"

such information is disclosed, which underlies the problem

of "how" individuals must ongoingly articulate their mul—

tiple identities so that introducing them into interaction

with Others, or into organizational settings, is appropri–

ate, supportive and conducive to the situations themselves.

In the case of medical students, the first and cer–

tainly most important occasion in which they, as students,

must articulate their multiple selves with an eye toward

Others and institutions is in preparing their application

for admission to medical school, and in presenting them—

selves for the admissions interview. An analysis of how

medical students engage in this very delicate and
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deliberate activity is immensely revealing of the process

of articulation itself.

Face—work in Applying for Medical School Admission

Stereotypes notwithstanding, medical students are a

very diverse lot, and prior to applying to medical school,

many students lead extremely varied lives as individuals.

Attending college itself in the pre-med years provides

opportunities for exploring and expressing many different

identities and engaging in a wide variety of activities.

Prior to enrolling in medical school, many students are

employed in occupations totally unrelated to medicine.

Moreover, many students are spouses and parents. And

students generally express interests in a wide assortment

of avocations, sports and hobbies in which they are

seriously engaged.

However, due to the demand structure of medical

school, which eventuates in the selection of only the most

highly qualified and motivated applicants, gaining admission

requires that individuals articulate their many selves as

if they were totally subservient to , and supportive of ,

their ultimate interest in becoming medical students. As

one student expressed it, "The thing is that , in order to

get in , you have to sell yourself that you will totally

live medicine for the rest of your life, and that 's all

you want." In order to do so, therefore, it is imperative

that individuals, as applicants, strategically articulate
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their prior lives so that everything that they have been

or have done previously attests to , and directly or in

directly prepares them for, the ultimate realization of

becoming medical students. In doing so, applicants in

volve themselves in a complex articulation process that

evolves through basically four, sequential stages. For

the present purposes, these stages can be designated as

those of 1) anticipatory identification ; 2) aggregate

identification ; 3) individuation ; and 4) normalization.

Anticipatory Identification : The first stage begins with

the applicant identifying, on the basis of research,

counseling, advice and rumor, the general parameters that

medical schools use to initially screen in or out those

individuals seeking admission. Accompanying this includes

completing the long, uncertain years of pre–med training

that invests students with the necessary prerequisite

skills, experience and credentials that will approximate

the parameters against which they will be judged. As one

student expressed :

First, you have to read everything that is
available to you, and then you begin to see
the kind of thing that they are looking for.
You visualize it in terms of grade point
averages, test scores, and letters of recom—
mendation. You have to realize that in Order

to get into medical school, presenting your
self as yourself is the last step in the
process. You first must think of yourself
as a piece of paper that they're going to be
looking at , and they can either throw it
away or keep it.
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Now, admittedly, some students are far more strategic

in their effort to gain admissions than are others, and

generally, those that are strategic are logically more

likely to meet with success. Parenthetically, by strate—

gic, I do not mean deceitful or phoney, but rather de

liberate, well-organized, and reflexive of the application

process itself.

As the student quoted above intimated, what students

generally discover in the first stage of anticipatory

identification is that , in preparing their application in

terms of presenting themselves in the image of the ideal

applicant, potential students are drawn to the conclusion

that what is required of them is the sequential creation

of two identities: first , the identity of a member of an

aggregate, and later, the identity of a unique person.

The first identity is, as the student above described, an

identity "on paper" that consists of test scores, tran–

scripts, GPA's, and the like. The second identity, that

of a unique person, awaits to be presented at the time of

the admissions interview.

Aggregate Identification : The second stage involves

students articulating all of their personal identities and

attributes in such a way that they appear on paper as

members of an aggregate. The emphasis here is not in re

vealing one's uniquenesses or special attributes, but

rather the attributes that the medical school emphasizes
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in determining the initial, aggregate pool of serious con–

siderations. Moreover, even in the "personal letter"

that accompanies each application, there are good reasons

why students, if they are to be strategic, are reluctant

to discuss or divulge any other areas of their lives that

do not directly contribute to their measuring up to the

image of the aggregate. For instance, as a third-year

student explained :

I presented myself twice. The first time, I had
a Masters degree and my son was very young, and
I was married. I presented myself as a woman who
had always been interested in science, and who
was going to be able to be a good mother, and do
a good job in medicine. And I didn't get one
interview, not even one ! I presented myself
really honestly. I'm a woman who has worked
hard, who has always been interested in science,
and this is really important to me, and I'm going
to show you how I can make medicine and my family
fit together. My whole essay about myself talked
about how I had worked Out child care so I could

be a medical student, how I was going to be a
good mother — and I didn't get one interview

So the next year, I became more serious and
looked into how to play the game. I then didn't
even include any mention of my son in the next
essay, and I just presented myself as a scientist
who had done research, but that I felt that
clinical science was better for me. And I told

them all this stuff about science, and more or
less took the attitude that the only thing that
they were concerned about was an image of the
epitome of the perfect medical student and
scientist. So I came on hard-core as a scientist,
and more or less omitted any other aspect of my
life.

A third-year, male medical student said just about the
same thing :

The thing about the letter is that the theme was
that I tried to integrate the technical and social
things of my life. I said that I have all these
technical skills and that I do well in science,
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but that I want some kind of social appli–
cation. But I didn't discuss anything
else, like my marriage or my private life.

The essence of creating an identity of an aggregate

member is to relate to all other potential applicants On

the basis of attributes that are externally determined by

the medical school admissions committee. However, just as

survey researchers find themselves hard pressed to locate,

for instance, their ideal, statistical American family Of

white, Anglo-Saxon parents with 2% children, making an

income of $12,500, and owning two cars, so too applicants

can only attempt to approximate the ideal medical student,

and even then, only in terms of attributes that have little

to do with their personal lives. The divulgence of that

information, however, which still must be a selective,

well-articulated divulgement at that , awaits for the third

stage.

Individuation : Articulation and selective revealment Of

one's personal identities and attributes occur in the

medical school interview. The applicant 's Objective at

this stage of the process, once a given person has been

identified as falling within the initial aggregate Of

potential students, is to dissociate oneself from the

aggregate itself, and emphasize one's personal uniqueness.

It is a time to take the Offensive and make Oneself look

unique enough that a lasting impression of the applicant

as an individual is preserved in the minds of the
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committee members. For instance, as one student lamented,

having been rejected by a number of schools the first

year, and then gaining admission on the second go around:

The problem that I had in the interview was
not coming across forceful, and that I really
wanted to do this. And then I have a tendency
when I meet people to be somewhat withdrawn,
and wait and see where they're coming from
before I open up. And the second year I
applied it was the same thing – more rejec
tions.

Other students, however, pick up much faster on what the

interviews are all about :

First it occurred to me that they would not
be looking for someone that was absolutely,
centrally fixed on medicine. At the time
that I applied, I realized that the trend
was heavily away from that . The trend was
more for people who were very well rounded,
and had a lot of interests Outside science.

So I knew when I went for my interview that
I had to look unique : many people would
have excellent grades and test scores, and
I knew that I had to separate myself from
that group. I needed to make myself look
like I was something special. First you
have to get yourself into the pool of
serious considerations, and then attempt
to separate yourself from them in a positive
way.

To bring about individuation, students point to a

number of identities and attributes unique to themselves

that separate them from the remaining aggregate of

potential students. One student, who had previously been

a professional magician, demonstrated his magic before the

interviewing committee :

I pulled it out and said, here it is. And I
did that to make them aware that when I said

that I was a magician, that I really was.
That I wasn't just a mickey mouse that had a
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few tricks, but that I really was what I
said I was . I told them that this was
important to me and that I'll show you
what I can do with it. And it made One

realize that , for those people who inter
viewed me, that I did something a little
bit different, and they'll remember me by
it.

Other students discuss more mundane identities and

attributes that separate them from the group, such as

being adults, or spouses and parents:

O. k. , my pitch was that I was older, and
that I have had a lot of experience, ie. ,
that I was an adult. That I've had a lot

of experience in other areas than just
going to school; I've been around just a
little bit more. Plus, I have a family,
and I'm settled down in life. I'm steady,
motivated, and for good reason :

Normalization : In articulating and presenting oneself as

a unique individual who embraces identities and interests

other than simply that of becoming a medical student,

there is an element of risk involved. In making a "pitch, "

one runs the risk of raising eyebrows and questions, and

indeed, all of the uniquenesses of a person can be seen

by others as either assets or liabilities. This is the

single most important reason why students are reluctant to

divulge too much in the personal letter that accompanies

the written application. Personal uniquenesses are

problematic. For instance, the clothing that one wears at

the time of the interview, and one's general appearance,

has to be seriously considered. As one student explained :
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Everyone dresses formally, but maybe it doesn't
make that much difference. You mainly don't
want to look like someone who is going to buck
the program. Of course, getting into medical
school is loaded with probabilities, and you're
hoping that somewhere you're going to hit the
right combination. But generally, I played the
odds, and I assumed that most of the people who
interviewed me would be more conservative than
liberal.

Because every personal identity or attribute that

applicants reveal can potentially be seen by Others as

"questionable" or "problematic, " what every applicant must

be prepared to do is to "normalize" all possible liabili–

ties into either irrelevancies, benign attributes, or, at

the best , positive assets.” For instance, older appli–

cants, in their late twenties or early thirties, fre

quently must justify their ages:

My being older was in a sense a positive factor,
and yet also a problem. So I had to think of
some way to turn my being older into an asset.
I had to make them think that being older was
no problem — this is what makes me better than
the next guy.

Many medical school admission committees regard a

student being a woman as a very questionable identity, and

particularly women with children. As one, first-year

woman student discussed :

I tried to make the fact that I was a mother

an advantage to me. That I had learned about
caring for people. And that there was a
certain amount of maturity that comes along
with a marriage and a family. But generally
it was hard to use this as an advantage.

Another woman student put it this way:

I said I have had my children. I have proven
my competence as a student while being a
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mother. And that I didn't see why having
kids would get in the way. And basically,
I implied that I was not going to be drop
ping out of school or out of medicine in
Order to have our children ; that basically
our family was complete. But listen, I
was put on the defensive more than once by
people saying, "you're going to drop Out
Of school to have more kids." And I could

say, "how can you say that ' This is what I
did in school while having my children."
And they would point to other women who
have dropped out of medicine to have child
ren. And I said, "well, I've already had my
Children ''

Thus, in having successfully advanced through the

stages of anticipatory identification, aggregate identi

fication, and individuation, potential students must

finally be prepared to normalize any identities and

attributes unique to themselves that they reveal to the

medical school. The successful candidates are inevitably

those who have been skillful in articulating their multi

ple selves with respect to the expectations of those

individuals who represent the institution of medicine.

Students thus create an image of their personhood wherein

all accompanying identities and personal attributes flow

into, and are seen as subservient to , the over-riding

identity of their becoming medical students.

Professional Socialization to Multiple Identities

In order to gain acceptance to medical school,

applicants articulate their multiple selves in such a way

as to create the impression that becoming a medical

student, and eventually a physician, is the single most
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important identity to which they aspire. However, not

only do students come to medical school with multiple

identities, but inevitably professional socialization

itself is seen as supportive of , if not a vehicle for,

the fulfillment and expression of still other identities,

particularly after training has been completed. As Becker

(1968) noted, the commitment of individuals in general to

any endeavor is based either on intrinsic or extrinsic

"reasons." Extrinsic reasons, or "side bets, " involve

"linking of previously extraneous and irrelevant lines Of

action and sets of rewards to a particular line of action"

(Becker, 1968: 154).

In the case of medical students, undoubtedly the

study of medicine is to some degree an absorbing and

motivating experience in and of itself, as is earning the

identity of "physician." However, as is common knowledge,

there are many reasons to become a physician, or a

professional in any field for that matter, that are

extrinsic to the practice of medicine itself. And, for

medical students, the professional socialization experi

ence through which they are processed is in many ways

seen as a spring-board for the attainment of a number of

widely varying rewards, pursuits and identities. Moreover,

due to the grueling experience, at times, of professional

Socialization itself, the "side bets" that students make

as reasons to endure the process frequently become more

compelling than the intrinsic reasons for doing so. As
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one third-year student noted in the "heat" of a particu

larly tyrannizing clerkship :

Like I have a fantasy of traveling, and
building a log cabin, and getting an Old
car and fixing it up, and getting a little
ranch with some horses. And I think these
fantasies are realistic Ones. And I would

say in fact that these things are the
motivating factor right now in finishing
school. They are going to carry me through
the last stretch, and then when I get Out,
things are going to be good, and then I
can relax.

One of the reasons why extrinsic reasons can supplant

intrinsic ones is that , in a way similar to the loss Of

idealism in medical school that some researchers have

claimed (cf. Eron, 1955; Christe and Merton, 1958; see

Becker et al., 1961 for an opposing view), the study of

medicine — or more accurately, the study of illness and

disease — can be a disenchanting experience. As One

anatomy Ph.D. student commented, "I always thought I

wanted to be a doctor until I realized in graduate school

how much I hate being around sick people." A third-year

medical student expressed a similar feeling :

I originally expected to get more intrinsic
rewards in dealing with patients. And now
I find dealing with patients to be at times
really frustrating, a lot more frustrating
than I imagined. A lot of problems you
simply can't do anything about and yet the
expectations are there for you to be able
to solve them. It's pretty frustrating to
admit that you can't help somebody, and to
fail.

Thus, partially due to disen chantment, or loss of

idealism, or many other factors, students' investment in
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becoming a physician frequently becomes an investment to

become something else, or to acquire something else. For

instance, almost all students see medicine as a way to

support the identity of themselves as adults, spouses and

parents. As one student expressed :

Medicine is going to help because, when I'm
through with training, I'm going to be able
to have a resource that will allow me to do

things that I'm interested in , particularly
if I put my practice together in such a way.
Thus, in ways, I can see medicine as a means
to other ends, although not entirely. It 's
obviously important for me to develop a
strong family, and I want to have a lot of
time with them. I mean, medicine is suppor—
tive of this, although it depends on what
specialty you choose. Some specialties are
more amenable to having a family life.

In addition, medical students see medicine as a means

to achieve the social realization of identities as

"adults, " an identity which they social psychologically

embrace while in school, but which is undermined socially

by virtue of them being in school itself. (This issue is

discussed in greater detail in Chapter Three. ) However,

particularly for those individuals in medical school who

have been students virtually all of their lives, pro

fessional socialization is seen as a status passage to

adulthood itself. That is, they see medical training as a

means to arrive at that stage in life where, socially,

they at least have the wherewithal to live as they think

adults should ; responsible, respected, independent and

socio-economically stable. As a 26 year old, married

Student noted :
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Being in medical school has in a lot Of ways
prevented me from living like I think I
should be living at this age. I will go and
visit my friends, and they've got homes, and
they come home from work and they don't worry
about a lot of things. But on the other hand,
I think that eventually I will be in a lot
better situation than them.

Interestingly, the "fact" that medical students em–

brace both intrinsic and extrinsic reasons for being in

medical school, and that professional socialization as a

process actually results in socialization to multiple

identities, should be of no suprise. Yet, I think in

terms of the existing ideology of what "is" a professional,

as well as the existing theory concerning the nature of

professional socialization, both "facts" pose, if not a

surprise, then at least a problem.

First , a central ideological feature of profession

alism is that the practice of the profession is an end in

itself. Professionals are described as a special breed

of individuals, steeped in the esoterica and specializa

tion of their fields, and intrinsically committed to ful—

filling the larger mission of the profession itself.

While in part this may be true, it is a half-truth.

Professionals, and students studying to become profes—

sionals, see their practice of the profession as a means

to a wide and rich assortment to Other ends, and their

side bets are as much of a motivating force within the

profession as is the practice of the profession itself.

However, in emphasizing this, it is in no way meant as a
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criticism of professionals. Ideologies are ideologies,

part truth and part myth. Thus, as Dr. X (1967:16)

confessed :

Obviously, doctors are not boy scouts, nor
are they deep-dyed dastardly villians. We
are merely men living in a system of man's
creation that tend to give rather disastrously
free license to each Of us to fulfill Our Own

needs – or greeds — regardless of the cost to
Others. In this the doctor is no less guilty
than many of his patients.

Regarding the second problem, in addition to the

criticisms mentioned in Chapter One, existing theory on

socialization suffers from another gross myopia. Particu

larly with respect to the research on the nature of

occupational and professional socialization, theorists

have tended to focus, probably for heuristic and analytic

purposes, on Only specific socialization processes, and

they have tended to analyze such processes as if they

prepare individuals for only specific roles and identities.

As Davis and Olesen (1972: 21) noted :

This has led to an unwitting depiction of
career socialization as a unidimensional,
institutionally self-contained process in
which the progress, travail, and rewards
of the aspirant are analyzed wholly within
the context of the occupational role per se.

Moreover, implicit in most existing theories on socializa–

tion is an unfortunate teleological bias that theorists

fail to question seriously. Namely, it is assumed that

all professional socialization processes have an objective—

ly given purpose or goal that is inherent in the process

itself, and that such purposes and goals exist
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independently of the subjective interpretations of the

individuals being socialized, or of the researchers them—

selves who are interpreting the process.

In contrast, if future research on the nature of

professional socialization were approached via a symbolic

interactionist perspective, researchers would first be

required to "bracket" their taken for granted assumptions

prior to the research itself (cf. Strauss and Schatzman et

al., 1964; Becker and Geer et al. , 1961). In doing so,

what researchers would discover is that the ultimate

meaning (s) and purpose (s) of a given socialization process

varies immensely according to the meanings assigned to the

process by the individuals that are involved in it, as well

as according to the meanings assigned by the individuals

officiating the process itself. This would reveal that

individuals are not only involved simultaneously in mul—

tiple socialization processes that prepare them for

different roles and identities (Davis and Olesen, 1972).

In addition, individuals interpret and "use" specific

socialization processes as a means of preparing them for

multiple identities and roles. As has been discovered in

this study, professional socialization processes are means,

at least in part, for individuals to fashion and express a

whole assortment of multiple identities, and that such

processes serve multiple ends. To this extent, existing

theory on professional socialization obscures the fact

that , as individuals, students are striving to not Only
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become professionals, but also adults, spouses, parents,

business people, and so on. Their socialization as

professionals is both part and parcel of their means of

realizing and preparing for such multiple identities and

goals themselves.
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Chapter Three

Multiple Identities in Articulation

The Symbolic Dimension

The Elements Of Symbolic Articulation

To have an identity is not only to be socially

situated, or to be assigned membership in a particular

reference group, organization, social world Or "Scene."

To have an identity is also to have a "perspective" con

sisting of certain assumptions, definitions, attitudes and

values that individuals use as a frame of reference for

organizing or informing their thoughts and actions toward

self and others. As Foote (1967) emphasized some time ago,

the identity of respective individuals provides an Organ

izing and a "motivating" frame of reference toward oneself

and others that , in turn, partially contributes to estab

lishing the initial definitions of a situation within

which interaction becomes built up. Or, as Stone (1970)

noted, in elaborating Foote's analysis, there must be an

identification of one another's identity, which is fre

quently revealed on the basis of nondiscursive symbols

such as one's grooming, clothing, location and gestures,

i.e., appearance, before an identification with One

another can proceed. For instance, to be a professional

involves taking a particular perspective toward One self

in terms of ways of acting and "carrying." Oneself, Ways
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of appearing in dress and demeanor, certain attitudes

toward others, and a license to engage in special types of

activities specific to one's professional occupation.

At the most , the perspective that accompanies an

identity provides only a rough guideline as to how individ

uals should think, act, and appear toward self and Others.

Moreover, there can be a definite lack of consensus be—

tween individuals as to what the particulars are of an

identity in terms of its perspective, and what an identity

actually "means" in terms of how individuals so identified

should conduct themselves. Finally, many of the assump

tions, definitions, attitudes and values that together

make up the perspective of an identity can be called into

question by individuals and deliberately changed. For

instance, the identity of what is a "woman" has been

significantly called into question over the last decade or

so by various women's movements. The result has been that

the perspective traditionally or culturally integral to

the identity of "woman" has become problematic, and guide—

lines, for instance, on how a woman should "appear" as a

woman, as well as how she should "act, " in terms of voca

tions, emotional expression, participation in the division

of labor, and so on, are now extremely vague and open

ended. As a third-year woman student explained, what the

women's movement now emphasizes is that

everyone should be the role that they feel
comfortable in . Most women that I know
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feel like if a woman wants to be a house
wife, and that 's all they want, then
that 's great , just so it wasn't imposed
On them. So I don't think there is a

value judgement on them; you don't have
to have a career to be a feminist if you
are doing what you want to do. So now
it 's mostly fulfill your own potential,
rather than everyone has to have their
OWn Career.

The point here, however, is that, for better or for

worse, and there definitely is a broad range of Opinion

and controversy here (cf. Lum, 1975; Andelin, 1963;

Epstein, 1971), what it means to be a woman in relation to

the perspective traditionally associated with "womanhood."

is now extremely problematic because of the controversy

itself. Women are now having to carve out for themselves

(and by themselves) to a much larger degree the defini

tions, attitudes, assumptions and values of what "is" a

woman, and how they should relate to themselves and others

a S a WOIna. In .

In addition to a perspective, an identity also carries

a "social value, " and in general there is a hierarchy of

prestige and important that exists between identities.

For instance, newspapers frequently publish polls assembled

on the basis of national surveys that report the comparison

of a number of occupational identities in terms of relative

prestige and respect accorded them by individuals general

ly. Physicians and astronauts usually rank very high, as

well as most professional groups, while politicians,

government bureaucrats and prostitutes rank very low.
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Such a hierarchy of prestige also exists between devalued

and low-status identities. For instance, Tringo's (1970)

research indicated that the identity of "old age" ranks

below that of "blindman," deaf mute" and "cancer victim, "

while it ranks above that of "epileptic" and "spastic."

However, the social value of an identity does vary accord

ing to situations. For instance, generally, the identity

of "medical student" and certainly "physician" receive a

higher social value than that of "homemaker" or "mother."

Yet, depending on the situation, the ranking can be re

versed. As a fourth-year, woman medical student noted, "I

don't get any 'goodies' at home for being a medical

student . . . the kids could care less. All they know is that

they need clean underpants."

However, inasmuch as individuals embrace multiple

identities, they also embrace multiple perspectives in

terms of relating to themselves and to others, and each of

these identities carry a different social value. In terms

of the process of articulation, therefore, multiple

identities are articulated with One another, symbolically,

in terms of the convergence and divergence Of assumptions,

definitions, attitudes and values that exist between the

perspectives of different identities, as well as in terms

of the hierarchy of social value that is symbolically

assigned between identities. Put analogously, individuals

articulate multiple identities, symbolically, in the same

way social scientists relate theoretical perspectives to
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one another, although not nearly as systematically. That

is, individuals juxtapose, and compare and contrast the

assumptions, definitions, attitudes and values that make

up the perspectives of various identities with One another.

Moreover, individuals are capable of revealing and dis–

cussing the details of how they see One identity as it

symbolically relates to another, as well as specifying

"problems" that may obtain in the relationship between

them. Indeed, because such "problems" emerge in attempting

to articulate multiple identities, particularly since such

articulation is an imperative in the context of social

interaction and social organization, individuals become

extremely conscious of the ways in which identities do Or

do not symbolically articulate with one another, whether

that be in terms of perspectives or social values. In

such instances, individuals face the problem of having to

work out what could be called a "symbolic calculus" as to

how problematic identities can be articulated with One

another. Such a symbolic calculus eventually provides

whatever degree of rhyme or reason comes to exist, or that

needs to exist, between identities, and it provides the

logic that unites an individual's multiple identities into

the coherency of a person.

In these respects, individuals as persons are more

phenomenologically "together" than sociologists have

traditionally portrayed them as being. For instance, as

Strauss (1969) noted, ". . . sociologists sometimes use the
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example of a man acting as a Christian on Sundays and a

businessman on Monday, and they note that many men seem

to be able to ' dissociate' or keep in water tight compart

ments the different role demands." In much the same way,

Shibutani (1967:167) observed that , as quoted above,

individuals' lives are compartmentalized from one "refer—

ence group" to another, and that their many roles and

identities are extremely different from one another:

Men have become so accustomed to this mode

of life that they manage to conceive of
themselves as reasonably consistent human
beings in spite Of this segmentalization
and are generally not aware of the fact
that their acts do not fit into a COherent

pattern.

What needs to be emphasized here is that , because individ—

uals "conceive of themselves as reasonably consistent

human beings," then in fact they are reasonably consistent

human beings. What establishes the consistency and co

herence of individuals is not the decisions and Observal—

tions of an external observer, the sociologist, who

presumes to "really know," but rather the decisions and

Observations individuals themselves make that determine

the relationship between their many identities and roles.

In general, except for those people suffering from

extreme types of mental illness, or symbolic disembodiment

(Laing, 1959), individuals do not conceive of themselves

as dissociated, hypocritical, or schizophrenic. And if

they are asked, "how can you be both a Christian and a

businessman, " they can reveal a symbolic association
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between the two identities. In this sense, while individ—

uals indeed belong to a multiplicity of groups, some which

may possibly be partitioned from one another, the sum total

of their lives come together and coexist phenomenological

ly. And the articulation of an individual's multiple

identities is worked out in a symbolic calculus that

determines, however problematically, the coherency and

logic of the relationship between one identity and another.

The Symbolic Calculus of Identity Articulation

Individuals embrace many different identities, and

see and express themselves in many different ways. How—

ever, the ways identities are related to one another are

not objectively given. Nor are there any absolute reasons

why certain identities must necessarily go together. In

other words, why a "woman" also chooses to be a physician,

or a nurse, or a Catholic, musician, spouse, or any other

identity, is not objectively apparent. The ways in which

identities articulate with one another, the reasons "why"

they go together, are problematic simply because the "ways"

and the "reasons" can vary immensely from one individual

to another. Accordingly, in order to discover the nature

of articulation, one has to discover "how" individuals

symbolically relate one identity to another. The external

observer, such as the social scientist, must discover the

meanings that individuals themselves assign as making up

the symbolic calculus among identities, rather than
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imputing either their own "reasons, " or even worse, glibly

asserting that, in "reality, " individuals are simply

phenomenologically dissociated beings.

For instance, many women students symbolically

articulate their identities as "women" and as "medical

students" by emphasizing, or integrating, a number of

themes that they see as shared between the perspectives of

the two ident it ies. For individuals who define "womanhood"

in feminist terms, being a medical student is seen as inte

grating, or simultaneously fulfilling the attitudes,

values, and definitions of themselves as women in terms of

their being equal to men, that they can be autonomous unto

themselves, and that they are capable of achieving such

independence. Obviously, themes of autonomy, competence

and individuality are also integral to the perspective of

being a professional.

On the other hand, for individuals who define woman

hood in more traditional terms, being a medical student

is also seen as integrating, or simultaneously fulfilling,

the attitudes, values and definitions of themselves as

women in terms of belonging to a profession that involves

a caring, nurturing Orientation to people, a direct

involvement in the protection and reproduction of life,

and a service and devotion to Others. As Others have

noted, traditionally, the relationship between being a

woman and a healer has always, at least until very recent—

ly, been closely related to one another (cf. Ehrenreich,
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1973). As one first-year, woman medical student noted:

Women in medical school are able to express
their femininity in terms of the way they
are able to approach the patient, and their
opportunity to care for people. I think
women bring a tendency toward gentleness and
tenderness, just in terms of physical things.
Laying-on-of-hands kind of things that are
needed, and that women seem to be able to
do very easily. I think that laying-on-of
hands thing comes very easy to women.

In a similar vein, a third-year medical student who

is also a professional magician was able to explain both

"why" and "how" the two identities related to one another :

There are certain fields in medicine where you
can really break new ground, and this can be
very enjoyable for you because you can really
dream up the whole thing yourself, create the
reality, which is a very satisfying thing. And
the creation of new realities is the whole

thing about magic too.

Others have also observed the similarity of themes between

the practice of magic in medicine, and the practice of

medicine in magic (cf. Kiev, 1964).

But , for Our present purpose, the point is simply to

recognize that the ways in which individuals articulate

identities with one another, and the nature of the symbolic

calculus between identities, are not objectively given, but

rather are problematic in the life of each individual.

What one must discover are the meanings that individuals

themselves emphasize in both bringing together multiple

identities, and in articulating the perspective and social

value between one identity and another.
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Forms of Symbolic Calculi

While the specific meanings that make up a relation

ship, or a symbolic calculus, between identities is

problematic, there are a number of distinct forms that

any given calculus takes. Identities can be symbolically

articulated with one another in the form of an enblending

calculus, a utilitarian calculus, a diversionary calculus,

and a problematic calculus.

An enblending calculus involves symbolic articulation

of two or more identities in such a way that the perspec

tives of the identities are seen as virtually one and the

same, or evidence of one another. The quintessential

example of symbolic enblendment of identities occurs in

the lives of many medical students who also are men,

husbands and fathers. Specifically, many married, male

students, and frequently their wives, see the student 's

involvement in medical school as a simultaneous fulfillment

or expression of their identities and roles of being a man,

a husband and a father. For instance, the identity of

being both a man and a medical student blend easily with

one another. As one fourth-year, woman student noted, "I

think that men are very sexy in their white coats and their

ties, and that the doctor role is a very sexual, masculine

role. And some men really turn on to that . " Or, as

another student expressed :

I feel sexier now than any time in my life.
Ya know, ya walk down the hall and women
smile, sometimes rather seductively. I've
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never been treated that way before. I'm not
even worried about going bald anymore because
you feel like you're a good catch anyway.

In the same way, many students who are also husbands

and fathers see their identity and their involvement in

medical school as being a husband and a father. Indeed, when

queried about possible distinctions between one and the

other, male students frequently found themselves somewhat

dumbfounded, or at a loss of words, at the question itself.

Being a medical student is a simultaneous expression of

one's masculinity, and it is a husbandly thing to do. As

to any conflicts, some students note that the lack of time

for being with one's wife and family is definitely real.

But usually this does not call into question whether they

are symbolically being good husbands or fathers. 6 As one

student noted :

My wife and her family are very supportive of
my role as a medical student. In their value
system, that is a good thing to be doing as a
husband. As a husband, my wife obviously
thinks that its tough, but she doesn't think
about the obligations that the school requires
as divisive between us. There is no question
ing my role as a husband. If it's absolutely
necessary for me to be at the hospital for
God knows how long, then it 's absolutely neces—
sary. I get absolutely no flack about my res—
ponsibilities in medicine, as long as there is
a good reason for me to be doing it.

Women students, who are also spouses and parents, in

evitably find that their respective identities are not

enblended. As one fourth-year woman noted:

A lot of the time when I am able to be home,
I simply don't have the physical energy to
respond to my husband and children in ways
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that I should. The thing is , men can be in
this position, but they don't feel like they
are not being good husbands. Men get the
double "goodies, " but women don't.

A utilitarian calculus involves symbolic articulation

of two or more identities in such a way that one identity

is seen as a means of expressing other, relatively separ—

ate identities. For instance, many ethnic groups now see

the opportunity for minority students to become profes—

sionals as a means of enhancing the social value of their

culture and ethnicity. The appearance of increasing

numbers Of students who are Black Or Chicano serves to

dissolve and negate the degrading stereotypes of various

ethnic and racial groups, as well as serves as a stimulus

for increasing ethnic and racial pride and consciousness.

Moreover, many ethnic groups see that , as increasing

numbers of "their" people become socially and economically

more upwardly mobile, ethnic group members, particularly

as they intentionally foster a greater sense of ethnic

identification (Hayes-Bautista, 1974), will return to their

roots, thus strengthening the social and economic base of

their people.

In addition, other social movements have attached

themselves to the need for their members to achieve a

professional status as a means of expressing and realizing

the goals and philosophy of the movement itself. Most

notably, as already briefly mentioned, the influx of women

into professional education is a direct expression, along
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with other sentiments, of the women's liberation movement.

Instrumentally, becoming a professional, particularly of

the status of a doctor or a lawyer, is a perfect social

expression or "solution" for realizing the philosophy of

feminism; that women are equal to men, that they should

have the same Opportunities and rights as men, that they

deserve equal autonomy as individuals, and that they are

as capable as men.

On a less grand scale, however, students see their

identities as medical students, and eventually as physi

cians, as being instrumental in supporting and expressing

a number of other identities that they personally embrace.

For instance, many students see themselves as "travelers"

and, indeed, many students who express a desire to travel

and to live in Other countries Of the world are attracted

to the health professions in particular because they are

seen as providing the possibility of geographically mobile

careers or "working holidays." As one student expressed :

One good thing about being a physician is
that if you go anywhere, there are reasons
for you to do it, and if you ever want to
practice, say in Africa, then there's work
there for you. In other words, you can visit
a primitive society — I mean you can not only
see it , but you can become a part of it.

Or, as another student explained :

I could well end up doing volunteer work in
Mexico Once a year, go down and spend a
couple of weeks, or maybe a whole year. I
mean, this isn't an escape thing with me.
Last time I went down I had made plans to do
a month's work of medicine, and then travel
for two months. But I ended up doing medicine
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for practically the whole three months at
this One clinic. So living in Mexico has
gotten all wrapped up and really mixed in
with what I want to do with medicine.

Finally, many students embrace a religious identity,

and are committed members of various religious faiths and

organizations. Becoming a medical student, and eventually

a physician, is infused with , and is seen as a means of

expression of , a religious faith and calling. As Truman

(1951: 2) discussed :

Religions contribute further, relating the
powers and persons of the physician with the
drive to do good; the high evaluation of the
healing art is typified in Matthew 4:23,
"And Jesus went about teaching, preaching the
gospel, and healing all manner of disease and
all manner of sickness among the people." We
have here not only an identification of the
act of healing with the conception of the ideal
person, but an identification of the act of
healing with the powers of the diety, both of
which can be found in nearly all religions.

A diversionary calculus involves the symbolic

articulation of two or more identities in such a way that

one identity provides an escape, or a respite , from

another identity. In this sense, as in avocations or

hobbies, there may be no relationship at all between an

individual's identity as a student and the perspective of

another identity, except that the latter provides the

individual with a rather complete change in attitudes,

emotions, and activities from those of being a student.

For instance, when many students were asked, what is

the relationship between your being a medical student and

a skier, golfer, tennis player, musician, or any number
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of other identities, their answer is that such identities

amount to nothing other than opportunities to "get away."

Of course, to "get away, " or to "do something different, "

is a reason why individuals assemble frequently a great

number of identities. Individuals engage in different

activities, and sometimes quite seriously, strictly for

the "hell of it, " or "just for fun." If anything, such

identities articulate with the identity of being a medical

student by not relating to it.

Finally, although most identities articulate with

one another on the basis of a symbolic calculus that is

relatively easily identifiable and problem free, the

symbolic articulation of other identities is continuously

unresolved, perplexing, unclear and incomplete. A

problematic calculus involves the symbolic articulation of

two or more identities in such a way that the relationship

between them is, at best , partial, tentative and continu

ously shifting. In this sense, the perspectives between

identities, or their social values, articulate in certain

identifiable ways, yet there are also "issues" between

them that conflict, contradict , or discredit one another.

Thus, their articulation amounts to a symbolic makeshift

relationship of sorts, workable for the time being, or in

specific situations, but fundamentally unsatisfactory and

disturbing. For students in medical school, a problematic

calculus frequently exists in articulating their identity

of "student" with that of being an "adult." And, for
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women, a problematic calculus frequently exists in articu

lating the identity of "woman" with that of "medical

student," and eventually, "physician." The problems and

dilemmas of assembling a workable symbolic calculus in

terms of the identities of medical student, woman, and

adult are examined in detail below.

Medical Students as Women : Problematic Articulation

Women have proven beyond a doubt that they can be

good, if not exceptional, medical students and physicians,

and as a consequence they are being admitted to most

medical schools in progressively increasing numbers. This

emphasizes that more and more women, primarily due to the

women's liberation movement, have increasingly been able

to symbolically articulate their identities as women with

that of being medical students. In other words, the per

spective that women have increasingly held toward them—

selves, of being equal to men in competence, competitive—

ness and individuality, aligns itself easily with the

perspective integral to being a medical student. And thus,

women have had exceptional success in normalizing any

lingering (sexist) skepticism that has been held against

them by virtue of being women.

For instance, to this day, many medical school ad—

missions committees see an applicant 's identity as a

WOman as a "questionable" attribute that evokes doubts as

to their commitment to endure training and eventually
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practice medicine, as well as possible split loyalties and

equivocations they may harbor in terms of relegating their

desire to become wives and mothers beneath that of becoming

physicians. Thus, as opposed to men applicants, women are

frequently asked very pointed questions by admissions

committees as to how they see their private lives as women

fitting in with becoming a medical student. As one student

noted :

I've even talked with women who were asked

what mode of contraception they were plan—
ning on using in order to avoid motherhood
while in medical school. And these kinds

of issues seem to be an area of fair game.
Medical school admissions Committees feel

like they can ask a woman how she's going
to avoid having children, or how she is
going to cope with having a family. And
I don't think that that is an issue with
men .

The point, however, is that because an ever increasing

number of women now see little conflict between their being

a woman and a medical student, they have been able to

successfully field such questions, and normalize any

lingering doubts that may still be held against them as

WOIne I) .

On the other hand, while women have been successful

in proving that they can be good medical students, they

are having trouble proving, both to themselves and to

Others, that medical students can be good women. This is

due to a number of reasons.

Many women find that being a medical student is a

neutering experience. Specifically, they find that the
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expression of their femininity as medical students, either

in appearance or mannerisms, is undermined, or Over

shadowed, by their medical student image. There are even

subtle kinds of institutional pressures in medical School

that inhibit women from appearing to be anything else

other than "professionals." As one student noted:

I have a new dress that I made, and I've
been wanting to wear it for about two
weeks, but I'm anxious about that because
I am afraid that it 's too feminine to wear

on the ward. And I've put it on and taken
it off. But it's real flowing, and it 's
long, and it 's dressy and new.

This is not to suggest that some women do not dress

femininely, but for those who do, it creates a certain

undercurrent of negative impressions, even among other

women students. As One woman commented :

But then there is One woman in Our class that

dresses very much like a fashion model. She
will wear chinese pajamas, and she's very
attractive, and she dresses in a striking
manner. And most Of us think that she sticks

out like a sore thumb. She just doesn't look
serious. And she's a very flirtatious person
too. And thus she's talked about quite a bit
by the women that I talk to.

But even more troubling is that many women see their

medical socialization as turning them into men. For

instance, much of the whole demeanor of professionals as

cold, detached, emotionally unexpressive and rational,

conforms to more of a masculine demeanor, and most physi

cian role models are personified by men. A confirmation of

this is illustrated in the experience that the following

woman student described :
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When I was younger, right when I was waiting
to find out whether I had been accepted, I
had a lot of dreams, and in all the dreams I
was a man medical student And I would wake

up and I couldn't believe that I had that
dream, of being a man in a suit and a white
coat. So I've definitely grown up in a
Culture where doctors are men.

Another woman medical student explained in more detail the

"masculinizing" tendency in medical training :

Being a medical student definitely does not
enhance one's femininity. I think there is
a real threat of being turned into a man.
And I don't know exactly what that means,
except I'm turned into someone that is
driven and compulsive as so many men are,
and who doesn't have feelings or hasn't got
sensitivity, and who just has no appreciation
of beauty in the world. . . I feel really funny
about whether I am dressing too femininely on
the wards, and I try to be just as low-keyed
as possible about what I am wearing.

Finally, in addition to the neutering, if not mascu

linizing, effect of professional socialization, many women

have experienced their identities as medical students as

being stigmatizing. This is particularly the case for

women students who are single. Such stigmatization pivots

around a number of dimensions. First , being a medical

student carries with it a very high social value or status.

However, in comparison to the social status occupied by

most men, such a high social status attached to a woman

becomes a very real threat to men themselves. A woman

whose occupational identity carries with it more social

prestige and evidence of success than that of most men

tends to beat men at their own status game. And in terms

of the traditional battle between the sexes, men are
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notoriously poor losers. Indeed, toward women who are

medical students, many men feel so threatened that they

would rather not get involved in the first place. Thus,

as One student explained :

The status difference between me being a
medical student and most men really used to
bother me. And I would meet men that I was

really interested in , and that were really
neat, then the subject would come up, what
did I do, what did they do, and as soon as
it got established what my social status
was , he would feel really kind of nervous,
and he would try to talk to me in a more
intellectual kind of basis and try to impress
me. And the whole relationship would just
deteriorate because he wasn't being himself.
And I'm Speaking generally now — this has
happened a number of times.

In reaction, many women try to hide their identities

as medical students in the outside world. They pretend

being "just students, " or nurses, or airline stewardesses,

at least for the time being. This is because, on first

acquaintances, if they reveal their true identities, many

men then lie about theirs. As the student just quoted

above continued to say: "You know, when they found out what

I did, they'd say, well I'm a lawyer, etc., and it turned

out later that they were salesmen or something, and they

had never been even near a law school." Thus, as another

student described :

I went through a period there where I wouldn't
tell people what I did. I told them that I was
a secretary. And that worked out fine, except
I've been in situations where people would start
making cracks about doctors, and other profes—
Sional people, and I would start getting offended.

For most women, being stigmtized for being a medical
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student is a bewildering and disheartening experience.

They note that men medical students are, as one student

described, "in deee-mann d' I mean, women get together and

scheme on how to catch doctors. " Yet women, particularly

those who are single, almost always experience just the

opposite :

And I sit down and I watch, and I think, how
come nobody is scheming on how to catch women
doctors? I mean, everybody is avoiding us like
the plague ! And it 's not just me. I've been
in other hospitals and I've seen these interns
and residents who are beautiful women, charming,
intelligent women, and it 's the same story. I
mean, we just get together in the cafeteria and
we bemoan our fate. And we all agree that we've
got good positive kinds of qualities, and that 's
what makes it all the harder because, what makes
us proud of ourselves is what is hurting us. So
whatever kind Of social success there is is almost
self-destructive.

In addition, women experience stigma in being medical

students not only in terms of the discrepancy between

the status of their occupational identity in comparison to

that of most men, but also because, due to the demand

structure of medical training, they simply are not avail—

able, or do not have the time, to cultivate relationships

with men. As One student described :

When I meet new men friends, it 's really hard
to know what's going on. I don't have much
time to really cultivate relationships, or
to spend with people. I mean, medicine is a
more demanding priority. And a lot of men
say, "Look, men like women that they can see
during the week, and that 's available to go
away with them during the weekends, and can
always do things with him and his friends.
And when she says she's always busy, and
when she's always saying that she has to study,
when she's always on call, and she's never got
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time for you — who needs it !"

There are some very serious difficulties, therefore,

that individuals experience in articulating their identi—

ties as medical students with that of being women. What

articulation is achieved is ongoingly problematic , and the

symbolic calculus between the two identities remains at

best partial, shifting and tentative. To the extent,

however, that articulation is an ongoing imperative pro

cess, women have attempted to resolve the discrepant

"issues" between the perspectives of the two identities in

a number of ways.

First , although professional socialization in medical

school strikes many women as a neutering experience,

women have responded by reevaluating their identities as

medical students, endeavoring to find ways through thought

and action of how their identities as women can be more

effectively expressed. For instance, in discussing the

neutering experience, one student commented:

But I am finding that I am able to express my
femininity in terms of the ways that I am able
to approach the patient, my ability to take
care of people, and I think that that means a
lot. My ability to communicate with people.
And I think that when you can come across with
these added dimensions, you can really come
across with an added rapport. And I know that
this is an aspect of my femininity.

Moreover, there are some women that simply refuse to alter

their feminine appearance into that of the uniform, white

jacket and white shoes, even at the risk of being seen by

Others as "unprofessional" or "Out of place."
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But there are a number of women who come in

and just look like dolls, and they always
have, even when we were sitting in class.
Obviously, clothes and make-up and hair has
always been very important to them. So,
although there is strong pressure there, I
don't think being a medical student neces—
sarily robs one of opportunities to express
their femininity.

Second, particularly single women students attempt

to avoid the experience of rejection and stigma by others

by simply narrowing their list of acquaintances to only

those who can appreciate and understand them. Thus, many

women, particularly in the later years of training, associ—

ate almost only with other medical, dental or graduate

students whose identities are of equal social value to

that of being a medical student, and whose lives are as

equally constrained by demands on their time and energies.

Third, women medical students resolve a number of the

issues between their being medical students and women by

simply dissolving the stereotype of what a woman "is, " and

thereby individuating their identities as women. As one

woman student put simply, "There are all kinds of men, and

there are all kinds of women, and people are just more or

less sensitive to different things." By individuating

their uniquenesses, a number of the apparent conflicts and

discrepancies between the identity of being a woman and a

medical student simply disappear via fiat. Thus, as Berger

and Luckman (1967) emphasized, people are both products of

social reality as it is given, and the architects of that

reality. If apparent problems arise in terms of conflicts
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within reality as given, one available solution is to

transcend the problems themselves by reexamining the

assumptions of ourselves and others that are taken for

granted, and simply recast them. Women in medical school,

as well as women generally, have been seriously involved

in the process of redefining the identity of "woman, "

both individually and collectively, for some considerable

time now.

Fourth, most women attempt to resolve the "issues"

between themselves being women and medical students by

at least toying with the possibility of having to make a

choice between having a career in medicine at the sacrifice

of ever becoming wives or, even more likely, of ever be—

coming mothers. Some women possibly make the decision

early on. For instance, in an admissions interview, One

woman was interviewed by a woman surgeon who shared with

the applicant what her experience had been :

The one woman who interviewed me was a single
woman, and had been all of her life. And we
got to talking and she said that she never did
have the time, and I believed her. She didn't
feel that she could balance the demands Of

medicine and that of a husband and a family, and
she wanted eventually to be a top-notched surgeon.

Or, as another woman student explained :

There are a lot of contradictions about being
a medical student and a woman. Being a medical
student means that I probably will never have a
family. I'm 31 now, and I have three more years
to finish getting my residency done, and then I'll
be 35, and then, oh . . . I think it has a lot to do
with socialization too. Most of the women that
I've talked to in medical school have found it

really difficult to establish relationships with
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men, especially for single women who are
Older. For another thing, once you're
30 and single, there aren't that many
single men around. And then a lot of men
don't like to go out with somebody in
medicine because they don't want to put
up with shitty schedules.

However, it must be emphasized that , for most women,

such major decisions are usually never made ; rather, they

are toyed with . But in doing so, women heighten the aware

ness of their lives, and in an anticipatory way, prepare

themselves by conjuring images of the many different direc

tions that their lives may take. Thus, as one woman stu

dent demonstrated :

I think back on it now, and if there were
ever a choice, I would be a doctor before
I would have a career as a mother Or wife.

It would be too bad never to have a family,
but it would be even worse to have never
had a career. At one time, marriage and a
family seemed so self-evident. Now I just
don't know.

Finally, in articulating their identities of being

medical students and women, many women deal with the

problems of achieving a viable symbolic calculus between

the two by simply living with the problems and the am—

biguity that they face, and look forward to a change in

the future. Yes, they become poignantly aware of the

"issues" between their being women and medical students

and, yes, they attempt to resolve those issues as much as

is possible. But some issues are best solved by "putting

them on ice" and living with them. Ambiguity is not the

worst of all possible dilemmas for a person to discover
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within themselves, or within their relationships with

others; boredom, and the complete absence of conflict, is

probably worse (Stone, 1970). And thus, a problematic

calculus between one identity and another, while providing

at least a workable, temporary articulation between the

two, also holds open the possibility of surprise and

creativity in fashioning a more complete gest alt of one's

life in the future.

Medical Students as Adults : Problematic Articulation

The years that medical students spend in training con–

stitute an ambiguous stage of life. Although almost all

students hold a perspective toward themselves as adults,

their perspective of being medical students, and their

socio-economic dependence on the training institution, runs

contrary to many assumptions and definitions of what they

associate with adulthood itself. Age-wise, and social

psychologically, medical students have "arrived" as adults.

They evidence tremendous commitment to their work, and

generally a great conscientiousness toward themselves and

others. They are exceedingly responsible, capable of

assuming heavy workloads, and enduring immense personal

sacrifice for what they think is important , both for them—

selves and for others. And socially, many are also spouses

and parents, and some are single parents. In short , these

are mature beings, perhaps not experienced in many dif–

ferent worldly things, but exceedingly experienced in terms
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of their education in science and medicine, and in other,

more mundane matters such as hard work, responsibility,

and commitment.

However, particularly in terms of their age, medical

students, as Dr. X said, are "late arrivals in the game

of life." For instance, Neugarten (1968: 22–23) noted:

Age norms and age expectations operate as prods
or brakes upon behavior, in some instances hasten
ing an event, in others, delaying it. Men and
women are not only aware of the social clocks
that operate in various areas of their lives, but
they are aware also of their own timing and
readily describe themselves as "early" or "late, "
or "on time" with regard to family and occupation
al events.

In terms of their age, medical students are actually

both "early" and "late" in their arrival to the stage of

adulthood. First, in terms of all the aforementioned

characteristics (responsibility, commitment, etc.),

medical students are early, particularly in view of their

pre-med training. Moreover, the study of illness and

disease, and their confrontation with serious illnesses,

death, tragedy and misfortune carries with it an immense

social psychologically maturing effect. As one student

noted :

Your life becomes stricter because you have
been given responsibilities that are far
greater than most people. Moreover, you have
to adjust to seeing a very different side of
people, mostly evolving around illness and
death. What becomes common place to you, say,
anal fissures, will gross the hell out of most
people. That in itself requires a little more
maturity than most people have. You have to
learn to deal with it. And it matures you be—
cause it is a very sobering thing. And all the
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time you are going to medical school you are
taking on more and more responsibility. So
in many ways, there's a kind of heightened
sense Of being an adult.

However, in other respects, medical students are also

"late" in their arrival to the stage of adulthood. First ,

socially, medical students are simply denied the where

withal while in school to live with the same socio-economic

resources and the same sense of independence and security

that they associate with what being an adult is all about.

And for some, this provokes some tremendous consternation,

frustration and feelings of powerlessness. Indeed, in

their own right, such feelings in turn become powerful

motivating forces for students to finish school and to get

back into chronological step with respect to their friends

and peers in other occupations.

But even more consternating than the discrepancy be—

tween their perspective of themselves as adults, while

lacking for many adult years the socio-economic means to

in fact live as adults, is their experience in medical

school of being treated as if they were adolescents; some

students say, infantiles. For instance, students feel that

the nature of much of the training in medical school is

based on a kind of adolescent humiliation and intimidation,

Or even less than adolescent. As One student noted:

In the first two years of medical school, we
were treated like third graders, and the infor
mation was just sort of poured on us, and we
were supposed to memorize it and spit it back
on the tests. And seldom were we even encouraged
to think, or given any praise for thinking, and
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we definitely were not encouraged to think
conceptually or independently.

However, as one fourth-year student expressed, being

treated as a "third grader" applies to the clerkship years

to O :

In this same rotation, where they are telling
us that we should have the same responsibility
as doctors, they then take roll at lectures |
They're taking roll! And it 's so degrading,
you know. And they are filling up our time,
as if we can 't keep ourselves busy. For
instance, today I had a patient that cancelled
and they came in and wanted to know what I was
doing with my time, like a kindergartner, so I
wouldn't waste it. They take roll at lectures,
as though you don't care about learning medi—
cine, and like we have to have guilt induced
into us; it's really disgusting.

Moreover, such feelings of humiliation and infantili–

zation, which are directly communicated to students by

medical school faculty and physicians, are compounded in

directly by the nature of the clerkship training. The

effect of being moved to a new clerkship situation every

four to six weeks can be a disorienting and confusing ex

perience, wherein students never feel secure in "who"

they are, or "what" they are , and never in full control of

themselves. As expressed by a fourth-year student :

I feel incompetent, confused, dependent,
that most people around me know more than
I do, know the system better than I do.
And especially with this clerkship busi
ness, whenever I get moved to a new scene,
I feel totally lost again.

Professional socialization in medical school, there—

fore, partially accelerates the sense on the part of stu

dents of being adults; yet, the process itself preempts,
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in a number of significant ways, the possibility of stu

dents actually feeling or perceiving of themselves as

adults. Accordingly, the ways in which students articu

late their identities of being medical students with that

of being an adult is inevitably achieved on the basis of a

problematic calculus. Such a calculus involves, first, an

acceptance of the ambiguity between the two identities of

themselves. In doing so, students are thereby able to

symbolically emphasize and acknowledge those aspects of

being a medical student that do, indeed, enhance the sense

of themselves as being adults; i.e. , the themes of respon

sibility, maturity in dealing with life and death issues,

commitment , and competence.

On the other hand, those aspects of being a medical

student that tend to contradict students' sense Of adult –

hood must simply be tolerated. However, as discussed in

Chapter Six, such toleration is articulated with time.

That is, professional socialization not only preempts as–

pects of students' sense of being adults; it also becomes

a "solution" to the problem itself. As a highly scheduled

and regularized career trajectory (Glaser and Strauss,

1971), professional socialization becomes a status passage

to achieving full adulthood. Moreover, until the comple—

tion of that passage, professional socialization also

serves as an unquestioned, socially validated rationaliza–

tion or alibi that students use to neutralize the
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discrepancies set up in the face of their being adults,

yet "still just students." It , therefore, provides them

an exemption from being less than adults in some ways,

while instilling in them the capacity to face later in

life, and to provide, more than what most individuals must

ever do in being adults themselves.
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Chapter Four

Multiple Identities in Articulation

The Behavi Oral Dimens iOn

Inundation Of Private Life

Multiple identities are mutually fashioned and acted

Out in behavior. However, although individuals symbolical

ly embrace multiple identities of themselves, the behav

ioral expression of many identities, particularly those

that are not simply worn on one's "cuff," can be problem

atic or unt enable simply due to the sheer lack of time,

energy, emotions or resources. Thus, multiple identities

must be behaviorally articulated with one another in terms

of time, energy, emotion and resources in order that the

wherewithal necessary to express one identity or another is

available. Put simply, individuals cannot "do" everything

at once, even though, symbolically, they can "be" every

thing at once.

For individuals in medical school, the behavioral

articulation of their lives exists as an immense problem.

This is because their involvement in medical school tends

to behaviorally inundate their lives, threatening to flood

out the possibility of competing identities and relation

ships. For those students who also happen to be involved

with others by virtue of being spouses and parents, such

inundation of their lives and relationships has an even

greater impact." In turn, students, along with their
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significant others, must by necessity engage themselves in

a number of social processes, such as exemption, substitu

tion, and scheduling that serve to behaviorally articulate

whatever time, energy, emotions and resources remain for

them to share as individuals, spouses and parents, after

the fact of students' inundation with training.

In these respects, what is offered below is an analy

sis of the structural conditions, such as workload,

schedules and priorities that create the inundation of

students' lives with medical training. An analysis of the

impact of such inundation on the families of those students

who are also spouses and parents then follows, with specif

ic focus on the processes that students and their families

engage in to achieve a behavioral articulation of their

family life. The analysis finally concludes with an

examination of medical students as parents and spouses,

and an analysis of a number of crises that can emerge in

the process of behaviorally articulating those identities

with One another.

The Inundation Of the Medical Student 's Life

As a process, inundation refers to an individual's

life being flooded and dominated, at some times greater

than others, by a substantively specific set of foci, con–

cerns and rounds of activities. It involves an absorption

and encapsulation of an individual's general range of

identities, interests and activities into a far more
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substantively delimited and radically focused order of

events and concerns that usually pivot around a single,

all informing identity. For instance, Lemert's (1967)

brilliant analysis of societal reaction to deviant be

havior examined how the multiplicity of an individual's

life prior to arrest can become inundated with the over

whelming forces of criminal adjudication, incarceration

and stigmatization, resulting in a life and identity that

becomes centrally organized around the facts of crime, and

of being a criminal.

In the case of medical students, for most individuals,

becoming a doctor has been a "do or die" compulsion slowly

kindled since early adolescence, further nurtured through

years of grinding competitiveness, immersion in study and

immeasurable sacrifice. Thus, it is conceivable that

the inundation of some students with becoming a doctor is

simply an extension of a "pre-med" attitude rooted exten

sively in personal identity and biography. Moreover,

while the practice of medicine has traditionally been por–

trayed as a "magnificent obsession, " the problem of

actually getting into medical school for many individuals

simply amounts to an obsession, pure and simple. And

certainly, important criteria used by medical review

committees in screening applicants are indices that reveal

the degree to which students' prior dedication, studious–

ness and motivation over many years has been unflagging

and total.
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However, irrespective of any possible predisposing

tendencies that may underlie each applicant 's absorption

in becoming a medical student, whatever unremitting drive

or ambition that each may bring to medical school is

easily matched, if not surpassed, by the demand conditions

Of the profound socialization processes that await each and

every student. Moreover, it is precisely the nature of

the socialization experience itself that yields the trained

physician at the end of four years, as well as the latter's

attending commitment to a professional oath and to the

practice of medicine. This emphasizes that the forces that

promote the possibility and reality of the inundation of

students' lives with medical training are not rooted in

individuals' personal psychology, or in their early

socialization experience; i.e. , medical students are not

inherently "obsessive–compulsive," as some would say.

Rather, their motivation is derived from, and a response

to, the training situation itself within which they are

situated. The properties "obsessive–compulsive" more

aptly describe the nature of the training situation, rather

than the students (see a similar arguement in Becker,

1968a). Thus, the forces that promote the possibility and

reality of the inundation of students' lives with medical

training are derived from, and rooted in , the professional

socialization process itself.

The most apparent, inundating condition that each med—

iCal Student immediately faces is a high demand workload.
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To the extent that the objective of medical train–

ing is to elicit 100% performance from each student, the

ongoing assignment of an imponderable workload both

initiates and sustains the process. Medical students

quickly discover that "you can never do all the work, ''

and indeed the faculty typically forewarns each incoming

cohort that "you'll never learn all that you can know, and

just get used to it." Put simply, regardless of the volume

of work or energy expended in any given day, there is

always more work remaining. As one student expressed,

"If I was to do all of the work, and read all that was

assigned, I would be at it twenty-four hours a day."

A point worth underscoring, however, is that when it

comes to the technique of studying, medical students are

seasoned "pros, " as it were . Regardless of the volume of

work involved during midterms or finals, seldom do most

medical students find themselves technically overloaded.

Obviously, managing a workload is affected by a number of

properties such as the skills, psychology, and previous

educational experience of the student, as well as the

number of competing problems that must also be managed

outside of medical training. Thus, it is not uncommon

to discover students who claim to find the workload in

medical school neither intellectually or physically for

midable. These are the students who "pooh pooh" what they

see as the lingering, high anxiety "pre-med attitude" that

many medical students continue to exhibit.
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Nevertheless, irrespective of the extent to which

most students may find themselves "pressed" or overloaded,

the sheer volume of work that must be faced each day re

quires ongoing, conscientious attention, and in consider

able quantity. Thus, whether some students find the work

load to be exhilarating and a "snap, " and other students

find it to be grueling and painstaking, it is a condition

that all of the students must continuously manage as best

each one can. And it is a condition that is perpetually

and endlessly absorbing. Structurally, there is always

more work one can do, and one more hour out of each day

that can be wisely invested in its behalf (cf. Becker and

Geer et al., 1961).

A second condition that promotes the total immersion

of students' lives with medical training is the fact that

the nature of the training is inherently uncertain and

risk-laden. Medical students complain of constantly "being

on the spot, " being caught off guard, having to face an

endless number of exams and a myriad of changing problems,

situations and expectations, as well as withstanding the

brunt of constant faculty criticism. In terms of the

latter, students describe what they call "pimping" by

faculty members:

It 's really incredible, because on rounds and
stuff, the staff will ask you questions that
the students call "pimping." They will ask
you questions, and they keep asking you ques—
tions until they make you feel about this high.
They'll keep pushing you farther and farther
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until they've revealed the depth of your
knowledge, or the strength of your ability
to stay calm. And it keeps you constantly
on your toes, and you read things for
tomorrow in case they pimp you. Some
physicians do this just to break you down,
while others are simply trying to help you
learn, and to find the end point of your
knowledge, rather than as a put down.

Such problems provoke in students an unending anxiety

and drive to always be on top, even though, as one student

expressed in dismay :

There is no way that you can win in that
system. You will never be able to know all
things, and therefore if you are asked
something that you don't know, then you can
be seen as a dummy. And you are always
going to make mistakes, and people are al—
ways going to react at you for doing so.

Thus, the goal to always be on top can never be fully

realized for exactly the same reason that all remaining

work can never be finished.

To this extent, the problem each student faces on a

day to day basis is that of gauging "when is enough

enough?" For the first and second year medical students,

practical resolution of the problem pivots around pacing

One self on the basis of structural indices; scheduled

exams, classes, labs, and "breaks" provide definite bench

marks and goals that students can pace their energies

toward in the knowledge that a respite is forthcoming.

However, toward the end of the second year, the structure

Of exams, classes and the routine in general give way to

a pace based more on keeping abreast from day to day.
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Replacing the structure are "floating indicies" such as

unscheduled events that develop in various classrooms,

wards and clinic settings, Ongoing exchanges with faculty,

patient interviews and write-ups, problem cases and

emergencies, special meetings and seminars, schedules that

vary between nights and days, and shuttles between clinics,

hospitals, classrooms, labs, libraries and home. For

instance, as a second-year student explained:

The first year, the objective was simply to
anticipate and pass the tests. But the
second year and beyond is different. Between
working in the clinics, presenting cases,
working up patients on one's own time, travel
ing, one has to keep day to day abreast of
what 's going on. You have to run wide-open,
seven days a week. There are no clear bench
marks as to when One has done enough.

The result is that the pace becomes based more on the

pace itself, which requires the maintenance of a certain

continuous high level of activity and energy. Some stu

dents even rely on changes of bodily states and feelings as

a measure of how much longer they can study, how many more

hours they can put in before knocking off and getting some

sleep. Upper-division students look back on the luxury of

the 9 to 5 schedule in the first and second years, and the

difficulties of having to now pace themselves "wide open"

for indefinite periods of time. Which is to recognize that

the progressive collapse of the structure of events and

schedules from the first year through the fourth year of

medical school , and the accompanying uncertainty of when

one is "on" or "off," and for how long, feeds the drift in
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the student 's life toward inundation. As the pace becomes

based on the pace itself, it generates a "natural" work

Orientation that strains toward a consumption of whatever

private life of the student that many still remain.

In addition to the high demand workload, and the

problem of pacing "when is enough enough, " there are at

least four other conditions that promote the inundation Of

the student 's life in medical school. Regardless of the

demand of the workload and the uncertainty of the pace and

schedule, the study of medicine for many is an inherently

fascinating and engrossing endeavor. It offers tremendous

variation, drama, and wonderment ; it can be extraordinarily

challenging; and it provides innumerable opportunities to

channel one's humanistic and expressive sentiments into

the service of literally lifesaving and sustaining ends.

Secondly, training for the practice of medicine is

imbued, both culturally and institutionally, with a large

measure of moral and ethical meanings regarding "service, ''

"duty, " "professionalism," and even "mission." Many

students even express a kind of guilt to the extent that ,

since they were blessed with the opportunity to be trained

as a physician, it is in turn their duty in life to provide

that service to those in need and live up to the standards

of the profession. Such sentiments also include the very

common feeling on the part of particularly minority stu

dents that , upon graduation, their intention is to remain

in family medicine and make their skills available to many
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of the lower classes and marginal groups in society.

Thirdly, the practice of medicine is one of the most

highly valued and rewarded professions in society. Being

a medical student, and certainly being a physician, carries

with it tremendous social prestige, status, and authority.

Such profound "reinforcement," along with the extensive

moral overtones and the inherently fascinating nature of

the work, all combine as an impetus toward a willing

immersion on the part of students in achieving their ulti

mate goal.

And finally, in addition to all the above mentioned

conditions that promote a life of total involvement, the

unflagging commitment that the training requires of each

student during medical school must thereafter continue

to be sustained for an indefinite period of time. The

commitment must be sustained through four or five years of

medical school, and then through a year of internship, and

then through three to five years of residency, and then

through an unspecifiable number Of years establishing and

garnering the necessary reputation for participation within

a professional referral system. This is to recognize that

the commitment which underlies each student 's capacity to

manage both a high demand workload and a pace based on

continual uncertainty, and to live up to the moral, pro

fessional and social expectations of the calling, strains

inevitably toward an ever evolving, self-renewing, per—

petual commitment through time indefinitely. Put simply,
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due to the structure of the conditions that all medical

students encounter their first day in training, preparing

for and ultimately practicing medicine is not simply a

job ; it necessitates a total orientation to life.

The Impact of Professional Socialization on Family Life

Gaining acceptance to medical school is no small event.

Not only does it instantly represent both a triumph and a

consummation of many years of patient , ardous commitment

and work, but as a rite de passage, it heralds the begin—

ning of an entirely new status, identity, and occupation in

the student's life. Among those accepted who also happen

to be spouses and parents, the event is typically regarded

by the student 's family as an equally momentous opportuni

ty. In such cases, attending medical school becomes a

"master plan" for the family as a whole, a key to immense

security, status and success, and a chance to share in a

highly honored tradition and purpose. Accompanying the

student to medical school is also looked upon by the family

as a potentially exciting adventure, an opportunity to live

among and meet new families and, not to be dismissed, a

chance to possibly avoid the reputed routines, hang-ups,

and "blahs" of a middle class, 9 to 5 family existence.

In these respects, upon gaining admission, the res—

ponse on the part of the family in accompanying the student

to medical school typically involves an enthusiastic and

affirmative commitment. However, given the commencement of
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training itself, as the strain toward inundation of the

student 's life gains momentum, its impact on family life

is brought home by the student. Specifically, inundation

of the student 's life on one variable (occupation)

generates complexity on all others. Competing relation

ships, events, activities and situtions have a geometrical

ly greater chance of becoming problematic, stress ridden

and hindering. Thus, when "push comes to shove, " and the

need for "give" emerges Over time due to the nature of the

demand characteristics of the medical school coupled with

the student 's own commitment, the "give" that must occur

happens in the family. Certainly, it does not happen on

the part of the medical school; nor, for all practical

purposes, does it happen to much extent within the

student 's relationship toward the school. Thus, the

initial commitment on the part of the family is put to an

"acid test" by both the student and the medical school.

Rather than remaining as a fantastic option for change in

life, the commitment quickly becomes an unconditional

requirement in order for the family to simply maintain

itself.

On the part of the training institution, by its very

design and structure, the medical school is oblivious to

any competing priorities or needs other than its own. For

instance, concerning the nature of the training program,

in terms of its contents, schedules, demands and objec

tives, such concerns are dealt with by the faculty and
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administration in a very protective, zealous manner for

the exclusive good of medicine. Being charged as the

keepers and executors of the "Holy Realm," those respon–

sible are singularly committed to upholding and advancing

the mission of medicine that they are both responsible for,

and a vested part of .

In addition, this exclusivity of priority and focus

also permeates the relationship of the medical school

toward its students. Both morally and practically, the

concern is to elicit optimal performance from each student.

To this end, in screening and interviewing particularly

those applicants who are also spouses and parents, the

medical school is specifically intent on gaining the une—

quivocal assurances that the family will in no way be a

hinderance or a drag on the student's total involvement

and effort. This is because, given the commencement of

training, the school is by and large not interested in

having to deal with any excuses, exceptions or "problem"

situations that derive from students' private life.

Rather, the school is concerned that each student be in a

position to assume total responsibility for their actions,

and to be capable of performing in a way commensurate with

that of practicing physicians, i.e. , in an independent,

responsible, self-motivating capacity. Indeed, the whole

essence and thrust of the socialization processes in

medical school is to yield the model professional : a super

individual in terms of autonomy, judgement, commitment,
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motivation and magnanimity.

Turning now to the student 's relationship toward the

medical school, the capacity for "give" in working out

special arrangements or individually tailored programs is

extremely limited. For sure, many medical students express

the fact that arranging special circumstances is much

more possible now than it was in the 1950's. Occasional

course in completes can be taken ; students can elect to

graduate in five years instead of four; Student Affairs,

Student Health and various deans ' Offices are available for

ameliorating and working out emergent difficulties such as

illnesses, childcare hassles, economic problems, schedule

conflicts, and personal and family problems. However,

what needs to be emphasized is that such "difficulties" are

still looked upon institutionally as just that – extenua

ting circumstances. Special arrangements are not to be

assumed as a priori prerogatives or privileges in ways even

remotely similar to the flexibilities and options charac

teristic of graduate level academic programs. In distinc–

tion from the latter, students are severely limited in

fashioning their own programs, schedules, courses and pace;

and Options as to taking incompletes, dropping courses and

taking leaves of absence are only grudgingly granted in

individual cases.

Another factor that needs underscoring is that , for

reasons already enumerated, the relationship of the student

toward the medical school does not "naturally" drift in the
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direction of sustained flexibility and individual accomo

dation. Due to the high demand workload, the uncertainty

of the pace and schedule, and the moral, professional, and

social attributes of the work, the commitment of the

student strains towards a relationship of total involve

ment. And as indication of this, when pressures and

demands in the life of the student accumulate, whether

they be due to the exigencies of training, or from personal

and family sources, the student will invariably sacrifice

or postpone anything in order to stay in school and "on

top" of it. As one woman student noted:

If there are conflicts that develop between
my family and the medical school, inevitably
the medical school wins. It depends on what
the situation is though. If I'm on call at
the hospital, regardless of what happens at
home, I'm going to be at the hospital. And
that 's just the way it is .

In general, students are very reluctant to approach

the faculty requesting "special considerations" for fear

that it will taint their hard won successes and make them

look badly in the eyes of the very people they are striving

to emulate. Moreover, arranging special considerations

patently goes against the thrust of the student 's whole

objective. The point is to appear "together" regardless

of the pressure, to be in control at all times, and to

invariably act "sharp" regardless of the circumstances.

Put simply, the standard against which all students are

measured, and toward which each one strives, is that of

the ideal professional personified in every action
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situation.

Accordingly, when the need for "give" emerges, it is

the family that must largely make the adjustments neces—

sary to accomodate the unconditional commitment of the

student to live up to the exceptionally high expectations

Of the medical school. Thus the so-called "test" Of the

family's commitment brought home from training by the

student pivots around the family's success over time in

balancing its own needs, activities and values in relation

to the overriding priorities and imperatives claimed by

both the medical school and the student. To this extent,

in the face of the student 's inundation with the process

of professional socialization, the family must engage in a

complex process of balancing its own imperatives and

activities around, within , and after the fact of the in

undation brought home by the student by virtue of the

latter's participation in medical training.

Articulating Family Life in Medical School

As involvement and intensity with medical school in

creases, a reciprocal tendency on the part of students is

to control and minimize all competing or ulterior demands

and distractions On their lives. Indeed, for students who

are single, this tendency can become so pronounced that

some, particularly women students, express anxiety over

whether they will ever be able to carve out the necessary

time from their careers in Order to bear Children and
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raise a family. For instance, as one woman student noted,

who was already married and a mother of two children :

A lot of my friends think that I am really
lucky to have a family and kids. Especially
some of the female students, because almost
all of them think that they want to have
families, but they have absolutely no idea
when they'll be able to fit such a thing into
their lives.

However, for those students who already are spouses

and parents, the tendency to minimize all competing demands

creates a dilemma for the family in that any claims or

demands it may assert fall increasingly vulnerable to be—

ing seen or represented as obstacles and hinderances in the

student 's way. To balance its claims on the student, and

thus defuse the potentiality of such a conflict, one of

the many adjustments the family will make is to grant what—

ever degree of behavioral exemption from family life the

student deems as necessary in order to live up to the

standards of training. Moreover, the "reasons" for such

exemption claimed by the student will in fact be the very

same reasons that bring about the inundation of the

student's life. The justifications for exemption will

involve references to the unremitting workload ("because

I have so much work to do"), or the uncertainty and con–

tinuousness of the pace ("because I can't afford to take

time off and still keep up"), or the extraordinarily high

moral, professional and social values bestowed on becoming

a doctor ("because this is the most important thing in my

life to do now").
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It must be emphasized, however, that the exemption

the family affords the student is a behavioral exemption,

not a symbolic one. That is, as discussed in Chapter

Three, most students' involvement in medical school is

usually seen, symbolically, as either "blended" with , or

"instrumental" of , their identities as spouses and parents.

However, such symbolic articulation in many instances does

not obtain. Thus, in situations where a student requires

behavioral exemption, the exemption itself can be seen by

others as compatible with , or as symbolic breach of , their

identities and roles as spouses and parents. In turn,

either defin it iOn Creates a number of different Conse—

quences in the student 's relationship with himself, as well

as with others. The consequences produced by a symbolic

breach are discussed in the last section of this chapter.

For the present discussion, the features of behavioral

exemption of the student from family life will be consid—

ered here within the context that the student's symbolic

relationship toward himself and others remains essentially

intact and unquestioned.

Students' behavioral exemption manifests itself in

two different dimensions of family life. The first in

volves a "physical" exemption from those activities that

generally constitute the work order of the family. Not

Only are students granted whatever time away from the home

that, in their judgement, is necessary for training, they
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are also granted a large measure of exemption from having

to attend to such home related activities as , for example,

cleaning clothes, washing and vacuuming floors, making

beds, cleaning bathrooms, taking out garbage, running

errands and buying groceries, babysitting, and shuttling

children to and fro. Moreover, students typically find

themselves exempt during the school year from having to

provide a family income.

The second dimension involves a "social psychological"

exemption of the student from, while being in the physical

presence of the family, having to be either empathetically

available, emotionally responsive, or engaged in many of

the ongoing, spontaneous activities of the family. For

instance, as one student noted:

A lot of the time when I am able to be home,
I simply don't have the physical energy to
respond to my husband or children in the
ways that I should. And this is almost
directly proportional : the harder I am work—
ing at the hospital, the less energy I have
for home.

Thus, in the midst of "being together, " it is typical to

find students silently working away at a modest pace, sus

taining an active noninvolvement and disattention toward

various family members and activities. Even on family

Outings, Sunday drives or picnics, it is not uncommon of

students to drag along a book or two in the hope of taking

advantage of a few precious moments on the road or else—

where, time enough to review a dozen pages or memorize a

few more facts. Every little bit helps. Indeed, a
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characteristic boast Of most medical students is their

refined technique, developed over the years of training,

of being able to maintain their concentration and study in

the midst of all kinds of "distractions" and "disruptions."

For the family, what this requires is exempting the student

into a special status that allows them, social psychologi—

cally, to phase Others in and Out Of immediate conscious—

ness according to the student 's discretion of what is most

important at the time.

In addition to exemption, another important articula–

tion process that the student and the family will make in

Order to strike a balance is that Of Substitution. Put

simply, to the extent the student is exempt from attending

to a number of activities and needs of the family, by

necessity, someone else must compensate by assuming addi

tional responsibilities. Medical students and their

families speak frequently of the various "pressures" and

"threats" that seemingly impinge upon their situation.

Included here are not only the intrinsic problems of the

student associated with attending medical school itself,

but also the problems of the family associated generally

with supporting the student in medical school year after

year, as well as keeping the family financially and

emotionally afloat in the meantime.

As discussed above, the inundation of the student's

life leads to a highly focused, total kind of involvement

toward medicine itself. Such a specificity of involvement
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versification of involvement on the part of remaining

family members in order to meet those accompanying needs

of the group that would otherwise go wanting. However,

since there is an "ebb and flow" in student 's inundation

with training, during periods of slack time and on

vacations, students are able to resume more of the activi

ties as spouses and parents. As One student noted :

The thing is, also , that my situation keeps
changing so frequently as I change clerk
ships. And each change involves a change
in time and emotions and energy. And like,
this last clerkship in internal medicine,
I needed my husband to be able to fill in
all the gaps at home. All of the home
responsibilities, etc., I couldn't do any
of them. And he was real good about moving
in and doing it. Other times I have more
time, and I say "Honey, I know that you've
got 'this' coming up, so I'll take care of
'this' for a while." So we go back and
forth, trading off, trying to decide who
needs what and when . So it's an ongoing
process.

During periods of inundation, student's spouses

frequently express considerable concern over having to

assume responsibility for almost the total range of prob–

lems involved with managing a family on a day to day basis,

such as bringing in a partial income, cutting down on

expenses and managing a tight budget, getting the student

and the children to school, nursing illnesses, maintaining

the home, doing the shopping and preparing the meals, and

in general, keeping everyone satisfied. As with the

student, many times the entire burden for the spouse
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becomes simply too much , particularly when a number of

problems converge at home such as illnesses, car troubles,

money hassles, childcare problems, pregnancies and special

occasions such as holidays. In such cases, because the

student is neither in much of a position, or so inclined,

to make "special circumstances" at school, more distant

family members and relatives, and even friends, are called

to fill in . Thus, during the four or five years of medical

school, it is not uncommon for families of medical students

to seek the help of "reinforcements" on many different

occasions in order to simply keep the student in medical

school, and all other attending problems of the family

ameliorated.

Finally, in order to strike a balance, not only will

the family make the necessary adjustment of exempting and

then substituting for the student, but when situations

arise where in specific needs, activities, and interests

simply cannot be met, the family will then typically

"table" Or reschedule such items until a later date. In

general, attending medical school is looked upon as in

herently involving considerable sacrifice. Thus, when

conflicts in schedules emerge between the student and the

family, it is almost taken for granted that many otherwise

important things must be postponed until a more appropriate

Occasion.

Essentially, the problem facing the family is that of

scheduling its own plans and activities so that they
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conform to the convenience Of the student 's schedule. TO

this end, the "solution" to the problem is for the family

to schedule itself so that its own activities are inversely

related to those times during which the student is pre

occupied, both physically and social psychologically, with

training. Obviously, to the degree the student's schedule

can be anticipated, the more likely becomes the possibility

of fitting the family back into the student's life. For

instance, as discussed above, because the first two years

of medical school are far more structured in terms of

classes, exams, and labs, etc. , the family is in a good

position to schedule itself in anticipation of any upcoming

breaks, pauses Or vacations that the student can elect to

utilize for purposes other than studying. However,

inasmuch as the structure of training becomes progressively

more elusive later on, and to the extent the student begins

to think and behave that much more like a professional, the

structure of training against which the family can schedule

itself becomes not only less certain, but also less rele–

vant. Thus, many of the plans and activities of the family

that need to be tabled until later on are threatened with

the prospect of being tabled indefinitely.

Interest ingly, implicit in all of the adjustments that

the family is required to make is a vital assumption about

time that, as expressed by one student, "one of the things

that makes it all worthwhile is that it soon will be over."

In Other words, implicit in the various accomodations that
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the family will make in balancing its own needs and inter

ests against the overriding priorities and demands of

medical school, is a set of definite expectations that,

first, an ultimate "pay-off" is forthcoming ; and second,

that eventual cessation is a promise. Both assumptions

are pervasively embraced by everyone involved. Moreover,

both serve as an obvious kind of buffer or hedge against

the strain, workload, and sacrifices that that the family

and the student must shoulder respectively. Indeed, as

time goes by , whether the family is willing to continue

making the necessary adjustments in order to strike a

balance is very much contingent on the extent to which

both the ultimate pay–off and the promise of cessation

become closer realities, or remain as elusive, perpetually

distant dreams.

Balancing as a Way of Family Life

In having to make the necessary adjustments to accomo–

date the unconditional commitment of the student to live

up to the unremitting expectations and demands of medical

school, an additional requirement of the family is that

the process of actually making such adjustments must not

itself create even further problems and pressures to be

reckoned with. Rather, not only is the family expected to

balance its own needs and activities in alignment with the

overriding priorities and imperatives of medicine, but it

is to do so in ways that are ongoingly unproblematic and
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unburdensome. In this sense, both the student and the

medical school anticipate that the family will function as

a kind of enduring, self-regulating equilibrium. The

family is not supposed to be a source of additional prob–

lems; it is expected to be a "given" that can be more or

less assumed. This is for at least two reasons, both of

which are implicit in the above discussion.

First, if the family defaults for whatever reason in

either exempting and substituting for the student, or in

tabling its own needs and activities into some kind of

modest and convenient schedule, the student's situation —

which already strains toward inundation — becomes unavoid

ably frustrated and crisis ridden. For example, as ex

plained by a student whose family was unsuccessful at

exempting and filling in :

And I would come home feeling, wow, I really
put in a hard day's work. And as far as my
wife was concerned, I'd put in zero for her,
and for the kids, and I just felt wronged
myself. And when I was confronted with this
attitude, I'd come home and the house would be
a mess, and I thought, what the hell have you
been doing, having coffee with the neighbors
all day long.

But even more to the point, if the family does not

take the necessary measures to strike a balance, then the

student 's position ultimately becomes untenable. As a

student 's spouse explained :

If he wants medical school, fine, but help
me also. And when I did say, "I really need
help, come home I can't take it any more, "
he'd come home and he was like . . . "God damn,
look what you're doing, you're sabotaging me,
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and you can't handle your part of the bargain."

Interestingly, the typical response on the part of

most students when they find themselves straining to main

tain some schedule or pace in medical school, and yet are

confronted with unanticipated pressures from the family, is

to simply "bail out" of the family, at least temporarily.

On a day to day basis, students will take refuge by study—

ing in the library, labs, classrooms, or friends' apart

ments. If necessary, they will take a private room in

hotels or dormatories. In other words, for reasons men—

tioned above, medical students will go to extreme lengths,

if necessary, in order to stay on top of medical school.

Exceptions to this tendency are very few. Thus, if the

family is to maintain itself as a whole, it has no choice

but to strike a balance because anything less will not

work.

Secondly, the family is expected to maintain itself

as a "given" not only because the problems and pressures

created by failing to do so generate havoc. But, in

addition, the family must exempt, substitute and minimize

its claims on the student because, in terms of the extra

ordinary value, prestige, and importance attributed to

the student 's work and ultimate purpose in society – that

of becoming a physician — the position of the family in

comparison is inherently subordinate and subservient. The

family is in no "position" to make any claims on the
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school because of its own position ; in terms of institu–

tionalized authority, status and power, the position of

the family is utterly inferior.

In contrast, the student 's position is backed up by

the entire tradition and institution of medicine, its

honor, urgency, mystique, wealth and power. In this sense,

any claims of the family that contest or hinder the

student 's mission in medicine is backed up only by what—

ever degree of audacity and boldness the family is able to

muster on the basis of its own, meager resources. But

when "push comes to shove," the degree of legitimation and

authority of the student 's position inevitably overrides

that of the family on a day-by-day basis, except possibly

in matters of life or death. And yet "matters of life and

death" is precisely the ultimate, institutionalized justi

fication for the family's subservience to the position of

the student.

For these reasons, what is ideally expected of the

family by both the medical school and the student is to

maintain itself in a kind of an internally adjusting, self

Sustaining equilibrium. And, although this presents the

family with some very difficult problems involving exempt—

ing, substituting and scheduling itself for the conven

ience of the student, most families go to great lengths to

comply, not Only because it has to in order to maintain

Order, but because this is what is socio-culturally and
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institutionally expected of it.

In addition, however, the family also complies be

cause implicit in its relationship with the student, as

well as the student 's relationship with the school, is, as

mentioned above, a promise of eventual cessation of such

problems and pressures, as well as an ultimate pay–off.

And although most families have some difficulty in speci

fying even an approximate date for the arrival of both

events, their significance plays no small role in bracing

both the family and the student's commitment.

Medical Students as Spouses and Parents

The behavioral articulation Of Students' involvement

in medical school with their identities as spouses and

parents is achieved by virtue of the family exempting the

student from engaging in many activities of family life,

substituting for the student's absence, and scheduling

its own needs, activities and goals at the convenience of

the student 's schedule and needs. All of this is frequent—

ly done matter of fact ly and without many problems, except

those of a practical nature.

However, for a variety of reasons, the student's

behavioral exemption from family life can come to be seen

as incompatible with , or a breach of , their identities as

spouses and parents, and then a great many problems of both

a practical and a social psychological nature can surface.

In such instances, the symbolic "grounds" for the
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behavioral articulation Of the student 's involvement in

medical school begin to dissolve, and engaging in the

process of exemption, substitution and scheduling become

issues Of conflict and content iOn .

First , particularly for women students, usually from

the very beginning, their identities as students are not

seen, symbolically, by either themselves or their husbands,

as "blended'' with their ident it ies as wives and mothers.

In other words, their identities as students are not seen

as either simultaneously fulfilling, or instrumentally

relating to, their identities as wives and mothers. Thus,

as one divorced student explained :

As far as my husband thought , my role as a
spouse and a medical student were completely
mutually exclusive of one another. And I
know that this is true of most women students

generally because I've talked to some other
women in my class who are still married, and
it's been that. For women, it's alright to
be good in your career, but you not only have
to be a good wife, you have to be a super wife.

A single parent , woman medical student echoed the same

feeling:

You see, for a woman, you don't see being in
medical school making you a good parent. When
I look at it, I feel like I'm in medical school
because of me, and that 's selfish, because it
takes away from being a good mother. I would
never say that going to medical school is an
integral part of being a parent. And in the
same way that some women feel like they have
to be super wives if they are also going to be
students, I feel like I have to be a super
parent. I mean being a parent has to be separate
from being a medical student, and that I have to
make up for this.
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tion from family life can also come to be seen as a

"problem," but usually for different reasons. Foremost is

the problem of sheer resentment on the part of students'

wives. As One wife described :

I felt very jealous of school, and I felt like
John was constantly choosing school over my
health and well–being. I remember one time
when John and the two kids were all down with

a high fever and sore throat, and I had slept
like five hours in a period of three or four
days. And I felt like, wow, I just can't take
it. It was too much ! And then John recovered,
and then I felt like, ok, now I can sit back
and be taken care Of – I needed sleep — I was
exhausted. But John had already missed a couple
days of the clerkship, and so he couldn't take
the time off to let me sleep even one day ! And
I felt like, here I had been giving help for
several weeks, can't you give me one day. So
I called John at the hospital, and I told him
that I just couldn't take it , I need to get some
sleep. And he said, "No, no I can't leave."
So I said, ok, I cannot take it. If you don't
come home, I'm going to take the kids and the
car, and drive over a cliff And I was . So
then he came home, and he was very angry and
said that I was trying to sabatoge his life.

Second, due to the feminist movement, many women are

simply demanding that all responsibilities of home life

must be shared equally, and they are demanding that their

rights to careers, no matter in what field, must be given

equal priority as their husbands' careers in medicine.

Thus, as one male student lamented:

I had all these demands at school, and I
would come home and the only way that Mary
would be willing to stay at home was if I
would do more work at home. And I felt that

that was totally impossible. I just had to
get home and read and study, and she was
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demanding that I not do that , and that I
help with the kids, and help with this, and
I felt like she was very unreasonable.

However, whatever the reason, if individuals' identi—

ties as students come to be seen by themselves or by their

families as incompatible, or in conflict, with their

identities as spouses and parents, there are a number of

general responses that students will initiate in Order to

ameliorate the problems that surface. Nevertheless, due

to the demand structure of medical school, each of these

responses introduce their own unique assortment of linger

ing problems.

In general, students will attempt to minimize the

extent to which they require exemption from family life.

To do this, students usually pursue two basic approaches

to solving the problem. First , students decide to inten—

tionally lower their academic standards and forego that

extra level of involvement of doing research or studying

that is necessary to get top academic marks. As one

student noted :

I know that if I hadn't had a family that I
probably could have been in the top 10% of
my class. I've got the ability to do that ,
but I have other priorities. I've hit a
compromise. My academic standards are going
to have to be a little bit lower so I can

accomodate my family. And I've talked to
Other women who've said the same thing, that
they are going to have to lower their academic
standards, and even though they've been used
to getting A's. And I've learned not to let
it bother me too much. But it has showed : I
didn't do too well on most of my exams.
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As another student noted :

Because of my family, and my involvement
with my children, in comparison to other
students, I'm not able to read all the
journals On the side, I don't know all
differentials for all the different lab
values – I just don't know as much as many
students. I'll go in and present a patient,
and be basically unprepared in terms of the
pathophysiology. I mean, if someone is going
to quiz me about it , I'm not going to have
the answers. And I accept that . Part of that
is that I'm not going to be able to put as
much energy into preparing a patient presen
tation as somebody else.

Second, students will make an earnest attempt to

equalize their participation in the family. As one student

described :

Because both my wife and I have our own career,
everything about the house and taking care of
our son is divided equally. Whoever is home
first cooks, whoever has a few minutes runs and
does the laundry. Of course, at times it makes
frict iOn , but there are times we are both so
busy that we get on each other's case,

Moreover, in order to prevent one's involvement in medical

school from totally displacing, or indefinitely postponing,

the opportunity to in fact bear children and raise a

family, some women even chose to become pregnant while in

training itself, and of course, the wives of male students

do likewise. This, of course, is an extremely big decision,

especially for women students, and also for those men who

are committed to equally sharing the day to day responsi–

bilities of raising their children. However, there is

growing support, at least among students themselves, for

those individuals who are daring enough to refuse to let
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their involvement in medical school flood out their private

and family lives. As one student noted:

Most women are really supportive of those
Students who become pregnant. Most of us
were really excited for them, and wishing
we could do it too, and wishing them the
best of luck. And I personally feel that
the more people who are able to balance
their motherhood and their studenthood, the
better that looks for women. It 's a big
task. If X number of people in our class
have gotten pregnant and gotten through
school and maintained their marriages, then
that 's beautiful.

The unfortunate fact, however, is that it usually

does not turn out that way. Students can attempt to mini

mize the extent to which they must exempt themselves from

family life, or schedule their future lives more in terms

of their own needs rather than their training schedules.

And they can attempt to do this either by lowering their

Own academic standards and level of involvement in medical

training, as well as equalizing their participation in

family life. But doing so creates a number of weighty

problems which, in turn, must also be resolved.

First , in electing either of the two options above,

students open themselves up to the possibility of facing

scathing criticism from the medical school, as well as

criticism from other medical students. For instance,

medical training reeks of a "Holier than Thou" attitude

and, as in some religious orders, there is a great display

among members as to who is the most righteous, the most

committed, and the most dedicated. In these terms,
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medicine is a most zealous profession, and there is a

great deal of put down and mockery of the "old country

dOC" and Others who are not up on the latest issues and

developments, and who do not display one hundred percent

Commitment to the mission of medicine. Thus, for those

students who dare to give equal priority to their involve—

ments with their families, Or who dare to settle for

second best , Or even average, in their performance as

Students, put themselves in the position of experiencing

the "wrath of God." For instance, as one third-year

student described the reactions she received toward her

being pregnant :

You know, you have no commitment to medicine,
you're not really interested in doing this,
you're diverting your energy. And that is in
fact what the people in my OB clerkship said.
I felt absolutely no support from them. And
one person told me that I had better begin
thinking real hard about having an abortion.
And he said he didn't think that women should

be in medicine, and that they are always going
Off and doing things like this.

In general, particularly in terms of screening new

applicants, and in the priorities and schedules that are

dictated to students, the message in medicine is clear:

There is no room in medicine for people with split loyal

ties and conflicts of interest, or who are mediocre or

satisfied with being anything else but the best.

A second problem, particularly for women, is that ,

because they have been categorically discriminated against

in the past, there is great anxiety shared by women that
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if they do not prove themselves to be as available for

training as are men students, and as committed, then

women in the future who apply to medical school will

suffer again. Thus, for women to maintain an equal in

volvement in their families, or certainly to bear children

while in medical training, heightens the intensity of that

anxiety itself. The result, therefore, is that in main

taining an active involvement with their families as they

feel they should, women in turn generally feel that they

must perform at an even higher level in training than

what is necessary. Thus, as they describe themselves,

many women must become super human beings – super wives

and mothers, and super students. Thus, as one woman noted:

SO you find these people getting up at six
in the morning to cook their husbands break
fast, and rushing home to cook dinner and
spend time with the kids, and then studying
way into the night before they go to bed. So
they try to be good as students, you know,
100%, and then they try to do the whole fan—
tasy trip of being a housewife too. They
have to become super human beings. And you
see women complaining about this.

In much this same context, the final problem that

students frequently experience in attempting to minimize

their exemption from family life, which frequently requires

them to minimize their involvement in medical training, is

that rather than their lives becoming inundated on One

level, it becomes inundated on two levels. And, because

the student 's position becomes a compromise by necessity

in terms of both their involvement in training, and in
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their families, the possibility of not finding a sense of

satisfaction or fulfillment in either family life or

medical training becomes that much greater. For instance,

as One woman student noted, who felt great responsibility

as a mother and as a wife :

When I'm involved in training, the house goes
to hell, my husband complains and his needs
are not being met , the kids complain. And the
experience of tending to a lot of pressure at
school, and then coming home and finding a lot
of pressure at home – I just feel like every–
where I turn, I am inadequate. I don't think
anything has ever hit me as hard as that . But
the thing is that you can 't be super mom and
super student. I've tried, and I find myself
failing at both.

Or, as similarly expressed by the woman student who de

cided to get pregnant during her third year in training :

Well, as you know I'm now pregnant. And as a
result of my being in school, I don't spend as
much time "being" pregnant, and thinking about
it as I had hoped to do. And I've been really
angry that school seems to take so much time,
and that I don't have time to get the baby's
room together, or exercise as much as I would
want to, and that I'm just really pressed for
time. And I don't know what that is going to
do when the kid arrives.

Thus, in summary, students initiate a number of responses

to ameliorate the problems that can surface from their

having to exempt themselves from family life, and from

expecting the family to substitute for them, and schedule

itself in terms Of the student 's schedule in training.

However, while each of these responses ameliorate certain

problems, due to the demand structure of medical training,

each response creates another assortment of lingering



problems. Accordingly, while students do find that they

are able to achieve a behavioral articulation of their

multiple lives, that articulation is continuously plagued

with problems, whether of a practical or of a symbolic

nature. Thus, the most central discovery of many medical

students is that , no matter what ameliorative steps they

take, inevitably they find themselves "damned if they do,

and damned if they don't."
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Chapter Five

Multiple Identities in Articulation :

The Situational Dimension

Time "On" and "Time Out"

Identities have their own relatively distinct tem—

poral careers, and individuals continuously grapple with

the future in terms of scheduling the expression of certain

identities over others. In this sense, participation in

medical school involves a structured and highly scheduled

status passage that provides clear markers as to when

One 's identity as a medical student must take precedence

Over other identities, as well as the date of possible

pay-off when the realization of becoming a physician can

then become a means for the realization, expression or

support of Other identities.

For instance, while the experience of being a student

in medical school threatens to inundate one's life, flood

ing out and overwhelming all other competing identities

and interests, the inundation itself tends to be scheduled

and , thus, predictable. Students are aware of which clerk

ships are notorious for taxing all of one's time and

energy, and which reputedly do not. They are also aware

of , and prepare for, the reoccurring periods of examina–

tions, such as mid-terms and finals, during which their

absorption in studying becomes all-consuming and maximal.
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Conversely, just as they can predict periods of

inundation, students can also predict scheduled periods

Of slack time, vacations and respites from training.

Indeed, during such periods, it is typical to find

Students feverishly attempting to catch up and compensate

for much in their lives that they have had to temporarily

abandon, postpone or neglect in the face of inundation

With medical training. As one student described :

There have been times,
finals, when

particularly after
I was just incredibly hyped,

and I didn't
couldn't sit

anything for

come down for three days. I
still. I didn't want to delay
anybody, I just had to do it.

If there was a movie that I hadn't been able

to see, then I wanted to go now; some friends
I wanted to see, let's go, no fucking around
about it. In general, you always feel that
there's a lot that you want to do, a lot of
experiences that you want to take advantage
Of .

Similarly, another common tendency of students is to

use periods of slack time to think through, and reposture

themselves for, the changes that they will have to face

brought about by new schedules or new clerkships, and also

to think generally about their overall "game plans" in

medical school and their future careers in medicine. As

One student described :

One important use of slack time that my
husband and I use is preparing for the
changes that we envision that are coming
up , and that we'll have to get adjusted to .
When you are
it 's hard to

do next year,

in the middle of a clerkship ,
think about what you want to

and it's important to take
that free time and think about it Overall.
Who has time to worry about when you're
going to have your kids and how it 's going
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to work out? You've got this patient ,
and you have reading to get done. So
Vacations are a nice piece of time to
do some thinking.

HOwever, as important and useful as respites and

vacations may be , in relation to the amount of time that

students are "on," medical training provides very little

"time out." Simply, much of what students give up and

postpone while in training cannot be recovered Or compen

sated for simply on breaks. Thus, as discussed earlier,

all students look forward to the day of graduation be—

cause that event holds for them a promise of cessation and

an ultimate pay-off. Nevertheless, in many ways, both the

promise and the pay-Off, while immensely reassuring in the

present, loom ominously precarious of ever being signifi

cantly realized in the future. Namely, students commonly

note the possibility that , due to the nature of their

internship, residency, area of specialization, and prob

lems associated with establishing and sustaining a profes

sional practice, many of the conditions in medical school

that bring about the inundation of their private lives

while in training, and the concomitant impact of such

inundation on the student 's relationship with others, are

feared by some students and their spouses as holding a

promise that offers merely an extension of their present

predicament.

First, an important condition students note that may

be largely unaffected by the pay-off of graduating is the
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perpetuation of the high demand workload ; there are al

ways more people in need, endless pregnancies, emergen

Cies, life and death situations to be faced, and one more

hour Out of every day that can be easily gobbled up in

the fight against disease and misery. Moreover, although

a 9 to 5 schedule is now a luxury that more physicians are

reputedly able to enjoy, many do not , or they find them–

selves ''On call" two or three times a week. In addition,

students point out that , in actual practice, each

physician's pace varies according to a myriad of uncertain

situations and cases that they must be prepared to handle.

The work demands an acute mind, steady hands, patience,

an eye for subtle discoveries and deductions, and plenty

Of nerve in dealing with unimaginable calamity and risk.

All of this, the uncertainty, responsiblity and pace,

naturally yields a resolve, an anxiety, a preoccupation

to always stay "on top of it," and to be continuously

informed and prepared. Many students particularly em—

phasize the responsibility aspect of medical practice.

As one student put it, "While in medical school, the

school makes the demands that are relatively unnegotiable,

but the thing is that the patients take the place of the

medical school after one has graduated." However, the

intriguing feature of responsibility over life and death

situations, particularly as it progressively heightens

students' involvement in medicine, is that the responsi–

bility itself becomes such a positive motivating force.
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As one fourth-year student explained :

Responsibility becomes the great motivating
force. And I'm just really getting used to
it. When these patients come on the wards,
I'm scared to death that they are going to
die, unless I read about them and am really
Careful. And I've heard Other people say
those things, and for the first two years I
didn't really feel that way. And the thing
about this responsibility is that it is so
much more of a positive kind of force, some
thing that I morally want to respond to . And
I feel like I am really digging down into the
core of my insides or being. And I think that
this is one of the reasons why a lot of people
when they are interns just feel totally sucked
in . But the suction is not negative, but
positive. It feels good to be there.

Or, as another third-year student described it :

. . . this responsibility for your own patients
and your own reading is much greater, and
nobody is telling you to do this or that.
You are learning because you need to have
this information to help deal with your
patients on a day to day basis. And this
kind of responsibility greatly increases
your involvement. I am thus much more
motivated than I was before. When I was a

first and second year student, I used to
bitch a lot of having to put in so much
time. And I'm putting so much more time in
now and I'm not complaining about it. Ex
cept now I complain that I don't have
enough time to deal with my patients. Now
I would rather stay home on Saturday night
and get reading done that I feel is impor—
tant to me in terms of my patients.

Thus, the point is that, due to the increased respon

sibility, uncertainty, and the high demand workload, many

students envision that their future practice of medicine

is not an easily contained burden, amenable to being

casually set aside at the end of each day. Rather, it is

seen as a progressive invasion of all of one's life and
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consciousness. Indeed, to be able to contain it requires

a definite skill in itself, a skill in fact that students

emphatically indicate is not taught in medical school, but

must be developed in spite of it and on the basis of what—

ever personal resistance each future physician is able to

generate and sustain.

And finally, many students note that , coupled with

the unremitting workload and the inherent uncertainty and

risk of the work, the physician's life, like that of the

student, continues to strain toward inundation with the

practice of medicine simply because the work can be tre

mendously fascinating and intellectually absorbing, and

the combined social and economic rewards are among the

highest one can receive. Moreover, the professional oath

and responsibility that each physician assumes underlies a

sworn commitment, a commitment in fact that is ongoingly

evaluated by all other practicing physicians whose esteem

and approval form the basis of each doctor's identity and

validation. The result of all this is that students typ

ically fear that the so called pay-off after graduation

simply does not affect the conditions that bring about the

inundation of their private life; indeed, the conditions

not only persist, but appear to even gain in significance.

To this extent, therefore, the degree to which the so

called pay-off significantly affects or changes the

student's relationships with others following graduation

becomes similarly questionable. This becomes particularly
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apparent with reference, again, to those students who also

happen to be members of families by virtue of being

spouses and parents.

The Pay-Off in Family Life

Given the Observed likelihood Of continued inundation

with medicine in the indefinite future, students and their

families begin to foresee that, in many dimensions of

family life, the problems and processes that were faced by

the family in medical school are simply not affected by

the pay-off of graduation. For sure, graduation from

medical school, or at least completion of internship, more

or less guarantees the family a qualitative change in

socio-economic circumstances. There is a great deal more

money to spend, the family as a whole is accorded much

more respect and status in the community, there are more

opportunities for providing an education for the children,

owning a nice home in a wholesome neighborhood, and for

traveling and recreating.

However, in other significant dimensions of family

life, students and their spouses see very little change.

For instance, the differential between the new physician's

position and that of the family, in terms of the former's

prestige, authority and power, is in fact greatly in

creased rather than diminished. Indeed, in terms of the

years and energy that have been invested, the student

emerges as a super autonomous, highly revered, immensely
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skilled professional, who has been trained and prepared to

act with an immense sense of independence, authority and

confidence. In recognition of this, society grants the

physician the license to carry out the work of medicine

according to the way physicians themselves think it should

be conducted, including the privilege of evaluating their

own performance, and of deciding how much remuneration

their services should receive (Freidson, 1970).

On the other hand, the family's position, and particu

larly that of the spouse, does not undergo any fundamental

change whatsoever. Indeed, in terms of the years and

energy invested overall in getting the student through

School, internship, residency and building a professional

practice, the spouse's position possibly becomes even more

dependent. This is particularly so in the sense that the

Only real evidence of the latter's investment is in terms

Of what the student ultimately becomes, as well as in

sharing the portion of the pay-off that accrues thereof.

But this is simply to recognize that , regardless of what—

ever the final, cumulative investment is, it is not a

direct enrichment of the family in and of itself, but

rather an in direct enrichment in terms of what side bene—

fits the physician eventually brings home.

Finally, inasmuch as the differential between the

physician's position and the family continues to exist in

terms of relative importance, prestige and power, and to

the extent the underlying conditions persist that promote
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the inundation of the physician's life with medicine, the

status of the family will continue to be relegated to that

of having to balance its own needs and activities in

relation to the Overriding priorities and expectations of

both the physician and the larger institution of medicine.

As one physician's wife stated matter-of-factly :

Not only is his own leisure repeatedly in
terrupted by the telephone and the demands
of his patients, reasonable or unreasonable,
but his wife and children are inevitably
forced to some extent into the mold Of the
life 's work that he has chosen . . . The home

becomes an adjunct , to some degree, of the
medical practice (Howe, 1954:15).

Accordingly, as the need for "give" persists over time, it

is the family that will largely be required to make the

necessary adjustments in terms of exempting, substituting,

and scheduling its own needs and activities in conformity

with the schedule and convenience of the physician. As

another physician's wife wrote, "The mother of a doctor's

children serves in a dual capacity. She is always mother;

she is often a substitute father" (McCabe, 1954:32). Thus,

the pay-off is frequently seen as in no way categorically

affecting those expectations toward the family to function

as a "given, " an equilibrium that is assumed to adjust

flexibly and unproblematically to the overriding priori

ties and needs claimed by the physician in the service of

practicing medicine.

For these reasons, while the student and the family

may receive a pay-off following graduation in terms of
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certain well—earned socio-economic benefits, students and

their spouses in many ways foresee that the actual condi

tions during training that necessitated the family's

subservience in having to accomodate the claims of both

the student and the medical school continue to persist

relatively indefinitely. Thus the promise of cessation

remains essentially that ; a promise that is never forth

coming in a meaningful sense. And the necessity for

balancing the needs and activities of the family at the

convenience of the physician's practice of medicine comes

to be seen as an end in itself, a way of family life.

Grappling with the Future

Given the prospect , whether real or imagined, of

indefinite inundation by their careers with medicine,

students early in their training become quite concerned

over, and spend considerable time pondering, a number of

decisions that must be faced in terms of articulating

their professional lives with their private lives. In

this sense, students' perceptions of their future careers

in medicine feedback and impact on a number of decisions

that they must make in the present regarding both their

professional and their private lives. Moreover, the

processes of symbolically rehearsing, and of sorting out

alternative career plans with respect to one's private

life, is a weighty business. As one third-year student

noted :
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Thinking about the future is a major pre
Occupation. Sometimes when things get out
of Order in terms of things that I see
happening to me, I get totally flipped out
over it. Like, I can 't pursue my other
activities until I resolve the major ques
tion. The decisions have so many ramifi
cations that you can't screw up.

Generally, students' concerns regarding their future

professional careers pivot around three major problems,

and the ways in which these problems are solved are great

ly, if not overwhelmingly, influenced by the attitudes,

values and goals that students hold toward their private

lives. First , students must decide which specialization

within medicine they should pursue. Now, obviously, making

such a decision is influenced by the encouragement and

recommendations of certain faculty members. On the basis

of formal evaluations and informal kinds of reinforcement,

students are informed by the faculty which areas among the

various clerkships they seemed to show appreciable promise

and aptitude. Such encouragement is part and parcel of

the coaching and advising processes that are integral to

the nature of professional socialization (Strauss, 1969).

And students also become aware of which clerkship areas

they personally find to be most intrinsically interesting

and stimulating.

However, above and beyond these considerations,

students' decisions regarding areas of specialization are

greatly influened by their attitudes toward their private

lives and, except for the most totally committed, students
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select particular specializations in terms of a compromise

between their professional and private lives in the future.

For instance, as one third-year student explained :

Now regarding a specialty, my choice is made
almost entirely on its congruence with my
lifestyle. For me it is very important to
recognize that you have to compromise. You
have to chose something that you're going to
like, but also something that will fit your
life goals; otherwise you're going to get
yourself into hot water – you're going to
end-up divorced, or something.

Or, as another third-year student described:

For instance, my private life has very much
influenced my choice of specialties. I'm
thinking about going into anesthesiology.
And One of the biggest reasons is that you
can plan your private life, you can go to
work at a certain time, and then come home
and leave your work there. And you won't
be bombarded at night with calls, or have
to go out. But when I first went to medical
school, I felt sure that I would go into
family practice, and from there I went to
internal medicine. But both specialties are
just impossible – you get home and eat, and
then go back to the hospital, and there's
just too much daily disruption of your

• private life.

Second, students must decide which geographic area

of the country they prefer to ultimately establish their

professional practice. This decision invariably is based

almost totally on students' attitudes toward their private

life and, indeed, it probably accounts for the gross

differential distribution of physicians throughout the

United States (cf. Mechanic, 1968). Clearly, physicians '

preferences as to where to practice are not based solely

On professional decisions as to which areas of the country
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are most in need of their services. Rather, almost in

keeping with the sense of independence and autonomy that

comes with being a professional, students' decisions as

to where to practice are predominantly predicted on private

considerations: Personal attachment to particular cities

or towns, proximity to former families, relatives and

friends, environments best suited for raising children,

areas offering greatest prestige, economic rewards or

opportunities, and so on.

Finally, students must decide how high in the pro

fession of medicine they are willing to aspire. That is,

given whatever opportunities are provided them, students

must decide how much time, energy, resources, and personal

investment and sacrifice they are willing to devote to

medicine itself. As one fourth-year student observed:

You have to make decisions as to how high
in this profession you want to go. What
kind of a doctor you want to be. You say,
Ok, I want to win a Nobel prize. Then, ok,
you're going to have to put a lot of things
on ice. On the other hand, if you want to be
a family physician and work for Kaiser, then
that isn't such a heavy commitment. For in
stance, and I could be wrong, but a lot of
people who are not as compulsive as others
are the ones that say that they want to go
into family practice. But I know damn well
that those people that just simply try to
slide by know that they will not be the kind
of physician to do heart surgery. And I
think that a lot of people with this attitude
and Orientation to medical school are freed

up to do a lot more Outside things.

Or, as another student noted, "If you're going to be a high

powered physician, Surgeon, be in a good program and,
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absolutely, if you're going to be an academic physician,

you're going to have to continue to give your medical

situation highest priority."

Now, obviously, many medical students, probably the

bulk, are not interested in devoting the totality of

their lives to their practice of medicine. Rather, what

they look for, as in their selection of an area of special

ization, is a compromise or trade-off between their pro

fessional and private lives. In terms of grappling with

the future, such a compromise is a difficult and uncertain

matter. Regardless of the decisions students make, there

are still plenty of unknowns remaining, and the conditions

that bring about the inundation of the student 's life with

medical school persist in one way or another in all medical

specialities; certainly the high demand workload, the in

herent uncertainty and risk of medical practice, the

immense responsibility, and so on. Thus, as much as

students may strive to carefully design their future

professional lives in terms that are compatible with their

private lives, uncertainty and anxiety persist. As One

third-year, woman student noted:

When I get really panicky, and wonder whether
my life is going to stay like this — you know,
am I going to have so little time and always
feel so pressured, and wonder how we are going
to survive with having children. But then I
realize that I am now working about 80 hours
a week. And when I think about establishing
a practice that requires only 40 hours a week,
if that can be done, then so much more seems
possible. And having a family seems possible.
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To the extent students attempt to plan their futures,

but nevertheless continue to face a number of uncertain

ties and the threat of in definite inundation with medicine,

students hedge against the uncertainty itself with a sense

of adaman cy: Yes, much in the future cannot be controlled

on the basis of decisions in the present ; but regardless,

one's life eventually can be brought under control in some

way or some how if one is determined. Thus, there is a

persistent attitude that , in one way or another, the

future can and will be rendered according to one's own

bidding. For instance, as one student emphasized regard—

ing her upcoming residency:

But regarding my residency, I see these
people that are really consumed by it ,
and I have to say that this is troubling
to me, and I'm having second thoughts.
Maybe I should look for another specialty
where you really get to go home at six or
seven. For instance, I think that I would
like to practice medicine about 30 hours
a week; 30 hours where I would actually
see patients, and then 10 hours where I
would be able to read and study. But
whatever my residency will be, I will
contain and control it. I'm just not yet
sure how that will be done, or what the
residency will be yet. But I plan on
having some control over my life again.

And so, while students' visions of the future feed

back and influence many of the important decisions that

they must make in the present, much that remains uncertain

must be managed on the basis of sheer adamancy in favor of

a change in the future; a future, however, that resists

relinquishing its mirrored image of the present.
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Chapter Six

Multiple Identities in Articulation

The Situational Dimension

A Situational Approach to Personal Change and Consistency

In analyzing the problem of personal change in adult

life, Becker (1968) noted that , in what has now become a

classic position in symbolic interactionism, individuals

are continuously faced with having to choose from among a

wide variety of situations, and in adjusting to any given

one, the individual transforms himself in the process (see

also Strauss, 1969).

The person, as he moves in and Out of a
variety of social situations, learns the
requirements Of continuing in each situation
and Of success in it. If he has a strong
desire to continue the ability to assess
accurately what is required, and can deliver
the required performance, the individual
turns himself into the kind of person the
situation demands (Becker, 1968: 150).

Becker's important point, however, is that to account

for personal transformation or change in adult life, all

One needs to look at is the character of the situation

that individuals respond to, the particular structure of

demands, rewards, goals and expectations that the situation

contains, rather than looking for attributes internal to

an individual that may account for the supposed transfor

mation. Or, as Becker (1968 : 150) explained :

If we view situational adjustment as a major
process Of personal development, we must look
to the character of the situation for the
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explanation of why people change as they
do. We ask what there is in the situation
that requires the person to act in a certain
way Or to hold certain beliefs. We do not
ask what there is in him that requires the
act iOn Or belief. All we need to know of the
person is that for some reason or other he
desires to continue his participation in the
Situation Or to do well in it . . . Our further

analysis must adjust itself to the character
Of the situation (Becker, 1968: 150).

Interestingly, we have seen in the case of medical

Students a tendency to maintain a consistent line of

activity and preoccupation with medical training in the

face of innumerable situational alternatives. Particular

ly during periods of inundation, whether it be the

Situation of students' families, spouses, intimates or so

On , students typically decline making the necessary adjust–

ments called for by particular alternative situations of

which they are virtually a member. The question therefore

arises, if personal change in adult life can be explained

by reference to the concept of situational adjustment,

Without reference to attributes internal to the person,

Can perSOnal consistency across situations be explained in

the same terms?

Becker's (1968) answer is that , no, personal consis—

tency across situations must be explained by virtue of an

individual's "commitment," which exposes a contradiction

in Becker's thinking : If personal change can be explained

Without reference to attributes internal to an individual,

why must personal consistency be explained by reference to

an internal attribute such as "commitment 2." Becker
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Suggests no answer. The position taken here is that the

contradiction need not prevail: Both personal change and

consistency can be explained by virtue of the notion of

situational adjustment, without reference to attributes

internal to individuals, particularly if the problem of

what "is" a situation is reexamined.

Although Becker neglects to explicitly specify what

he means by the concept "situation, " an analysis of his

use of the term reveals that situations seem to be organi

zationally and institutionally bounded ; that is, situa

tions are tied to "settings." Thus, as a given person

moves through one setting to another, the person faces, as

Becker (1968: 153) would say, "a sequence of varied

situations." Thus, "we say a person is committed when we

observe him pursuing a consistent line of activity in a

sequence of varied situations" (Becker, 1968: 153). In

this sense, Becker would suggest that the example of

medical students feverishly absorbed in their study of

medicine while in the situation of their homes and

families can best be explained by reference to a presumed

"commitment" that students hold toward their studies while

being Outside the situation of medical training itself.

On this point , however, an Obviously important question

needs to be faced : While studying in the midst of their

home and family life, are students actually outside the

situation of medical training?

Without belaboring the point, the answer to the query
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is as Obvious as the query itself ; no. To the extent that

a Social situation is understood as an organized, thematic

line of interaction, frequently purposeful in nature, that

calls for the performance of particular acts, and that is

morally and normatively bounded with expectations — a

definition that is ostensibly acceptable to most symbolic

interactionists, including Becker himself — then there is

no inherent or necessary relationship between settings and

situations. Within any given setting, a potentially in

numerable number of situations can emerge. Frequently the

objects, boundaries and temporal features of a setting

compliment, or are direct products of , or props for, a

typical number of situations. But just as frequently,

situations, or lines of activities between interactants,

emerge within settings that are incongruous, foreign,

novel, or even inappropriate to a setting itself.

To this extent, situations are not necessarily

"situationally" bounded (to use the double meaning of the

word, as Becker did); nor are they necessarily temporal—

ly bounded. Depending On the nature of the interaction,

individuals can continue to carry out the performance

called for by particular situations either in direct, face

to face interaction with others; or they can continue to

carry out a line of activity central to a situation itself,

but that is temporally and spatially removed from an

immediate, face to face interactional context. In this

sense, to explain the example of students pursuing their
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medical studies in the setting of their homes and families,

or indeed, to explain the consistency of their behavior

generally, requires one to merely note that students

simply continue to respond to the demands and expectations

held toward them by the medical training situation itself.

In Other words, there is no need to refer to internal

attributes of individuals to explain personal consistency.

As mentioned above, the label "Obsessive–compulsive" most

accurately describes the nature of the training situation

rather than a personal attribute of medical students.

Moreover, as was discussed in Chapter Three, the question

of students' motives as to "why" they exhibit such per

severance and consistency in their efforts to manage the

training situation is greatly variable ; there are any num

ber of intrinsic and extrinsic reasons, or "side bets, ''

that may underlie each student 's resolve. However, regard

less of the varying nature of students' motives, the single

most important "reason" for the consistency of students'

behavior across time and space – a "reason" that is uni

versally shared by all students — is the nature of the

training situation that they collectively face; the demand

Structure of medical training requires a high order of

consistency in students' behavior.

The overall training situation, therefore, that

engages students in medical training not Only calls Out

and defines a rather specific and unique identity – that

of "student" during the first two years, and "student
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physician" during the clerkship years — it also establish–

es the conditions that promote a high order of consistency

in individuals' behavior across time and space in the face

Of alternative situations. However, in spite Of their

immersion in medical training, as we have seen , students

are also simultaneously participants in other situations,

and they embrace many different identities other than that

of being a medical student. Moreover, as also discussed

above, such identities become articulated with and shape

students' medical training itself ; competing identities

have a great influence on the level and quality of

students' involvement in training, selection of areas of

specialization and areas to eventually establish a profes

sional practice, and a commitment to medical training and

professional practice based on a number of extrinsic and

private values.

Accordingly, in noting the pivotal importance of the

process of "situational adjustment," what needs to be

emphasized is that such adjustment is not a problem of

students simply adapting to the requirements of situations;

rather, such adjustment is much more of a creative process

of students partially constructing the nature and signifi

cance of the medical school situation itself. In Other

words, situational adjustment needs to be understood as

much more of a "role—taking" than a "role-playing" process

(Turner, 1962). For instance, as Becker and Geer et al. 's

(1961) research revealed, the most important or central
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aspect Of the medical school situation that students them—

selves create is a sequence of "student perspectives" on

"how to make it" in medical training. Becker and Geer et

al. 's (1961) research documented that, particularly during

the first two years of training, students fashion a number

of short term and provisional perspectives that they use

to Orient themselves to only specific aspects of the medi—

cal training situation ; they begin concentrating On learn

ing "only what the faculty wants us to know," rather than

on "all that there is to know, " Thus, they proceed to

fashion their behavior as students by Only selectively

responding to all that the training situation potentially

calls for ; such selective involvement is accomplished on

the basis of a pragmatic and provisional criteria of what

is "really" important that students themselves introduce

into the training situation. In Other words, the nature

of students' situational adjustment is a negotiated res—

ponse to a situation that is part and parcel a product of

their own making. Students' interjection of their own

"student perspective" into the training situation changes

the nature Of the situation itself.

However, the perspectives that Becker and Geer et al.

(1961) documented were only those that are grounded in , or

extend from, students' perceptions and definitions of

their situation in medical school. On the basis of

their specific identities as students only. In other

words, as criticized in Chapter One (page 12–13), Becker
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and Geer et al. 's analysis, as well as their twin analysis,

Making the Grade (Becker and Geer et al., 1968), exhibits

the same myopia of other interactionist analyses generally.

The analysis, focused at the situational level, emphasized

only the specific identity, and its accompanying perspec

tive, that is seen to emerge within the training situation ;

and the identity itself is treated as largely unrelated to ,

and dissociated from, all other identities that individuals

bring to a situation. However, given that students also

collectively embrace other important identities, and that

such identities become articulated with and influence

students' situational adjustment to the training situation,

there remain a number of other perspectives that extend

from those identities themselves, and that serve along with

the "student perspective" to creatively make up and shape

the nature of the training situation and students' adjust–

ment to it.

The Multiplicity of the Medical Training Situation

Just as individuals creatively assemble and transform

the nature of the training situation by invoking a pers—

pective into the situation itself that reflects their

collectively shared identities as students, individuals

also invoke a number of other perspectives, based on still

other identities which they collectively embrace, that

similarly transform and shape the nature of the training

situation. What this implies is that , if we are to
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understand the medical school "situation, " and the nature

of students' situational adjustment to it , what is re

quired is a theoretical framework that reveals, and en

courages us to look for, all of the multiple situations

that indeed make up the total situation itself. In turn,

what this calls for is an elaboration, or an augmentation,

of the scope of the theoretical framework developed in

Becker and Geer et al. 's (1961) Boys in White, particularly

with respect to the following terms.

Most importantly, what needs to be included is an

emphasis on the fact that many of the identities students

collectively share are not entirely derived specifically

from the training situation itself (as Becker and Geer et

al. suggested was the case of the identity of "student").

Rather, many collectively shared identities are brought

into the training situation from outside. Thus, just as

Schatzman and Strauss (1966) argued that the nature of a

profession is changed by virtue of professionals' ident i–

fication with various public movements and ideologies that

exist outside the profession itself, so too the nature of

a professional socialization process is changed by virtue

Of participants' collective identification with various

social movements and reference groups that exist outside

the socialization process. Most noticeably, such identi–

ties provide the conditions for the emergence of entirely

new group perspectives that reshape the situation of the

professional socialization process itself.
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perspectives that derive from identities brought into the

medical training situation orient students toward entirely

different aspects, issues and interests in the training

Situation than does the student perspective. While, as

Becker and Geer et al. (1961) noted, the student perspec

tive pivots around the central concern of "how to make it."

in medical school in terms of managing an overwhelming

WOrkload, and so on, other perspectives that students em—

brace Orient them to completely different issues, and they

result in different types of group activities and endeav

OTS .

Research of the medical school "situation" revealed a

number of perspectives, derived from identities students

embrace from outside the medical school, that compliment

the student perspective. For instance, there is a distinct

"Black perspective" that is based on an ethnic identifica–

tion among Black medical students. The perspective in

Volves an Orientation toward illness that competes with

the traditional medical model: Rather than approaching

the problem of disease as specific to individual patients,

the Black perspective orients students to focus on

diseases unique to an ethnic group that are the result of

social and institutional conditions, such as racism, un

employment and poverty, and that are common problems of

that group. As a result, students who share in the Black

perspective are much less interested in esoteric and
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Complex kinds of diseases that call for heavy utilization

Of advanced medical technology and specialized knowledge.

Rather, such students tend to be far more concerned about

the Common medical problems of hypertension, alcoholism,

narcotics addiction, malnutrition, lead poisoning, sickle

Cell anemia, and so on, that affect Black communities in

far greater proportion than other ethnic groups. The

Black perspective also orients students to be more con–

Cerned with socio-economic change in society, and the

application and greater availability of existing medical

knowledge and services to remedy these problems, than the

development of even greater, technologically sophisticated

equipment, or research into diseases that are relatively

rare .

The Black perspective becomes expressed in the emer–

gence Of a number of Black student organizations, such as

the Black Caucus and the Black Student Health Association.

And it serves to Orient students not only toward a differ—

ent approach to the problem of disease, but a unique

Orientation toward one another, inspiring a sense of

comraderie and a strong sense of Black pride and responsi–

bility.

In addition to the Black perspective, there are a

number Of Other perspectives, such as the "Human Potential

perspective" and the "Chicano perspective" that have

emerged within the medical school situation, thereby

shaping the nature of that situation itself. However,
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rather than attempt to catalogue all of the various pers—

pectives, and delineate the specific uniqueness of each,

the following analysis will focus on an in-depth examina–

tion of One specific perspective that has emerged within,

and shaped, the medical training situation, and that is

derived from an identity that transcends the training

Situation itself.

The Women's Health Perspective

To the extent women are being accepted into medical

school in ever increasing proportions, it comes as no

surprise to discover the emergence of a distinct "women's

health perspective" which Orients women as students to

rather different orders of experience and problems in

medical training. 8 It must be emphasized, however, that

not all women necessarily approach medical training on the

basis of the women's health perspective, or that their

Orientation to training only partially reflects it, just

as Becker and Geer et al. (1961) noted that all students

do not necessarily share in , or embrace, the student pers—

pective. However, the women's health perspective has been

introduced within the training situation through students'

identification with One another On the basis Of their

collectively shared identities as women. And, as Becker

and Geer et al. (1961: 36) also noted :

We see group perspectives as arising when
people see themselves as being in the same
boat and when they have an opportunity to
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interact with reference to their problems.
Under those conditions, people share their
concerns and their provisional answers to
questions about the meaning Of events and
how one should respond to them.

Moreover, the women's health perspective is derived

not only from women students, or women working in health

care capacities and organizations, but much more signifi

cantly, from women outside of medicine who are generally

concerned with problems specific to women's health care,

medical delivery services, and, indeed, women's libera

tion. As Ruzek (1975; 1) explained ;

. . . the impetus for the health movement has come
from the larger women's movement . . . Throughout
the world women are coming to view their bodies
as their primary, essential selves. And they
are coming to see control Over their bodies as
a crucial first step in gaining control over
their lives.

Thus, in contrast to the student perspective, which

Becker and Geer et al. (1961) argued was derived almost

totally from individuals' mutual identification with one

another as students within the training situation itself,

the women's health perspective is largely derived from a

distinct social movement outside of the training situation,

yet introduced into it by women themselves by virtue of

their identification with the larger women's movement.

For this reason, the following perspective is presented

not only with respect to the observations that were

collected in direct interviews with women students, but

also with reference to a number of published statements in

the area that have been expressed by women from many
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different social and Occupational walks of life.

What is central about the women's health perspective

as it has been introduced within the medical training

situation is that it does not so much deal with , Or pre

pare women for, the problem of "making it" in medical

school in terms of managing an overwhelming workload, a

high level of uncertainty, and so on ; that Orientation is

basically provided by the student perspective that Becker

and Geer et al. (1961) described, and that women share in

by virtue of being students. Rather, the women's health

perspective contributes to the situation of medical train

ing by Orienting and preparing women for "making it" in

medical school with a special concern for, and involvement

in , a certain number of issues, problems and concerns With

medicine, health care, and medical training that are Of

central importance to women themselves, not only as women

students, but as women in general societal terms. The

more salient of these issues and problems of the women's

health perspective are presented below, followed by an

analysis of the impact the perspective has had in Shaping

women's Orientation to medical training.

Parenthetically, it needs to be emphasized that , in

a way similar to all perspectives or ideologies associated

with any given social or political movement, the women's

health perspective on many points is frequently polemical,

argumentative in style, and biting in its criticism Of

certain groups and institutions. However, in presenting
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the perspective below, no attempt is made to simultaneously

Critique or call the perspective into question, even though

many of the issues discussed are very much open to dispute.

Put another way, the objective here is to "take the role"

Of the women's health movement, present the perspective

that has evolved from it, and delineate the impact the

perspective has had in orienting many women students to

medical school. In this sense, the following discussion

should in no way be interpreted as an advocacy or an

endorsement by the author of the perspective itself.

The central issues of the women's health perspective

pivot around four interrelated themes. The first theme

is that women, historically, have been denied, or have

relinquished, the essential control over their bodily

processes due to the "pathologizing" of those processes by

the institution of medicine. As Ehrenreich and English

(1973) analyzed, particularly at the turn of the century,

the pervasive attitude of the medical profession toward

women was that they were inherently "sick," and all

natural bodily functions, particularly those related to

reproduction, were authoritatively defined as illnesses.

This included the processes of menstruation, pregnancy,

childbirth, menopause, sexuality, and, indeed, the Overall

physical constitution of women themselves; women's bodies

were seen as fundamentally frail, weak, unstable and

vulnerable to , if not carriers of , disease. The result of

this has been that the medical profession progressively
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became the main seat of authority and responsibility over

women's health care and, thus, routine events such as

bodily examinations, diagnoses, deliveries of babies, con

traception, and so on, became "medicalized, " or "medical

problems" (Illich, 1976; Zola, 1972). Indeed, the medical

profession became the sole possessor of the skills and

knowledge necessary to not only define women's illnesses

in the first place, but to provide the treatment and the

remedies for their care.

The second theme is that the historical tendency to

define women's natural bodily processes as problems of

"sickness" has been a product of the pervasive, institu

tionalized sexist attitudes against Women, particularly

as those attitudes have been incorporated into , and re

flected by, the profession of medicine. Namely, the

medical profession's orientation toward women's bodies

as inherently "sick" is part and parcel of the cultural

imagery of women as dependent, passive, emotional,

intellectually inferior and weak. It is parallel to the

ideology that has been used to justify the domination of

wOmen in the division of labor. And it is parallel to the

same ideology that served historically to deny women their

right to vote, to hold public office, or to be accepted

into professional schools, including medicine. Sexist

images of women in the medical world provided the ideolog

ical basis for the exaggerated "doctor knows best" atti

tude, and the typical condescension and arrogance Of
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physicians who assume that women are incapable of under

standing their own physiology and reproductive system, or

that most physical complaints by women are psychosomatic

in nature (cf. The Boston Women's Health Book Collective,

1973).

Moreover, due to the ingrained sexism embedded in the

medical profession's orientation, the medical services

provided have been in fact directly detrimental to the

health of women in two major respects. The tendency to

define women's complaints as psychosomatic has meant that

many real, organic problems have been glossed over through

the prescription of psycho-active drugs, thus the problems

themselves never received appropriate treatment. And

medical definition of women's natural bodily processes as

problems of illness have created a whole assortment of

iatrogenic diseases due to unnecessary or inappropriate

treatment procedures (cf. Rosenbaum, 1977).

The third pivotal theme of the women's health perspec

tive is that , given that women's "illnesses" are part and

parcel a creation of the sexist attitudes against them, a

new understanding of women's health problems is required.

Many of the issues of the women's health perspective

specifically take up the reexamination of the nature of

women's illnesses, and such a re-examination has revealed

entirely new attitudes toward matters such as contracep

tion, menstruation and menopause, pregnancy and childbirth,

the appropriate uses and abuses of surgery and drugs, and
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problems of sexuality and mental health (cf. Ruzek, 1975).

The most significant conceptual advance has been the

dissociation between women's bodily processes and defini

tions of those processes as either "sick" or potentially

"dangerous." Childbirth in particular, a "problem" that

physicians have both traditionally defined and claimed

complete authority over, is increasingly being seen as an

extraordinarily natural process. Women are striving to

not only educate themselves in all aspects of the process

itself – an education that physicians have notoriously

and contemptuously withheld from women patients – but

there is also a growing movement to take the childbirth

experience out of the hands of the medical profession (cf.

Arms, 1975). As Ruzek (1975: 28) noted, many groups have

". . . been advocating participation of women and their

relatives in the childbirth experience, and questioning

the routine use of anesthesia and episiotomy and separat

ing mothers and babies." Others have advocated natural

childbirth at home, and reinstitutionalizing the use of

lay midwives, and even the use of one's own family members

to assist in the birth process.

The women's health perspective involves a very

critical eye toward the use of surgery and drugs to remedy

many "problems." Individuals have documented the alarming

amount of needless hysterectomies and mastectomies that

have been performed, and the negligence in the approach of
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physicians symptomatically treating women's problems

through the use of tranquilizers. Finally, the women's

health perspective has led women to inspect the abuses

WOmen have received in being used as unwilling guinea pigs

in medical experimentation, particularly involving rela

tively untested drugs and contraceptive devices.

In general, the thrust of the women's health pers

pective has been to provide women a totally new and criti

cal Orientation toward their own health problems, a sense

of responsibility to gain knowledge and control over both

the facts and the medically perpetuated myths concerning

those problems, and a militancy to demand from the medical

profession either an enlightened reform in the quality of

medical services, or a threat to strip the profession

itself of its traditional monopoly Over treating women's

health processes.

The final pivotal theme of the women's health pers—

pective is that, in order for women to secure the rights

and knowledge necessary to control their own bodies and

selves, the problem of sexism in all major institutions,

particularly medicine, must be eliminated through a

re-structuring of those institutions themselves, as well

as in the emergence of new health delivery services.

As already noted, women are increasingly advocating

the use of midwives in childbirth, and resituating the

childbirth experience from hospitals to homes and other

"natural" environments. ioreover, women have collectively
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brought about the emergence of alternative women's clinics

staffed by both professional and lay women personnel. The

women's health perspective has also oriented women toward

creating self-help programs "where women learn to rely on

themselves and each other for routine examinations and

health care" (Ruzek, 1975 : 48).

There have also been a number Of changes brought about

within the profession of medicine itself. Women have be

come critical of the nature of routine treatment ; the

condescension and mystique of the traditional physician

patient interaction is increasingly being challenged, and

women are conceptualizing problems such as "How to treat

your doctor" (Blackman, 1972). Women and others have

brought about massive changes in "informed consent" pro

cedures, both in medical treatment and experimentation,

and physicians are now expected to provide in clear and

COmprehensible language the nature of all medical treat

ments that are used, and a summary of all possible risks.

In general, the medical profession is finding itself in

creasingly on the defensive in dealing with women, and

this has been a humbling experience. As Ruzek (1975)

noted, the medical profession itself has had to come around

to acknowledging many of the problems in medical care that

WOmen have revealed.

In terms of medical organizations, the women's health

perspective, as well as the larger women's liberation

movement, has served as an impetus for the increasing
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influx of women into the medical profession and allied

medical fields. Women have become sensitive to the need

for greater numbers of women physicians who are more likely

to represent their interests, both in terms of the politics

of health care, as well as in delivering medical services.

However, as the Boston Women's Health Book Collective

(1973:269) cautioned, "Lots of changes are coming, and

women's clinics and health centers will probably be part of

them, but for most of us for a long time doctors and hos

pitals as they are now will be part of our lives." The

women's health perspective is as much concerned with the

reorganization of medical services as with criticizing

the present system. Thus, many of the changes in medical

services that have already emerged because of the perspec

tive itself are more than likely simply the beginning of

what may very well be a minor revolution in medical thought

and practice in the coming years.

The Impact of the Women's Health Perspective in Medical

Training

A general discussion of the overall impact that the

women's health perspective, and the larger women's move—

ment, appears to have had, and is continuing to have , on

the many different institutions, occupations, and legal

and social arrangements within particularly the United

States would require an analysis far too great to be

offered here. The women's health perspective itself has
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brought about the emergence of new forms Of health clinics,

new definitions of health and illness, new life styles,

entirely new areas and problems of medical and social

research, hundreds of articles and books, and much needed

legal reform in terms of women's rights to medical treat

ment, availability and quality of services, and the use of

women in medical experimentation (cf. Ruzek, 1975; Olesen,

1976; The Boston Women's Health Book Collective, 1973).

In view of the immensity of the impact, for Our purposes,

the specific area of consequence Of the women's health

perspective to be examined here concerns the more salient

changes it has introduced in the nature of the orientation

that women students bring into the medical training situ

ation. Although even this examination itself cannot

pretend to be exhaustive of all the changes that the

women's health perspective has introduced in this single

area, there are at least five major dimensions of the

impact that appear to significantly influence the Orienta

tion of women students generally to training.

First , the rather extensive reexamination and re

conceptualization of the nature of women's medical

"problems, " integral to the women's health perspective,

has generated a critical eye on the part of women students

toward the way such problems are dealt with and presented

in medical training. For instance, in terms of matters

such as pregnancy and childbirth, which traditionally have

been approached as problems of sickness by the medical
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establishment, women students are now more quick to openly

dispute and challenge the disease model as it is presented

in traditional terms. Such occasions frequently occur

during the classroom years of training, and thus as One

student noted, "Some women that are big on home births

have come down hard on professors who are too hospital

oriented, and these kinds of debates occur in the class

room all the time." In general, as one student noted :

Women have brought women's issues into focus
for medical students. At times when there

were few women in medical school, issues of
body image and images of women were not
seriously called into question and re-examined
by medical students. And women coming in have
changed the attitudes toward obstetrics and
gynecology, and they are starting to make a
dent in how people treat female patients, and
how to approach the female body and the female
approach to things.

Overall, however, what needs to be emphasized is that

all of the issues that have been called into question,

challenged and reconceptualized within the larger women's

health perspective are now issues that women students feel

free and confident to call professors On ; these issues are

now fair game for debate, and women students know that the

Orthodox medical establishment must not only face up to

the questions that they are raising, but it must also

change itself in the process of so doing.

Second, in alerting women to the vast misconceptions,

utter fallacies, and gross abusiveness that characterizes

so much of the "science" of Orthodox medicine, the women's

health perspective has also alerted women to the
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Connection between the development of that "science" with

the more general and pervasive state of sexist ideology

against women that pervades all of the dominant political,

economic, religious and educational philosophies and

institutions in western civilization. As Ehrenreich and

English (1968: 5) noted:

Medical science has been One of the most

powerful sources of sexist ideology in our
Culture. Justifications for sexual dis–

Crimination — in education, in jobs, in
public life – must ultimately rest on the
one thing that differentiates women from
men — their bodies. Theories Of male

superiority ultimately rest in biology. . .
Medicine 's prime contribution to sexist
ideology has been to describe women as
sick, and as potentially sickening to men.

Thus, not only has the women's health perspective

significantly shaped women's orientation to training in

terms of sensitizing them to the pervasive amount of

medical misinformation regarding women's health problems,

but to also the pervasive amount of sexism inherent in

medical training, treatment procedures and medical

thought. In general, women describe not only their

sensitivity to the problem of sexism in training, but also

their vociferous reactions to it. In particular, women

students express sensitivity toward sexism in medical

training as it is conveyed toward women as students, and

Women as patients.

In terms of women as patients, almost all students

interviewed noted the tendency for women students to

react vehemently to the sexist images of women patients
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typically conveyed in instructional presentations. As one

woman student expressed :

However, in the classroom years, women patients
are almost always presented as "crocks." It
used to be that whenever a patient would come
in with symptoms that turned out to be emotion
al problems, those would always, always, always
be women patients. But women now boo and hiss
like hell in classes if a professor says or
alludes to women inappropriately.

Thus, as another women explained :

From my own experience, the way male physicians
talk about female problems and female parts,
the kind of joking that used to go on in anato—
my about female breasts and vaginas, the slides
that we've been shown to "wake people up" in
lectures — all that stuff of women as an Object
has had to change because women who are in the
process of training are not going to stand for
that .

In terms of women as students, women note that the

sexism toward them can be subtle. But the important thing

that women emphasize is that , whether obvious or subtle,

the fact of being a woman , in and Of itself, is never a

neutral attribute. As one woman explained :

I have been in clerkships where I have been
the Only woman, and sometimes I get COngrat
ulated for doing well in a bunch of men, and
then I've been in other clerkships where all
these men thought that I was just awful just
because I was a woman. So being a woman is
either an advantage or a disadvantage, but it
is never really a neutral situation. You are
always aware of its effect in one way or
another.

In these respects, an example of overt sexism are

instances of women students receiving differential train

ing in comparison to that of men students. For instance,

as LOpate (1968: 21) described the experience of "a woman
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Who was the first graduate of a well-known medical school

before World War I. . . " :

When she got into clinical medicine and the
class had a patient with , for example, genito—
urinary diseases, she was asked to leave and
go to the library for the period. Such res—
trictions were frequent at that time, but
common sense has since triumphed over deli–
cacy, and women medical students are now
expected to learn the full curriculum.

True, women students are now expected to learn the

full curriculum, but even to this day the expectation may

not be totally honored in certain cases by the faculty.

As One WOman described a situation that involved herself

and four other women students :

Usually you pair up in groups for some clerk
ships, and for several of mine it just happened
that four of my friends who were all women made
up the entire clerkship group. But the problem
that came up in that situation is that the
doctors who were teaching us, the preceptors,
were kind of overwhelmed by being faced with
five women. So, for instance, we were never,
never taught how to do rectal exams. We were
supposed to be taught in surgery, and the
surgeon was completely freaked out at the idea
Of taking five women into see a patient and
teaching them how to do a rectal exam. And so
he said that we would learn that in general
medicine. And we kept saying that this is
clearly spelled out for surgery, and he just
chose to ignore it. And so, when we got to
general, this guy said, "Well, you should have
learned it in surgery." So they never did
teach us how to do a rectal – it was just com—
pletely evaded by the faculty,

In contrast to Overt sexism, women students note

that subtle kinds of sexist actions toward them by faculty

members are much more insidious and difficult to call into

question. As One woman student described :
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The ways in which sexist messages are con
veyed are really subtle and insidious. Like,
in a group of people, the men will tend to
speak and address only the other men in the
group. And when men speak up, the group seems
much more interested. And then, when we get
Our student evaluations there are certain

things said like, they'll say that I'm "cheer—
ful'' – and that 's the kind of word that they'll
feel free to use for a woman, but you would
never see that word used for a man. And I have

another friend, and her evaluation said that
she was "well mannered ' " (laughs) She had good
manners and was polite These are the kinds Of
Pollyanna kinds of evaluations that women fre
quently get .

Lopate (1968: 16–17) noted that, up until and including

most of the twentieth century, "The majority of women

physicians have purposely tried to merge their identity and

interests with those of the male segment of the profes

sion." We have seen that , due to the advent of the women's

health perspective, women are not only opposed to the idea

Of "being made into men," but they now adamantly insist,

SOme quite vociferously, that their identities as women be

regarded as equal to that of men, and that all traces of

sexism be eliminated from medical training. Obviously, the

battle against sexism is still being waged, both quietly

and Openly, and the position that women are attempting to

carve Out for themselves gains its ideological and sub

stantive strength from the women's health perspective

itself, as well as the larger women's liberation movement.

-
Third, the introduction of the women's health pers—

pective into the training situation has strengthened

women's Orientation to protecting and enhancing the status
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and position of women as students. By this I mean that,

as just described, not only are women now prepared to

Openly repudiate sexist attitudes and action toward them

by faculty members, but women are also very conscious of

the necessity for them to set a very high example of

performance in training in Order to assure the continuance

of Opportunities in the future for other women applicants

to medical training. The reciprocal of this is that

women are also very conscious of how far they should

attempt to "bend the rules" in order to bring the situation

Of medical training into a relationship that is more accom—

Odating to women's needs and values, and yet at the same

time not jeopardize the status of other women by intimating

that women cannot handle the present training situation.

In this sense, women find themselves walking a very thin

edge : The women's health perspective has strengthened

women's attitudes toward themselves, and has provided the

ideological rationale for women to rightly push for insti

tutional reform in medical school. Yet, they do not want

their advocacy of reform to be used against them as an

in sinuation that such reform is needed because women are

unable to measure up to the rigors of present training

policies. Thus women find themselves in a dilemma ,

On the One hand, there is a tendency to avoid pushing

for any special considerations. As one student noted:

There is a real strong pressure for women
not to ask for special consideration. For
instance, there have been a couple of times
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that I have been tempted to take a leave of
absence, or even drop out of school, because
the pressure was too much for me to take.
But that is a pretty big pressure because I
would be damning a lot of women, and they
would be the ones to pay the price for that .
And, you know, when I was interviewed for
admission, I was told that a lot of women
have dropped out of medical school to have
children, and thus I was going to be dis–
Criminated against because of that . So
women generally, and particularly women with
families, really have to make the same sacri–
fices as anybody else. We're not going to get
any special consideration because we are
women, or have families, or anything.

On the other hand, the women's health perspective in

spires women, both individually and collectively, to push

for "special circumstances, " or for general institutional

reform. Yet both circumstances open women up to either

the anxiety of undermining the position of women generally,

Or, indeed, the charge by men that women are not cut out

for the rigors of medical training. As one third-year

woman student expressed, after she had made the decision to

become pregnant while in the midst of medical training :

I basically think that having a baby isn't a
real cool thing to do while in training. And
when I was in OB clerkship, I really worked
hard to make sure that I was doing everything
else that people were doing, And at times I
was really worried about how I might be
screwing up the situation for Other women.

In this same vein, many women are not simply interest–

ed in bending a few unspoken rules or asking for special

Consideration in individual cases. Rather, the motivation

inspired by the women's health perspective, to protect and

enhance the status of women students, has given them reason
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to push for overall reform in training policies. For

instance, Crawford's (1972: 583) article in The New

Physician sparked a great deal of controversy when she

suggested that ". . . getting young women into medicine is

only the beginning. Once there they need programs respon

sive to their special needs or they will not stay." The

Overall recommendations that Crawford advocated included :

1. Reevaluating the need for a 75 to 90 hour
work week while in training.

2. Reduction of the overall time required for
medical training.

3. Opportunities for part-time and half-time
training programs.

4. Internships with regularly scheduled hours,
including part-time internships.

5. New types of medical practices.

6. Provisions for child care services for

women students and maternity leaves with
Out penalties.

In conclusion, Crawford (1972 : 585) asserted :

It is a simple fact of life that women have
babies and medical women are no different.

Special provisions must be made for the
wOman who does not postpone childbearing
until all her education and training have
been completed. She should not be made to
feel guilty about having a child during her
training and should be allowed a reasonable
time for maternity leave without penalty.

Recommendations such as Crawford's (1972) reflect

many of the pivotal themes of the women's health perspec

tive as it is applied to the medical training situation,

particularly in the sense that women's needs not only must

be reexamined in an attitude completely divorced from the
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traditional sexist mentality, but that women's issues are

inherently valid, legitimate and viable as grounds for

re-evaluating training policies. Crawford is not suggest

ing that, due to the inherent inferiority and inadequacy

Of women, training policies should be revamped. Rather,

given that women are equal to men, and as inherently

capable, medical training must be reorganized to support

Students' interests as women. However, as much as

Crawford's recommendations were clearly based on the

intention of strengthening and enhancing the status of

women in medicine – a concern integral to the women's

health perspective – those recommendations themselves can

be used by others as indicative of a number of reasons why

WOmen may not be appropriately suited for medical training

(cf. Daley's [1973] reply to Crawford).

Thus, while the women's health perspective orients

women to a responsibility and a consciousness on their

part to protect and strengthen the status of women as

Students, women are experiencing a dilemma in how that

should be accomplished : Clearly, women attempt to fulfill

the mandate Of the perspective by maintaining a high level

Of excellence in their performance as students within the

existing structure of medical training. But whether they

are protecting or undermining the position of women by

either campaigning for general reform in training based on

Women's interests, or arranging their training schedules

to accomodate their own personal desires to bear children
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and raise families – both options eminently justified by

the women's health perspective – remains questionable and,

as yet , unresolvable. In general, however, women remain

Optimistic . As one third-year woman student noted, who

also was a single parent :

I think as more and more women get into medical
school, it is going to become more and more
responsive to the needs of students generally.
I think Of the women students that I know that

have kids, they can't do what the single students
do in terms of putting in the hours. You know, I
know single men that would stay a whole week in a
hospital and not go home one night. But when you
have children, and you feel like you have a right
to have children, then you say, look, I won't
do that . So I think that women who end up doing
well in medicine and end up refusing to do those
kinds of things, will demonstrate that things
can be done differently. So I think as far as
clerkships go, women will, and are , making a big
difference because they are unwilling to be
pushed around as much .

Fourth, the impact of the women's health perspective

on women's orientation to training is revealed in the many

informal, ad hoc, and formal kinds of meetings, organiza–

tions and caucuses that women ongoingly organize within the

medical situation. As one student reported :

There have always been a women's caucus in my
classes, particularly during the first two
years. And they kept notes on things that
bothered them more than anyone else. And
these groups have been involved in protest
ing things Outside of the medical school,
such as rallies for a child-care center On

campus, legislation regarding the suspension
of monies for abortions, the Bakke decision,
and Others.

Moreover, women profit from these meetings not only in

terms of an opportunity to share their own problems with
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One another, and to bring women's issues of concern into

focus, but such meetings are also frequently very func

tionally related to training ; i.e. , women speak of the

Several Occasions when they have invited female residents

in to counsel them on what to expect on the wards, con–

ferences with various deans to discuss policies toward

WOmen, planning strategies for various social and political

campaigns both within and outside the university, and so

On . In general, the women's health perspective, as well

as the larger women's liberation movement, has engendered

in women a much greater appreciation and respect for the

experience of comraderie and the pleasure of being to

gether. For instance, as one woman student described :

One morning I went to surgery and there were
two women surgeons and I was the medical
student. And when we were scrubbing, these
people talked about their children and their
families, and they discussed just really
human issues – we didn't talk about sports
Or about the stock market which is the

general thing that men talk about . And this
was just a much warmer and comfortable at
mosphere for me.

Finally, due to the women's health perspective, women

have increasingly begun to see themselves as introducing

an alternative to the traditional model of physician

patient interaction. To begin with, women claim that

their orientation toward patients and illness is generally

more humanized and personal than that of men students and

physicians. As one student noted:
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I think that women have also brought in a
different emotional level. Women tend to

be more expressive of their emotions, they
cry and laugh more easily, and I think that
these things have tended to humanize the
process a little bit. Women are just a bit
more Open about their feelings toward things.
There is less of this old traditional "de

tached concern" bit, and the cold aloofness
– being able to cry with the patient and
empathize with the patient.

One important tangential indication of this is the greater

tendency of women to react to dehumanized and degrading

treatment accorded patients. As the former student con–

tinued to say:

Women have also booed and hissed to things
that they viewed as being insensitive to
patients. I think women have been much
more vocal about that ; just more sensitive
to basic human treatment.

Specifically, women see themselves as being not only

more humanistically Oriented toward the whole person, and

more sensitive about the quality of the relationship be

tween the physician and the patient, but they also see

themselves as much less aggressive in their overall de

meanor. In fact, one woman commented that such a demeanor

may even be rubbing off on men students:

I think also that men are learning that non
aggressiveness has its place. I have a lot
of women friends that are pretty low-keyed
with their patients, and I think they are
presenting a different model. A lot of men
are into being show-offs, and they are very
aggressive in letting the attending physician
see how good they are being real flashy.

Obviously, whether women in the future will succeed

in institutionalizing an alternative to the traditional
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physician—patient model remains to be seen. Many voices,

both inside and outside of medicine, have called for more

humanistic, personal kinds of treatment, more gentleness

and tenderness, more concern for the whole person, and

more affective–expressive involvement. Women suggest that

the advent of modern medicine, being dominated by men, has

brought with it a highly depersonalized attitude toward

patients, with only minimal concern for, or knowledge of ,

the patient as a person. The advent of the women's health

perspective brings with it a specifically humanized Orien—

tation, not only toward women, but toward people in

general. The introduction of this perspective into

medical training has introduced a heightened concern for

humanistic regard for others. And women see this attitude

as not only appropriate for the way in which they them—

selves feel they should be treated as students, but also

as a model for the way patients should be treated as well.

Identities, Situations and Social Worlds

As we have seen, situations that individuals find

themselves in call out and define particular identities

that are specific to situations themselves. Moreover,

some situations, such as participation in medical school,

tend to be not only highly demanding, but also highly

specialized and truncated in terms of the specific identi–

ties that they call out in individuals. However, to the

extent that students are also simultaneously participants
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in other situations, competing identities that individuals

are committed to can serve to dialectically feed back into

and partially redefine the nature of situations themselves.

Thus, articulation of multiple identities within specific

situations invokes a dialectic process of situations de

fining identities, and identities redefining situations.

In addition, competing identities that individuals

embrace can serve to not only redefine situations but ,

indeed, define altogether new situations. In this sense,

the medical school setting flourishes with a colorful

abundance of unique and varied "social worlds" and "scenes"

that medical students, and other members of the university

community, collectively fashion and participate in by

virtue of other identities and interests they hold in

common (Strauss, 1977; Irwin, 1977). Such "situations"

constitute, as Strauss (1977 : 4) explained, "universes of

discourse" that pivot around particular activities; ". . .

the basic social processes of communication signifies an

enormous, unlimited and ceaseless proliferation of func—

tioning groups, which are not necessarily clearly bounda–

ried or tightly organized." Which is to recognize that,

besides the "student culture" in medical school, there are

a number of alternative cultures that become expressed in

the form of innumerable social worlds. Such social worlds

can be heuristically categorized into those making up an

outdoor culture, an athletic culture, and a free-form

intellectual culture.
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The medical student community is populated by many

individuals who identify themselves with interests in the

Outdoors, wilderness areas and nature. Such identities

provide the conditions within the medical school setting

for the emergence of what can be called "Outdoor ex

changes; " individuals participating in a particular social

world by Organizing outdoor excursions and various recre—

ational trips. In some schools, such exchanges can become

formalized into a permanent organization, as in the school

researched in this study. Such an organization takes upon

itself the job of organizing outdoor trips, providing

rental equipment, and offering special classes in first

aid and wilderness medicine. The activities organized by

such an exchange reveal the plethora of social worlds that

many medical students identify with and opt to participate

in . For instance, the specific above-mentioned exchange

caters to individuals who identify themselves as rock

climbers, surfers, rafters, snow skiers, hikers and

mountain climbers, and snow campers.

In terms of the athletic culture, students identify

themselves with a number of social worlds of sport and,

thus, the medical school becomes a setting wherein many

Of those social worlds emerge. Many medical students

identify themselves as racquetball, squash, tennis and

basketball players, joggers and karate enthusiasts, and

body builders. Groups and tournaments are organized, such

as those held by the squash club, the track club, and the
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karate club. For some students, commitment to a particular

sport no doubt runs as deeply as their commitment to medi

cal training, and one's reputation as a basketball player,

karate expert, or so on, can be as important to One's

Overall identity as that of being a medical student.

Finally, students' identification with various social

worlds provides the conditions for the emergence of a free

form intellectual culture that becomes expressed in a mini

university within the medical university itself. Classes,

workshops and conferences in all different intellectual and

substantive areas are Organized. For instance, due to

many students' identification with what can be called the

"human potential movement, " there is currently great in

terest in classes and workshops focused around such topics

as "Developing and Experiencing the Whole Person, " "Inten–

sive Human Energies Workshop, " "Women's Exercise and Body

Awareness, " "Yoga and Meditation, " and "Shiatsu Massage

and Eastern Medicine." In addition, there are classes

organized in painting, stained-glass, pottery, calligraphy,

and tap dance.

Social worlds within the medical school setting swirl

and coalesce around these types of intellectual, athletic,

and outdoor interests, giving rise to entirely new situa

tions. Such worlds consist of universes Of discourse and

interaction, but the conditions that make such communica–

tion and interaction possible are students' identification

of one another as highly diverse and multifaceted beings,
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Chapter Seven

COn clusi On

What has been developed above is a theoretical per

spective on how individuals in everyday life articulate

their multiple identities in terms of relating them to one

another, symbolically, as well as relating them to one

another in behavior, within situations and across time.

The substantive focus of the research has been explicitly

delimited to the experiences of individuals involved in a

formal, professional socialization process, namely medical

students and their significant others. A summary of the

basic, interrelated themes of the perspective, particularly

as they were developed with respect to the experience of

medical students, is presented below in conclusion.

Articulation as an imperative social process: Individuals

are continuously in the process of embracing, presenting

and fashioning multiple identities and that , due to the

exigencies of social interaction and social organization,

the articulation of those multiple identities is an

imperative process, as well as an ongoing one. In terms

of gaining admission to medical school, prospective stu

dents articulate their multiple selves in such a way as to

create the impression that becoming a medical student is

the single most important identity to which they aspire.

Applicants thus attempt to create an image of their
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personhood wherein all accompanying identities and personal

attributes flow into , and appear to be subservient to , the

Overriding identity of their becoming medical students. In

Other contexts, however, students see their professional

socialization, and their identities as medical students,

as supportive of , and a vehicle for, the fulfillment and

expression of still other identities. Thus students on—

goingly articulate their professional socialization so

that it becomes a means for realizing, and preparing for,

multiple identities and alternative goals themselves.

The symbolic dimension : Multiple identities are articula–

ted with one another, symbolically, in terms of the con–

vergence and divergence of assumptions, definitions,

attitudes and values that exist between the perspectives

of different identities, as well as in terms of the hier–

archy of social value that is symbolically assigned be—

tween identities. While, for any given person, the specif

ic meanings that make up a relationship, or a symbolic

calculus, between identities is problematic , there are a

number of distinct forms that any given symbolic calculus

can take. For some medical students, mostly those who are

men, husbands and fathers, such identities are seen as

essentially "blended" with one another, so that the

student 's involvement in medical school becomes a simul—

taneous fulfillment or expression of all of the remaining

identities. For others, the relationship between their
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identities as medical students is seen as "instrumentally''

related to other primary identities which they embrace;

i. e., being a medical student becomes a means of express—

ing or achieving other, relatively separate identities.

Finally, the symbolic calculus between being a medical

student and certain other primary identities is felt by

many to be ongoingly "problematic." Particularly for

women, and for students who see themselves as adults, many

find that the symbolic articulation of these identities is

ongoingly troublesome and unresolvable, which leads to a

number of problems in students' lives, such as feelings of

being stigmatized, sexually neutered, or infantilized.

The behavioral dimension : Multiple identities are articu

lated with one another, behaviorally, in terms of the ways

in which individuals negotiate, with themselves and others,

the allocation of the time, energy, interests and resources

necessary for the expression of one identity, or identi–

ties, over others. For individuals in medical school, the

behavioral articulation of their lives exists as an immense

problem because the largely unnegotiable demands of medical

school tend to inundate their private lives, threatening

to flood out the possibility of expressing and fulfilling

competing identities. Thus medical students, in their

relationships with significant others such as friends,

spouses and families, find themselves requiring exemption

from such relationships, as well as for others to
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substitute for them, and to schedule their lives and

activities into conformity with the training schedule.

Reciprocally, as involvement and intensity with medical

school increases, students attempt to control and minimize

all competing demands on their lives. If such a tendency

on the part of the student is interpreted by others as in

compatible with , or a symbolic breach of , their relation

ship with the student, then the symbolic "grounds"

dissolve for negotiating the behavioral articulation of

the student 's involvement in medical school. Thus, engag

ing in the processes of exemption, substitution and

scheduling become issues of conflict and contention.

The temporal dimension : Identities have their own, rela—

tively distinct temporal careers, and individuals con

tinuously grapple with the future in terms of scheduling

the expression of certain identities over others. In this

sense, participation in medical school involves a struc

tured and highly scheduled status passage that provides

clear markers as to when one's identity as a medical

student must take precedence over other identities, as

well as the date of possible pay-off when the realization

of becoming a physician can then become a means for the

realization, expression and support of other identities.

However, as training evolves, many students begin to

envision that, due to the nature of their internship,

residency, area of specialization, and the problems
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associated with establishing a professional practice, the

inundation of their lives with medicine threatens to carry

over following graduation. Thus, in terms of minimizing

such an event, students' visions of the future, particu

larly as it appears to affect their private lives, feeds

back upon and influences many of the important decisions

that they must make in the present regarding their objec

tives in training and commitment to medicine.

The situational dimension : Situations in which individuals

find themselves call out and define particular identities

that are specific to situations themselves. Moreover,

some situations, such as participation in medical school,

tend to be highly specialized and truncated in terms of

the specific identities that they call out in individuals.

However, competing identities to which individuals are

committed can serve to dialectically feed back into and

redefine situations themselves. In this sense, students'

adjustment to the medical training situation is not merely

an adaptation ; situational adjustment is much more of a

creative process of students partially constructing the

training situation itself by interjecting their own per—

spectives into it. Moreover, such perspectives are

grounded in ident it ies that students embrace which are

derived from groups and relationships outside of the

training situation. Thus, articulation of multiple iden—

tities within specific situations involves a dialectic
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process of situations defining identities, identities

redefining situations, and, indeed, identities defining

altogether new situations.

In closing, it should be further emphasized that the

value and usefulness of a theoretical perspective, such as

the one developed above, is revealed not only in terms of

what it enables one to observe, describe and explain with

respect to a single substantive area, but also in terms of

the perspective's generalizability and usefulness in being

applied to altogether different areas themselves.

Accordingly, perhaps it would also be worthwhile, both for

purposes of summary and conclusion, to discuss a number of

different substantive areas that the above perspective

might fruit fully be applied to , as well as to note some of

the more central, analytic questions, issues and problems

that would quickly emerge through such an application.

First, in the area of professional socialization,

there are a number of different substantive types of formal

socialization processes, some which have already been fre

quently investigated and others which deserve greater

attention, that the above perspective would be helpful in

researching. In applying the perspective, a number of

initial questions and problems would become immediately

important. For example, in reviewing the existing research

and theory on any given socialization process, to what

extent are individuals analyzed, while in the process of
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socialization itself, as persons rather than as simply

students. In other words, to what extent do existing

analyses reveal the ways in which the process of fashion

ing an identity of a professional in one area affect, or

is itself affected by, individuals' identities and rela—

tionships with others in different aspects of their lives?

Almost inevitably, as discussed in Chapter One, most

analyses depict a highly fractured and hollow image of

individuals, and focus on the socialization process itself

as if it existed totally independent of other socializa–

tion processes, and different institutional and inter

actional contexts. In addition, to what extent do such

analyses reveal, or fail to reveal, the ways in which

individuals themselves collaboratively assemble the nature

and significance of any given socialization process, both

in terms of the training situation (s), and the particular

relevances, concerns and priorities that they bring to

training, and thereby shape it accordingly. A direct

research application of the above perspective to any given

professional socialization process would immediately bring

into focus these kinds of questions and issues, and it

would lead the researcher to discover the array of mean

ings, perspectives and provisional adjustments that indi—

viduals hold or make toward any given socialization pro

cess in which they are participant.

In this sense, the structural conditions of any given

socialization process may be very different from those
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associated with medical training ; e.g. , the socialization

process may only minimally inundate, or problematically

tax, students' private lives. Yet, to the extent that

such students are in the process Of fashioning a new iden—

tity, the necessity of articulating it, symbolically,

behaviorally, temporally and situationally with the re

mainder of their private lives and relationships with

others remains an imperative, generic process.

Turning to research on the nature of professional

practice, rather than professional socialization, applica

tion of the above perspective would lead the researcher to

investigate the relationship between the ways in which

individuals conduct themselves, professionally, as that

is affected by , and affects, their nonprofessional and

private lives. Such research would explore the meanings

that individuals hold toward their professional practice

in terms of it being either a business, or a means of

support for other ends, such as private ambition, family

life, personal status—seeking, religious commitment, and

so on. The perspective would lead the researcher to ex

plore the ways in which individuals' identities as profes—

sionals articulate with various social, political and

economic situations within which they participate, and

how their involvement in such situations dialectically

feeds back into, and influences, their professional

practice, commitment, and perspective.

Another substantive area that would profit from
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application of the above perspective is that of middle and

late life transitions Or transformations. As Strauss

(1969) noted some time ago, much of what is thought of as

human development in middle and late life is actually a

"transformation" that individuals undergo in adapting to

new social situations, whether those be occupational,

marital, or so on. Such transformations involve not only

taking on new identities, and their accompanying philoso

phies, as well as possible changes in one's geographic

location and economic status; such transformations also

frequently involve a rather complete review and reconfig–

uration of one's entire life. In other words, such trans–

formations, such as the loss of a spouse, job, or one's

health, frequently call into question and make problematic,

all of the symbolic calculi that underlie the articulation

of one's gestalt as a person. The above perspective on

multiple identities and their articulation becomes

immediately useful in research bearing on such transforma—

tions. It would lead the investigator to research not

only the problems which individuals face in taking on new

identities and living up to the many structural and inter—

actional contingencies that may come into play in so doing ;

but also the problem associated with articulating a new

identity with the remainder of one's personal life and

relationships with others.

For example, there are many individuals who undergo

various philosophic, political and religious kinds of
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conversions. As discussed above, frequently such conver

sions make problematic all of the prior relationships that

a person may be a part of . Specifically, there are many

people who are currently undergoing religious conversions,

as with the followers of Reverend Moon and the Unification

Life Church (see Rice, 1976), and other Hindu-based faiths,

who are required, or choose, to disaffiliate themselves

from their parents and former friends (see Damrell, 1977).

Many take on new names of themselves which signify not

only a "rebirth," but also a symbolic "death" of one's

former self and biography. Or, as Balch and Taylor (1976)

noted, such conversions frequently involve "walking out

the door of your life." In these respects, much has been

written about the different types of cults and social

movements with which individuals elect to identify with.

However, there is a very conspicuous lacunae of research,

guided by a perspective similar to the one developed above,

that reveals the ways in which conversion experiences set

up the apparent necessity for a rather total reworking of

one's life and relationships with others, and the process—

es through which that reworking and renegotiation of a new

self, and relationships with others, is achieved, however

problematically.

One final substantive problem that might profit from

being researched through application of the perspective

developed above is that of "inundation" itself, or "inun–

dating circumstances, " as discussed in Chapter Four. Such
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circumstances include the lives of individuals that pivot

centrally around a fervant "mission" in life, whether in

medicine, music, art, politics, academia, business or

religion. The concept also includes the lives of individ—

uals who experience an irrevocable and catastrophic mis

fortune, such as great material loss, or loss of physical

abilities. And, it includes the experience of those

individuals whose lives become caught up in some kind of

overwhelming "societal reaction," whether that be due to

being labeled as a celebrity or symbolic leader (Klapp,

1964), or a criminal (Lemert, 1967).

Following the perspective as developed above, research

into such circumstances would reveal not only the condi

tions that give rise to such experiences, and the symbolic

and interactional problems that extend from them, but also

the processes through which individuals attempt to ongoing—

ly articulate, sustain and manage the remainder of their

personal lives and relationships with others.

In all of the four, above-mentioned substantive areas,

research into the multiplicity of individual's lives and

relationships with others is needed and deserving of greater

attention. This particular study has been , in part, an

attempt to discover and develop a theoretical perspective

On the basis of which future research in these areas, and

Others, can proceed. The perspective, as developed with

respect to the specific situation of students in medical

training, would draw researchers' attention in Other
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substantive areas to not only the fact that individuals

simultaneously articulate multiple identities in any

given situation, but that such articulation is a manifold

process involving symbolic, behavioral, temporal and

situational dimensions. The perspective would also draw

researchers' attentions to further discovering the

different kinds of social psychological and interactional

processes that individuals themselves use to achieve ar—

ticulation in terms of each of the various dimensions, as

well as to discover the different types of social struc

tural conditions within which the process of articulation

OCC Ulr’S .
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Chapter Eight

Methodology

Introduct iOn

Beginning with the advent of Glaser and Strauss'

(1967) The Discovery of Grounded Theory, and the overall

emergence of ethnomethodology (Garfinkel, 1967; Douglas,

1970; Filmer and Phillipson et al. , 1972), the problem of

SOC ial science methodology has been thrown into an entirely

new perspective. By methodology, what is at issue now is

not Only a careful disclosure of the means through which

sociologists attempt to verify their theories and hypothe

ses, but a disclosure of the means through which theories

and hypotheses are developed in the first place. The con–

tribution of ethnomethodology has been to bring into focus

the problem Of how do sociologists, both lay and profes—

Sional, go about the business of theorizing ; i.e., what are

the processes of interpretation that both professional and

lay sociologists use to "make sense" of any given situa

tion, and what are the procedures and (ethno)methods they

use to make that sense sensible to themselves and Others.

The main contribution of Glaser and Strauss' grounded

theory is that it provides the beginnings of an explicit

analytic procedure for generating theory in the process of

research itself ; i.e., it is an attempt to formalize a pro

cess Of theorizing that is traceable, documented and de—

mystified.

Accordingly, by methodology, I am concerned here with

Specifying the procedures and methods utilized in this
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research that eventually yielded the theoretical perspec

tive developed above on multiple identities and their

articulation. Or, by methodology, as Phillipson (1972: 79)

explained, I am concerned with specifying

. . . the processes by which a sociologist
generates an abstract view of a situation.
The processes of observation, selection,
interpretation and abstraction constitute
the SOC iOlogists' methods Of constructing
his "theory." In this sense, methodology
comprises how the sociologist decides what
social phenomena are relevant to his des—
criptive project at hand, and how he deals
with these in developing his account or
theory. Methodology, therefore, includes
all the processes by which a theory is
constructed (emphasis in the original).

In order to describe "all of the processes by which a

theory is constituted, " perhaps the appropriate place to

begin is at the beginning.

In an important sense, I began the research, late in

1974, long before discovering what was the research prob–

lem itself. Thus, I began the research without a clearly

defined theoretical problem, or a carefully delimited and

representative sample, or a research design. Instead, I

began with only an initial substantive interest in "pri

vate life," a number of rather abstract, philosophic

assumptions about the nature of persons, society and

social reality, as contained within symbolic interaction—

ism, and a number of relatively formalized "analytic pro

cedures" for generating theory within a process of research

itself. The aforementioned analytic procedures were par—

tially derived from Glaser and Strauss' (1967)
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The Discovery of Grounded Theory, and also partially de—

rived from the training I had received directly from

Barney Glaser and Leonard Schatzman on analysis of quali–

tative data. The more important of these analytic pro

cedures are discussed below, particularly as they served

as a framework for guiding the research process itself,

and also in terms of eventually selecting a sample,

collecting, coding and analyzing data, and finally generat

ing and testing out a theoretical perspective. First ,

however, I will discuss the initial interests and assump

tions that led me to begin the research in the first place.

Initial Research Interests and Assumptions

My most immediate interest in studying the private

lives of medical students originated from the fact that I

lived during the entire period of graduate training in a

married, medical student community. Thus, in terms of

convenience, feasibility and economy for doing a disserta

tion project, my private residence provided a natural and

accessible setting for doing research. Indeed, if one is

interested in doing fieldwork and participant observation,

the Opportunity to actually "live with" your research

subjects is an opportunity of immense value and importance

(see Gans, 1962).

But, just as importantly, my interest in private life

stemmed from my interests in studying "everyday life,"

particularly as these interests were heightened by the
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particular training and Orientation I was receiving in

sociology, that being "cognitive" or "interpretive"

sociology (see Wilson, 1970; Bruyn, 1966). This particular

sociological orientation pivots around a number of inter

related, ontological assumptions concerning the nature of

society and social reality. Moreover, in doing the re

search, from start to finish, these assumptions underlied

not only what I saw, but how I generally carried out the

research itself (this will be more clearly spelled out in

the next section). The more important of these assumptions

are the following:

1. The social world is an ongoing social construc
tion. It has no existence apart from the con–
tinual human activity that produces it , and
thinks of it, and this leads to still further
productions and achievements.

2. All individuals are sociologists ; there are
just lay and professional sociologists
(Zimmerman and Pollner, 1970). Interpretation
and theorizing are processes in everyday life.
Schutz's (1964) "wide awake, grown-up man"
fashions his behavior on constructs and con–

ceptions of what "is. " Or, as Kenneth Burke
(1954) noted, all people are "critics, "
whether lay or professional. They can explain
their own behavior, and others, via any number
of vocabularies of motive. Motive imputation,
avowal and explanation are the province of no
special type of intellectual craftsman.

3. The meaning of social behavior is not found
within individuals in terms of , say, needs,
attitudes, personalities or motives (cf.
Mills, 1940). Nor is meaning given to be—
havior in terms of abstract and impinging
norms, rules, roles, etc. (cf. Foote, 1951).
Rather, meaning of behavior is to be found
in the context of behavior itself. It is
given in terms of the way interactants
themselves symbolically act and respond
toward One another, as well as toward
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objects (Blumer, 1969).

4. The meaning of social behavior is continuously
emerging. That is, to the extent meaning is
found in interaction with self and Others, it
is not static but processual. Meaning is On
goingly built up, assigned, reassigned, and
transformed in terms of the interactions Of

people themselves.

5. To the extent that all objects and events of
social reality are ongoing human achievements,
all objects themselves are appropriate topics
or problems of research. All of the "unques
tioned, but questionable background, " as
Schutz (1964) would say, is a sociological
topic. This makes the everyday reality of
both professional and lay sociologists
"available" as a problem of research. Thus,
even the most ordinary, mundane, ostensibly
apparent, taken-for-granted situations become
immensely fascinating, problematic, and
phenomena in their own right: How is any
given object, event Or meaning socially con–
structed in any given situation?

6. Finally, to the extent all persons are sociolo–
gists, and that social reality is an ongoing
human achievement, emerging out of the inter
pretations and interactions of individuals
themselves, the appropriate sociological prob
lem is "how" is social reality, and any specific
social object, achieved by persons themselves.

It was by virtue of these assumptions, integral to

a cognitive sociology, that I became interested in the

private lives of medical students. Put simply, I had

been trained to see "everyday life" as a phenomenon ; and

what could be more everyday than private life?

Interestingly, I became intrigued in medical students'

private lives because, from all ostensible and cursory

appearances, their private lives were so boring. The

student community within which I lived was utterly dull

and lifeless, populated by people who appeared to lead
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extraordinarily quiet and subdued lives (this initial

impression quickly faded once the research began ). So

here was my chance to put my sociology to the "test" –

what kind of a phenomenon is this? Nothing seems to ever

happen : So much for everyday life.

And then I began to realize, nothing ever seems to

happen because, at least for medical students with families

and children, their private lives appeared to be on "ice ; "

students and their families appeared to be in a "holding

pattern, " circling the medical school, patiently waiting

for a respite from training, or coping with the rigorous

demands of medical school. And this generated my first,

major research question (as discussed in Chapter Four):

How are individuals able to assemble and maintain a private

and family life when it is inundated with an over determin

ing and largely unnegotiable focus? Thus, a beginning

question, a beginning for the research itself.

With this question in mind – not yet knowing whether

inundation was a "real" problem for medical students

themselves — I began the research. Certainly, at this

point, I did not know that I was , or would be , studying

the problem of multiple identities and their articulation ;

the awareness of this on my part did not come until several

months later. In this sense, because I began the research

without a specific hypothesis, or a preexisting research

design, I began organizing the research itself on the

basis of a number of analytic procedures for generating
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theory in the process of research itself. The essentials

of this type of empirical analysis, and the research

design that evolve out of it, is discussed below (see also

Bruyn, 1966; Schatzman and Strauss, 1973).

Procedures of an Analytic Research Design

The research reported above was carried out on the

basis of three, central analytic procedures. The initial

phase of the research, roughly one and a half years, was

conducted on the basis of the procedures of "substantive

sampling" and "open theoretical coding."

Because the research was not controlled from the very

beginning by a preexisting theoretical or conventional

research design, the logic that guided the initial collec

tion of data was , by necessity, derived from the observed

and unfolding characteristics of the substantive problem

itself ; i.e. , the private lives of medical students.

This logic of sampling can be referred to as "substantive

sampling." Unlike statistical or random sampling, which

refers to the collection of data for quantitative ordering,

in various ways, of people, places, attitudes and activi

ties, substantive sampling refers to a conceptual ordering

and comparison of the same items, primarily in the form

of descriptions and classifications. Obviously, such a

procedure is fundamentally in the service of exploration

and discovery in research rather than verification and

control. As such, I became very much concerned with
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discovering, substantively, the different kinds of private

and personal circumstances and arrangements of medical

students, other than the fact that they were students. I

began noting and comparing the great variety of medical

students, as well as the variety of private circumstances

in which students found themselves ; women versus men

students, Chicano versus Black versus Chinese versus

White Anglo students, single students versus married, stu

dents who were wives, husbands, mothers, fathers, single

parents, women students who were pregnant while in train

ing, older versus younger students, and all combinations

thereof, and so on. Much of this initial, substantive

sampling was carried out through firsthand observation and

informal interviewing with scores of medical students and

their spouses. I then began to assemble a comparative

sample of medical students for formal interviewing who

were situated in , and represented, different types of

personal circumstances. In all, I interviewed forty

medical students, and many of their spouses, each

representing One or more of the different substantive

categories listed above (see Appendix A for a copy of the

interview guides).

I utilized several different procedures for finding

medical students who were willing to be formally inter—

viewed. First , I asked medical students with whom I had

become friends if they would be interested in participat—

ing in my reserach, the substance of which I then carefully
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explained to them (see Appendix B for a discussion of the

procedure I used in obtaining an "informed consent" from

all research subjects). Inevitably, these students were

eager to cooperate. Following each interview, particular

ly if it had been an interesting dialogue and the respon

dent expressed pleasure in having participated (which

usually happened), I then asked the student if he or she

knew of other students who might be agreeable to being

interviewed, and who might provide data bearing on a

personal circumstance or private situation that I had not

yet investigated. In this sense, many of my respondents

referred me to still other respondents. In some cases,

students volunteered to contact prospective respondents

for me, explain to them the nature of the research, and

ascertain their willingness to be interviewed. In other

cases, students gave me the names and addresses of other

students and told me to contact them, using the former

Students' name as a reference.

For those students who personally became directly

involved in helping me find additional respondents, I gave

them xeroxed copies of a formal, one page description of

the research project to pass on to prospective respondents.

Following this procedure, many medical students later con–

tacted me and said that they had spoken with a given

student or students and that , in turn, it would be

appropriate for me to follow-up and personally contact

them for the purpose of scheduling an interview
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appointment.

For those students who gave me the names and address—

es of other prospective respondents, and who said that I

could use their names as a reference, I composed a formal

letter indicating my referral source which I then mailed

to the students recommended. I followed up this letter a

week later with a telephone call or, in some cases,

students called me first. Following this telephone con–

versation, many students expressed an interest in the

study and, indeed, many said they thought it was important

research. Most students quickly agreed to an interview.

Some students declined to be interviewed, or were somewhat

ambivalent. In either case, in no way did I ever attempt

to talk a student into agreement ; I simply described the

research, requested the student 's participation, and let

the conversation stand On that basis.

Generally, the interviews were extremely absorbing,

quickly passed and productive. Medical students are noted

for their brightness. They found discussing their private

lives rewarding, as most people probably would, simply

because it is a topic that is seldom discussed in depth

with others, and yet it is of maximum importance to any

given person. Moreover, most medical students were

generally quite candid in disclosing even the most private

aspects of their private lives and relationships with

Others; their problems, worries, frustrations, disappoint—

ments, hopes, and so on. In another important sense,
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medical students responded as help fully and eagerly as

they did simply because, for many of them, sustaining a

fulfilling, private life while in medical school is a very

real challenge, to say the least. Thus, to be interviewed

in depth concerning such a very personal issue provided

medical students with an opportunity to seriously reflect

on their present situations, and to understand those

situations in even greater detail.

The substance Of both the formal and informal inter

viewing focused on two different general problems. First ,

besides what data I was able to gather through published

research concerning the nature of professional socializa–

tion, I interviewed students concerning the nature of

their involvement in medical school; what were the demands

placed on their lives, collectively, and what were their

schedules, routines, and assorted problems of being medical

students. Second, I interviewed students in terms of the

meaning of their professional socialization as it related

to other aspects of their personal and private lives. For

instance, I queried students on how becoming a professional

relates to, as they saw it, being a woman, man, single

parent, Chicano, adult, mother, father and so on.

Simultaneous with the collection of interview data,

I initiated the procedure of "open theoretical coding."

Such a procedure refers to the process of theoretically

analyzing and notating the full range (but not amount ) of

events, problems, processes, characteristics, contexts and
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subtleties of the substantive problem being researched.

Because collection of the initial substantive sample was

not guided by a certain number of predetermined or pre

selected theoretical codes and concepts, open coding

involved the process of applying, in a very flexible way,

all existing theoretical codes, vocabularies and concepts

that were found to be useful in theoretically rendering

the data. In other words, in Open coding, the language

of existing theory became available as a potpourri of

ideational counters, foils, catalysts and levers that were

used to conceptually "dissect" the given problem. In the

present study, the procedure of open coding initially

resulted in the generation of a virtual hodgepodge of codes

and concepts, some from here, some from there, sitting

side by side.

Eventually, however, open theoretical coding, and

careful comparison of codes to one another, resulted in

the emergence of more central, transcending codes and con–

cepts. For example, in coding the data on students'

descriptions of the nature of the professional socializa–

tion process in medical school, there were a number of

Codes used to index various salient features of the process

itself. Much of the data referred to the "unnegotiable"

aspects of the training, the "highly structured" and "un

share able" aspects of students' involvement, the "high

social value," the "uncertainty" and "risk, " and the "un

remitting workload." All of these theoretical codes, and
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many others, were used frequently in open coding, and they

served to dimensionalize the professional socialization

process itself.

Ultimately, the code "inundating" was used to index

data bearing on students' complaints to the extent that

their private lives were being flooded out and tyrannized

by training itself. Through comparison and reflection on

the code "inundation" with all other codes dealing with

professional socialization, I began to see two important

connections. One, inundation, in some way, shape Or form,

was a collective problem of all students, as discussed in

Chapter Four. Second, inundation was a transcending

concept because it subsumed all of the other important

codes; i.e. , students' lives were inundated at times

because of the "unremitting workload, " the "inherent un

certainty, " "risk, " the "unnegotiable aspects of training, "

and SO On .

Finally, two central codes emerged through open cod

ing, that of "inundation" and "articulation." The former

code conceptually transcended the larger class of codes

that dimensionalized the features of the professional

socialization process. The latter code conceptually tran–

scended the larger class of codes that dimensionalized the

ways in which students saw their professional socializa–

tion relate to their other primary identities, relation—

ships with others, management of time and resources, and

their adjustment to different situations. In other words,
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the concept , articulation, subsumed the codes of "symbolic

calculi, " "enblendment, " "problematic calculi, " "balanc

ing, " "exempting, " "scheduling, " "substituting, " "pay-off, "

"situational adjustment, '' and SO On . It subsumed the

symbolic, behavioral, temporal and situational dimensions

of the relationship between students' professional social

ization and the remainder of their private lives.

Given this stage of the research process, as the

conceptual framework began to emerge, grounded in innumer

able observations, descriptions, interview data, codes and

notations from the field, the procedures of substantive

sampling and open theoretical coding were displaced by the

procedure of "theoretical sampling" (Glaser and Strauss,

1967). In other words, future data were collected and

analyzed with an eye toward further discovering and

developing the properties, dimensions, and problems of the

central concepts that emerged and "cored out" of extensive

Open coding and substantive sampling. This involved a

concerted effort to seek Out data that bore On and revealed

the range of properties, dimensions and characteristics of

the emerging theoretical perspective itself.

For instance, in terms of the dimension of "symbolic

articulation, " I had already collected and coded data

bearing on "problematic calculi, " particularly as it re

lated to problems expressed by women medical students. For

the purpose of theoretical sampling, however, I needed to

return to the field and interview several more women
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students specifically on the problem of problematic articu

lation itself. Doing so revealed, comparatively speaking,

the array of meanings that women students themselves ex

pressed in terms of the problems they encountered, particu

larly symbolically and situationally, in being both women

and medical students. In an important sense, in returning

to the field for the purposes of theoretical sampling, I

attempted to gather more rich and comparative data bearing

on every concept and problem of the theoretical perspective

that had emerged. In doing so, I revealed to the students

being interviewed the specific problem or concept being

investigated. In this way, the validity of each particu

lar theoretical point or assertion was directly put to the

"test" in terms of its relevance, recognizability, and

congruence with respect to students' own experience and

reactions to the analysis.

The theoretical perspective, therefore, by virtue of

the procedure of theoretical sampling, became both pro

gressively more developed and verified within the research

process itself. Eventually, sufficient data had been

gathered on the variety of meanings, interpretations and

responses that students expressed toward any given aspect

of the theory that I virtually could not locate any major

exceptions, or exceptions that could not be immediately

elaborated into the perspective. At this time, in fall,

1977, I ceased theoretical sampling, sorted my notes and

memos into the framework of the perspective itself, and
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proceeded to write up the first draft of the research.

Memoing and Sorting

Throughout the research project, I was writing very

detailed and copious memos or notes on the analysis itself,

particularly in terms of conceptually developing the

meaning of the codes which had been applied to the data,

and in comparing the codes to One another. Essentially,

following the style developed by Schatzman and Strauss

(1973), three different types of memos were written. First,

there were Observational memos which consisted of descrip

tive reflections on the lives of medical students, as well

as descriptive observations of events and happenings that I

had observed firsthand in the medical student community.

Observational memos were fundamentally descriptive in

nature, primarily in the service of substantive sampling,

as described above. For instance, the following is an

example of an observational memo, written early in the

analysis, bearing on an interview with one student and his

wife as they discussed a number of apparent "threats" to

their family life while in medical school :

7. Threats to spouse and student. (Cont. , see
memos 2, 3, and 4) : Student in Family A
alludes to constant concern about proving
self toward profs and faculty. His refer—
ence group is school. Spouse's reference
point however is other spouses, as evi
denced by her expression of self-conscious
ness and embarrassment, and competition with
other housewives who "keep their houses so
neat, and who appear to always be so together."
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She felt any time she stepped outside she
should put on a pleasing face and demeanor.
She was surprised because people always
commented on how "together" she always
seemed (A, II: 1).

Note that each memo was numbered and given a brief title

for easy reference. The symbols at the end of some memos,

such as the one above, indexed the memo with a specific

set of data ; for instance, this memo was indexed with data

derived from an interview with Student A, second interview,

page One.

In addition to observational memos, methodological

memos were also compiled. Such memos consisted of a series

of directives as to emerging problems and issues in the

research that I needed to attend to in the immediate future.

In a sense, methodological memos represented a built-in

monitoring process of the research itself, supplying me

with reminders as to things to do, people to contact, new

questions to ask during upcoming interviews, and so on.

For example, the following is one such methodological memo:

26. Substantive focus : It's becoming apparent
that the problem of this study is struc
tural inundation, but the focus is on
"students in an intensive training program, "
especially medical, dental, pharmacy and
bio-medical sciences. Thus, I must begin
making comparisons in terms of the different
structural Conditions or imperatives of the
various programs themselves: Obviously these
differences substantively give rise to many
different kinds of adaptive responses.
Differences in options, electives, leaves
of absence, policies on dropping courses,
taking in completes, scheduling, timing.
While each program may tend toward inundation
in its own way (indeed, even soc. , graduates,
in a very loose structure, complain of it ),
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the possibility of inundation is varied
within each program in terms of the latter's
flexibility, and varying properties of in
tensity, tempo, negotiability, duration, etc.

Finally, theoretical memos were also compiled, which

consisted of memos bearing on, and conceptually elaborat

ing, the emerging theoretical framework. In an important

sense, these memos were used to examine in greater detail

the theoretical codes themselves which had been applied to

the interview data. For instance, the code "exemption"

was used frequently in notating students' descriptions of

some of the constraints placed on their relationship with

Others by virtue of their involvement with training. Care

ful examination of the protocols with reference to the

construct "exemption" revealed that there were , in fact,

many different types of exemption. The theoretical memo

below represented one of the first memos specifically

focused on conceptually elaborating, Or "thinking

through , " the code "exemption":

49. Exemption : dimensions: (see also memo 47)
Student F spoke of a number of different
types of exemption. At least three dif–
ferent dimensions exist : Physical, psycho
logical and social. Logical elaboration
Of the combinations could indicate possible
problems — physical exemption, but not
psychological, vice versa, etc. Student F
obtained social exemption from having to
help the family move from one apartment to
another, but she had to gain physical
exemption in order to really secure it.

In terms of evolution of this study, the continuous

writing and compilation of memos served a number of im—

portant functions. First, as a process, memoing served as
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a vehicle for the progressive collection of ideas and con–

cepts which eventually became organized into the theoreti

cal framework of the study. In this sense, the writing up

of the research began at precisely the same time as the

research project itself. Ideas, thoughts, flashes of in

sight, reflections, questions and hypotheses were continu

ously committed to paper, elaborated upon, critiqued and

compared with one another. Conceptual development of

certain passages, transition sentences, and key paragraphs

were also worked out in memos, particularly as such state

ments, concepts and organizing schemes "came to mind" un

expectedly, night or day. This progessive build-up and

collection of concepts and analyses in the form of hundreds

of memos, varying in length from mere sentences to several,

detailed paragraphs, ultimately yielded every major prob–

lem, process, issue, topic, discussion, critique and con

struct presented in the complete research manuscript. In

other words, writing up the first draft of the research

amounted to rewriting in clear, concise language what had

already been conceptually specified, organized and elabora

ted upon in the memos themselves.

A second function which memoing served was to provide

a means of theoretical analysis and writing that compli–

mented, or did not interfere with, the natural, subliminal

processes of intellectual thought and personal pacing. By

this I mean that memoing was a maximally efficient, con–

venient and nonthreatening process for writing and
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analysis. Memoing provided a method for recording thoughts

and ideas that emerged unexpectedly and at any time. It

was an informal, reflexive, introspective process; or, put

another way, memoing became an extension of , and a means

of cultivating and recording, the internal, intellectual

dialogue that I attempted to establish with myself in terms

of pondering, both intentionally and preconsciously,

various aspects of the research problem. Indeed, memoing

frequently served as a reinforcement to such subliminal

intellectual work because, as such thought found a means

of expression, I became that much more aware of its impor—

tance and that much more prepared to pace myself in terms

of providing the time and patience necessary for such

thinking to run its own natural course, without being

forced.

Finally, writing analytic memos permitted me to share

with others the research in progress, regardless of the

particular stage in which, or how far along, the analysis

was. Such sharing of memos with colleagues and the

dissertation committee was exceedingly helpful because it

enabled me to disclose, and keep others informed of , the

progress of the research, the specific problems and issues

that were being worked out at any given moment, as well as

evolution of the entire analysis from beginning to end. In

Other words, memos provided a means through which I could

"keep in touch" with significant others, and thus avoid

the situation, frequently experienced by graduate students,
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Of finding myself lost in the research project, or es—

tranged from a meaningful dialogue with others due to an

inability to provide them with a documentation of what

has happened in the research, or a statement as to what

(new) direction I seemed to be headed. Finding myself in

such a predicament would have also severely limited the

possibility of meaningful input by others into the

research analysis itself.

Memoing permitted a high level of sharing for two

reasons. First , memo writing is, by definition, rather

rough and crude in style, punctuation and choice of words;

grammatical rules are suspended in service of hacking Out

conceptual Outlines, ideas and hunches. The Objective in

memoing is not to be neat and correct, but conceptually

open, searching and creative. Thus, I found myself much

more inclined to share with others simply because such

memos are meant to be considered without reference to the

traditional canons of academic scholarship, but with

reference to the specific objective of furthering the con

ceptual and analytic development of the research.

Second, memoing is continuously in service Of taking

intellectual risks and flings, all in the name of dis

covery and creativity. Thus, memos provided me with the

opportunity to be sometimes right and sometimes wrong.

But either way, memoing gave me the opportunity to experi

ment without fear of penalty, to try ideas out , and to

write and share my writing within a nonjudgmental and non

threatening atmosphere. In this sense, I felt much more
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inclined to share my work in progress with others because

the intellectual "stakes" were minimized, and the exchange

with faculty and colleagues was intended to strengthen and

collaboratively improve the analysis, rather than judge

mentally evaluate it as even a near-finished product.

Eventually, having compiled memos for over two years,

sufficient memos had been written and compared with one

another to yield the overall theoretical framework of the

analysis. In other words, as memos were compiled, the

conceptual development of the analysis became progressively

more elaborated, built-up and specified. For example, late

in the memoing process, a number of very abstract memos

were written that pulled together and synthesized a number

Of Other memos which focused on various dimensions Of the

process of articulation. These memos eventually were used

to write one, long memo which stated the entire theoretical

framework of the dissertation, as presented in Chapter One

(page 16–21). Given this stage in the analysis, in addi

tion to the process of memoing, I proceeded to sort all of

the memos, from beginning to end, in terms of the various

points of the larger, overall theoretical framework.

For example, memos dealing with inundation were sorted

into the pile indexed the "behavioral dimension." Memos

dealing with time were sorted into the pile dealing with

the "temporal dimension." Once all Of the memos had been

sorted into all of the general piles, which roughly corres—

ponded to all of the chapter headings (see the Table of
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Contents), I then proceeded to do internal sorts of the

memos in each major section. In terms of internal sorting,

careful and patient examination of each memo eventuated in

my recognizing the necessary and logically consistent

subsections of each chapter, and thus the memos in each

major section were subdivided accordingly (again, see the

Table of Contents). Sorting of the memos was , therefore,

a very important process in and of itself. Sorting forced

logical placement of each memo into the Overall framework

of the analysis, and it forced logical division of memos

in each section into subcategories. In addition, sorting

served another important function.

Sorting all of the memos revealed which subsections of

the the Oretical framework still suffered from the lack Of

either too little data, or too few memos. Many sections

were rich in both , others required considerable more work.

Some of this work required more interviewing, or more

careful examination of existing data, or writing important

transition sentences, and so on. Thus, sorting of memos

revealed exactly how much more research and conceptual

work was required before I could begin writing the first

draft of the manuscript. And, as the memos sat in neatly

separate and organized piles all over my desk and living

room, they served to assure me that the bulk of the con–

ceptualization and writing of the research manuscript was

already accomplished.
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Methodological Conclusion

By virtue of following the analytic procedures of

substantive sampling, open theoretical coding and theoret

ical sampling, this research yielded a theoretical perspec

tive On multiple identities and their articulation. The

nature of students' involvement in medical school, or the

nature of the professional socialization process, became

the social structural "backdrop" of the perspective. The

social psychological and interactional process of articu

lation became the ways in which students and their signif

icant Others were seen to interpret, assemble and sustain

their Own private lives in the face of students' partici

pation in medical school. The research process itself

evolved On the basis of a simultaneous process Of Collect

ing, coding and analysis of data.

As an additional summary, perhaps it would be worth

while to formally specify the "criteria of proof," briefly

alluded to above , that was held toward the research during

the entire process. First , I was very concerned with pro

ducing a "grounded" theoretical analysis; that is, in

keeping with Glaser and Strauss (1967), the eventual

theoretical perspective had to evolve out of a process Of

research itself, rather than being specified through an

abstract, logical kind of analysis, prior to research

itself. Plus, by "grounded, " the analysis had to corres

pond to Schutz's (1964) postulate of "subjective inter

pretation : " The research had to be infused with the first
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order meanings and interpretations of the subjects being

researched.

Second, the research had to conform to Schutz's (1964)

postulate of "logical consistency: " The eventual theoreti

cal perspective had to evidence an internal, logical

symmetry and succinctness.

Third, the research findings had to conform to another

postulate of Schutz (1964), that of "recognizability."

The theoretical perspective, as developed, had to evidence

face validity, and be understandable and sensible to the

subjects of the research itself. As discussed above, an

endeavor was made to continuously test out the findings

of the study by disclosing to the research subjects them–

selves the essentials of the research, and to obtain

their reactions and impressions.

Finally, the research had to be "reflexive." It was

incumbent upon me to reveal the assumptions and procedures

used to conduct the research and to develop the perspec

tive.
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FOOtnotes

A single exception to this is Davis and Olesen's
(1972) short study on "identity problems in the status
transition of coed to student nurse." Davis and Olesen
analyzed a number of "identity stresses" between
individuals' identities as student-nurses and
essentially two other identities, those of "adult"
and "eligible female." As such, Davis and Olesen's
study, while revealing in its insight , was nonetheless
limited particularly since the research omitted
analysis of a number of other important identities
that students embrace. Moreover, Davis and Olesen
(1972: 21) suggested that the identity stresses men—
tioned could be unique to nursing, although ". . . it
would be premature to conclude that analogous pheno–
mena are not to be found in other professional fields
as well."

In these respects, the study offered here is intended
to offer an examination, in an altogether different
substantive area, of the generalizability of some of
Davis and Olesen's findings, as well as to provide a
more complete analysis that focuses on how emerging
professional identities relate to a much larger array
of competing roles and identities.

An exception to this is the literature on "role
conflict." Particularly structural sociologists
have examined the problem of individuals finding
themselves in situations wherein they face a conflict
ing number of role demands. The most classic analysis
is Goode's (1960) A Theory of Role Strain.

However, in the same way structuralists argue that
individuals act in terms of roles that exist trans

cendental to individuals, and that largely prescribe
appropriate ways of behaving, rather than roles being
lines Of action that individuals themselves creative

ly fashion in situations on the basis of communication
and interaction with others, structuralists typically
analyze certain types of role conflicts as producing
certain types of predictable consequences. Their
analyses, therefore, remain largely focused at the
level of preexisting roles and social structures as
shaping behavior, rather than on the social psycho
logical and interactional processes of how individ—
uals themselves articulate multiple roles and identi–
ties, and how individuals' subsequent behaviors are a
consequence of a process of articulation itself.
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Structuralists have developed, therefore, no
theory of identity articulation because such an
analysis would require them to shift their theo
retical focus from the assumption that social
structure and roles determine behavior, to the
assumption that behavior is a consequence of
in dividuals' interaction and communication with
themselves and Others.

A further discussion and illustration Of this

problem is offered in Chapter Six (page 130–131)
with reference to Becker and Geer et al. 's

(1961; 1968) research.

Glaser and Strauss' (1971) study of Status
Passages offers an analysis of the ways in which
individuals articulate multiple status passages,
rather than identities. Their theory of articu
lation frequently intersects with the present
study in a number of important ways, although the
major dimensions of articulating multiple status
passages are altogether different, theoretically,
than the dimensions examined here that are in
volved in the articulation of multiple identities.

There have been a number of studies On normaliza–
tion processes in different substantive contexts
(cf. , Davis, 1963; Lemert, 1967; Yarrow and
Schwartz et al., 1955).

I am stating a generalization here and, as with
all generalizations throughout this study, there
are exceptions. Instances of students having
difficulty in symbolically articulating their
lives as students, spouses and parents, etc., are
discussed in the section of this chapter on
"problematic articulation."

The most recent study available on the number of
medical students who are married is Crocker
(1974). This study, based on a national survey,
reported that in 1971, 47 percent of all medical
students were married. The distribution of
married students according to year in training was
as follows :

Freshmen 35%
Sophomore 41
Junior 51
Senior 65

As an Orientation, the women's health perspective,
as well as any other perspective, is potentially
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available to all students, and undoubtedly many
students who do not share the identity that
underlies a perspective are nevertheless sympa
thetic and supportive of the perspective itself.
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Appendix A

First Interview Guide

Introduction : Purpose — substantive and theoretical
Assurances — confidentiality

"Key" of respondents' names
No mention of apartment complex
Permission to tape – How
analyzed relevance and
irrelevance of questions

Biographical Facts
Date :

Composition, Age and Ethnicity of Family:

Formal Education :

City of Residence prior to university entrance:
Occupation :

Religious Affiliation :

I. Coming to Medical/Dental/Professional School:

1. Describe the events in your lives before you came
to school. Alternate plans or goals, occupations.

2. Describe the events that led to your application
to school.

3. After being accepted, were there any misgivings
about going?

4. What are your feelings now about your original
reasons for coming? Your original misgivings?
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Appendix A continued

II.

III.

Being in School :

5.

10.

Describe a typical work/school day and evening.
Differing schedules/responsibilities/housework/
childcare/meals :

Typical weekend:

Favorite pastime activities for yourself/family:

Relationship with fellow students and families of
fellow students :

Relationship with relatives/parents/old friends:

Relationship with school/faculty/degree of
Support.

Leaving School

Entrants: What are your plans after leaving? How,
if any, do you expect this experience will affect
your family relationships?

Veterans: In what ways have the relationships within
the family changed since coming to school?

Have you noticed your typical changes in other
families?

What are your future plans?

To a prospective student, what advice would you
Offer him/her with respect to family relation—
ships?

To a spouse of a prospective student, what
advice would you offer him or her?
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Appendix A continued

Second Guide for Open Ended Interviewing

1. When you think of yourself in terms of "who am I, "
what identities do you embrace other than that of
being a medical student? (sample for contradictions
Or surprises)

2. In view of all of these identities, discuss the pro
cess of presenting yourself to the medical school in
order to gain admission.

3. (For spouses/parents) As a (husband/wife/parent ) do
you see your involvement in medical school as a
simultaneous fulfillment of your role as a (husband/
wife/parent ), or as a rather independent activity?

4. What are some of the difficulties of being both a
medical student and—---------- a single person

spouse WOma. In

(sample for differences parent
between feminists and family member
traditional) ethnicity

5. Except for short periods of time, have you been a
student most of your life? (If yes) do you see
becoming a physician as an avenue of achieving total
adulthood, socially?

(a) (If yes) Do you think having been a student this
long has denied or delayed you in having the
wherewithal to live your life as you think an
adult should?

(b) (If no ) Did you have an occupation or begin
raising a family prior to enrolling in medical
S Chool 2

(If yes) Do you think that enrolling in medical
school makes a student feel "as if" they have been
regressed back into some earlier stage of life,
say post-adolescence?

Do you think that enrolling in medical school in
some ways denies or circumscribes the where with al
that most people expect in order to live as
adult s?

6. (For married students or family members) Would you say
that, in order to manage medical school, in terms of
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Appendix A continued

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

energy, schedules, work load, and priorites, that
your relationship toward your (spouse/family) must
become secondary or subservient of your primary
objective — to successfully get through medical
school? Sample for elaboration.

(If so) Due to internship and residency, and the
problems associated with establishing a
practice, do you think that this subservience
of the (marriage/family) will significantly
change in the future? Flaboration.

How do you think, if any, the appearance and presence
of (women/minorities) have changed the situation of
medical training — medical practice?

(Single students) In what ways, if any, does being in
medical school affect your social/sexual life as a
(man/woman)?

(Single students) In what ways, if any, does being in
a medical school setting provide opportunities for
expression of one's social/sexual identity?

In becoming a medical student, have you had to aban
don previous interests or identities that you previ
ously embraced?

In periods of slack time during classes, between
quarters, or on vacations, what do you do with your
time?

During slack time and vacations, is there a tendency
to pack into one's free time all the other experiences
that one foregoes while in training?

What do you want to do with your life other than
practice medicine? How do you see becoming a physi
Cian supportive Of these endeavors.

How are your decisions or plans regarding internship
affected by your attitude toward your private life
and interests? — your selection of specialties?

— your selection of a future area in
the country to establish a practice?
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Appendix B

Achieving Informed Consent

Throughout the course of the study, in terms of con–

ducting both informal and formal interviews, every effort

was made to obtain an "informed consent" from the research

subjects to , in fact, be research subjects. This always

included a detailed disclosure as to the nature Of the

research, Objectives, and even the theory underlying the

questions.

For those individuals who consented to formal inter—

viewing, I additionally received from them a signed state—

ment regarding their consent (a copy of this consent form

is found on the following page).

Finally, in keeping with the requirements of the

University of California, I submitted my research proposal

for review by the Committee on Human Research. The pro

posed research was approved, as well as the methods I used

in gaining informed consent from all research participants.
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Appendix B continued

Consent to Act as a Research Subject

Study on the meaning of professional social

ization in the private lives of medical stu

dents, University of California, San Francisco,

California.

Study Number: 9:30810–01

Mr. Robert Broadhead, a graduate student in sociology,

UCSF, has explained the study to me. He can be reached at

665–4494.

I understand that the purpose of this study is to ex

plore the meaning and impact of professional socialization

as it affects the private lives of medical students.

I also understand that the interview is confidential

and that every precaution will be taken to safeguard the

anonymity and trust of those who consent to participate.

I further understand that I can withdraw at any time with–

out penalty and definitely without jeopardy to my profes—

sional employment or standing as a student.

I understand that there will be no benefits to me

personally, but it is possible that the information sought

will positively benefit future medical students by provid—

ing greater insight into the problems and processes of pro

fessional socialization itself.

Signature

Date
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